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TH E STO I C, originally published three times

STAFF CHA GES

a year and more recently published just twice a

of new faces in the Boarding Houses. Michael and

year. ha~ in this issue become an annual. We hope

Hazel Waldman have retired from Bruce House

that it!'. new format and enlarged contents will meet

after fourteen years. moving down the hill and over

with our readers' approval. Inevitably. as the last

the water to Paper Mill. It was lhe \Valdman~ who

Stoic was published in May, there may be some

oversaw the Bruce move from the Man5.ion lo lheir

overlapping and there may be morc emphasis on

new building in 1986, where Ken and Annie Melber

more recent events, something which future annual

have now taken over.

There are a number

magazines should he able to rectify. The advantages
of the magazine providing a clear year's record

seem compelling and the events of 1994, therefore,
will be contained in the issue of March 1995.

LYTTELTON

House was reopened in
September 1993 as a House for girls, under the
leadership of Mrs Taylor, who moved with Simon
and new canine Chloe from Stanhope I-louse, the
"temporary" House in the sanatorium block which
was threatening to become permanent.

For the moment the "Stanhope" building will be
used as a lung creating breathing space to assist in
the creation of further new ventures, the most

immediate of which will be the new Music Schools.
It is an area which, in the long term, is ripe for

Michael and Hazel Waldman

redevelopment.
Michael

ALASDAIR

MACDONALD,

who

taught at Stowe for thirty-seven years and wrote the

School's history, died last November. A tribute is
published on page 145.

Smith

has

become

Administrative

Director and Michael and Louise Chitty have
moved in to Grenville. Finally, on the departure of
the Larcombes from Grafton, the House bade
welcome to Charles and Vanessa Johnson.

T

here were other staff changes last summer, as

marked in later pages of this section of the
magazine. Amongst the leavers was Dr Anthony
Ozlurk, a legendary feature of The Voice but. more
importantly, advisory editor to The Stoic during the
past five years. A volume of his poems, Between
Endings, was published by the Corinthian Press this
summer and is available from the school hookshop.

There are also four new Heads of Department:

Stephen McCabe (Mathematics), Graeme Delanev•
(Modern Languages), David Barr (Theatre Studies)
and Guy Scott, who resumes leadership of the Art
department on his retirement from Lytlcllon.
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all so very grateful for the support that Andrew is
receiving from everyone at Stowe. There can be no
doubt that it continues to be of enormous value to

both Andrew and all his family.
~. Andrew is now in St George's Ward at Stoke
Mandeville Hospital, Aylesbury, with open visiting.
We know that he would really like to see anyone
who has a few moments to spare but perhaps it is
best to let Lionel Weston at Walpole House help to
coordinate your plans."
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ACADEMIC LEAGUE TABLES in the
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ANDY

BI RT

A freak rugby accident in the

autumn tcrm caused serious injury to Andrew Birt

of Walpole House, who, as we went 10 press, was
still in Stoke Mandeville Hospital.
The whole Stowe community is both thinking of
him and hoping it will not be 100 long before his
return to A-level studies.
Andrew's

parents

report

that,

although

he

becomes very frustrated at times, he is certainly dis-

playing remarkable courage and making slow but
very steady progress:
"Andrew always appears to be at his happiest
when receiving visits from all his friends. We are

National Press continue to proliferate. As is mentioned more fully elsewhere in the magazine, Stowe
continues to movc upwards in all the tables. That
there has been such a spectacular rise over the past
four years in our performance at both GCSE and Alevel is testimony not just to the teaching of our
scholars but also the effectiveness of our provision
for those with specific learning difficulties. In particular, our close working relationship with the
Dyslexia Institute over the past few years has borne
wonderful fruit.
The work of AAVR in pioneering and masterminding this aspect of our life, with advice from
Harry Chasly and Chris Carter. should nOI go
unmentioned.

Novelist/ris Murdoch and her husban,1 Professor John Bayley, who visited Stowe at the invitatioll of

'he Literary Society (page 61)
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he school newspaper, The Voice, continues to
go from strength to strength.
Very much a child of the computer age, The
Voice, which usually comes out three times a term,
now oftcn runs to as many as sixteen very impressive pages and is very much pupil-produced. We
have had some fine editorial boards. During 1992
Robert Bush and Tom Foss-Smith's team proved
splendidly imaginative and industrious and in the
autumn another talented and energetic group
emerged, with the ubiquitous Ross Athenon as
editor-in-chief, aided and abetted by Grant Elmes,
Mark Meredith, Caroline Shasha, Simon Gardner,
Matthew Newnham, Daniel Oscroft, Luke Smith,
Francis Wallis, Mark Williams (type-setting), Digby
Oldridge (photography), Jenny Ridge and Hugh
Stewart- Richardson.
The equally ubiquitous JSK remains as the power
behind the editorial throne.
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Miranda Raison exercising her Voice. Yes, the newspaper's readership knows no bounds...
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One of The Voice's greatest
strengths is that it does not just look
inwards at Stowe but also challengingly at the world outside. It is, for
example, as interested in the latest
Budget as in new, unsightly Fire
Escape signs in Chapel! It has, in particular, used its own interviews as
effective feature material, recent subjects including disc-jockey Dave Lee
Travis, Derek Beackon (Tower
Hamlets councillor for the controversial British National Party), Edwina
Currie (another controversial party)
and Laddie Lucas (OS), one of
Britain's most highly decorated
fighter pilots.
The 1991-92 Voice, under the
inspirational leadership of Carter
Murray and Justin Shasha, was
runner-up in the Daily Telegraph's
school newspaper competition. Ross
Atherton and his enthusiastic tcam are
hoping to go one better".

STOIC1

GUEST OF HONOUR

at Speech Day
was the distinguished Old Stoic Lord Sainshury.
Full details of Speech day on page 34.

BRIAN HECHT,

who spent a year with us
after graduating from Harvard, is now beginning a
career in journalism in his native New York.
Whilst here he taught American Politics and
greatly enthused over Bill Clinton's presidential
election victory. His succesor as Paradina fellow,
Matthew Kane, is in Temple House.

WORKSHOPS

The latest development
has heen the upgrading of facilities for drawing and
graphics on computers. There has recently heen
installed a network of 486DX 50 MHz machines,
working from a dedicated file server funning Novel
Netwarc 3.12.
This is a very powerful system to have for
general school use and is already much in demand.
An admirable programme, called "Design View", is
being used by Stoics for their design drawings, the
programme having been given to us through a sponsorship scheme involving the CHI.

JIM WHITE

(former pupil of PASF) of The
/Ildepelldellt, invited by the Literary Society, spoke
superbly to an absorbed audience, on 21st January.
about journalism.

GRANVILLE CARR

The family of
Granville Carr (OS) has presented in his memory
two young cedars of Lebanon, which have been
planted in front of his old House, Chatham.

Ted Dexter and the Heal/master congratulate the winner of this year's Stowe Putter, Alexander Morgan of
Wallop School.
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STOWE SWIMMERS

in 1992/93 won an
ASNK1A-ORA award for having the most pupils to
pass swimming awards in the country for our partic-

ular category, an independent school with SOO-plus
pupils. Two Stoics, Tim Sa ad and Nick Turner,
received an Amateur Swimming Association Award
last November from Olympic swimming stars
Adrian Moorhouse and Kerry Shacklock during an
ASNKlA-ORA Gala Dinner in Birmingham.
These successes very much reflect the emphasis
on swimming in our physical education programme
and the renewal and upgrading of the pool shortly
after the arrival of 1M, the new Director of PE.

THE PAVILION

Wonderful renovation to
the pavilion on the North Front has been completed
thanks to the great generosity of the Old Stoic
Society. It was officially reopened last Speech Day
by the Chairman of the Old Stoics, Christopher
Honeyman Brown. Because of much internal reorganisation it is now possible for all visiting teams to
change in the pavilion rather than to divert to

various House changing-rooms. The exterior is now
repainted and as smart as when it was first opened
by Stanley Jackson, a former England Test cricket
captain, in the 1930's.
Mentioning the pavilion on Speech Day, the
Headmaster commented on this "marvellously gen-

ARTISTS

continue to excel, not just in exams
(76% Grade As at A-level) but in practical things.
The success of the Art School's mural for the Great
Ormond St Children's Hospital has encouraged a
further order to be placed.
In Design Kate Finch-Knightley came top of the
A-level results nationally.
Meanwhile there were two Stowe exhibitions in
London, Michael Heseltine exhibiting his paintings
of the landscape and garden buildings at the Mall
Gallery, whilst Ken Melber shared a three-man exhibition in the late autumn.

OXFORD

& CAMBRIDGE

Congratulations to the following, who have been
offered places at Oxford and Cambridge:
Andrew Hyslop, Chemistry (Somerville College, Oxford),
George Pendle, English (St Peter's College, Oxford),
William Wynne, Biological Science (Magdalen College,

Oxford),
Graham Pike, Physics (Trinity College, Oxford),
Rachet Beer, Theology (Newnham College, Camhridge)

not inherit the world from our ancestors", he
reminded the School, "we borrow it for a space
from our children."

WINNERS

A Stowe team reached the finals
of the Young Consumer of the Year competition and
another was a regional winner of a national General

Knowledge Quiz. Leon Ridley won the Bowater
Group graphics prize, Virginia Holmes was the best
High Gun in Clay Pigeon shooting in the British
Under-19 category and Tayo Erogbogbo won
national recognition in the triple-jump. Five Stoics
received offers of Medical School places, two
became Associates of the London College of Music,
whilst Stephen Jones distinguished himself by
achieving a 24-hour organ playing marathon,
thereby raising £1 ,000 for charity.

EUROPEAN STUDIES

Tom Foss-Smith, Maths (St Catharine's College,

progress apace.
Robert Dillow, Head of European Studies, and
Graeme Delaney, Head of Modern languages, have

Camhridge),

commenced

Felix Po)onius, Economics (St John's College, Cambridge).

foreign exchanges, contacts and visilS.

Olivia Coy, Natural Science (Emmanuel College,

Cambridge),

8

erous gesture" from the Old Stoic Society. "We do

an ambitious programme involving

STOICA

GOVERNORS

We thank several governors
who have recently retired for all that they have generously given the School during their time in office:

General Sir Frank Kitson, The Revd. John Eddison,
Charles Malden, Antony Shillington, Paul Whitfield
and Peter Wright.
New additions to the board include: Nicholas
Berry, Jonathan Fletcher, Christopher Honeyman
Brown and Helen Williams.
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NEW LADIES

Last September Stowe welcomed Mrs Marilyn Rydstrom as the School's
first-ever Marketing Director. Other new ladies on
the Campus include Mrs Chris Shaw, who has takeo
over from Mrs Shirley Cross as Commercial
Manager, and House Matrons (whose arrival in the
autumn term of 1992 went unchronicled), Tally
Kettler (Chatham) and Rosemary Leighton (Bruce).

CHESS CHAMPIONS

In a Specdchcss
Congress at Aylesbury on 6th February (70 competitors) Moritz Polonius came first cqual with 5:4)6
winning £35, a cup and the honour of playing Nigel
Short, world championship finalist, in a simultaneous exhibition at Simpson's in the Strand. Armand
David won a t-shirt as high ranking junior.

DOG NEWS

1993 seems to have been the
Year of the Puppy. New canine arrivals on the campus
include Trooper, Hobbes, Bramble and Chloc.
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Lord Coggon, the former Archbishop of Callterbury,
preached ill Chapei/asl November (see puge 41)

AN ANTHOLOGY of Stoic

Poems writtcn
between 1989 and 1992, has becn published.
Entitled New Vistas, il can be obtained from the
Stowe Bookshop (at £3.50 plus post and packing).
There are also a very few copies of the Stowe
Leavcrs' Book, -1993, the second year of issue of a
publication containing photographs of all those who
Icft at the end of the Middle Sixth year. (Available
at the Stowe Bookshop £12 plus postage).

FAREWELLS

Austin Waterworth, the
school's assistant bursar for the past 5 years, left
last December to join a consultative and advisory
firm.
In December we also said goodbye to John
Mullen, our Head Groundsman and our Australian
"gap" student Stephen KJineberg.
All will be much missed.

GAMES HONOURS

Edward Rogers
and Alexander Robertson have played U19 County
Rugby this year, whilst Angus McCarey and
Thomas Bell have gained representative honours at
U161evel.
Tara Hay was selected for the Regional Midlands
Lacrosse team and Terri Bell, Juliet Jarvis and
Frances Newberry have played County netball.

STOWE WEDDING

The mathematics
and classics departments came a step nearer last
summer with the wedding at Stowe of Colin
McCrea and Belinda Evison (OS).

AN OPEN DAY

was hcld in Octoher for
pupils registered for entry in next September.
A sunny autumn day encouraged over two
hundred visitors to attend, with well over a hundred
boys and girls acting as hosts, It was considered a
valuable innovation, something to be repeated in
future years.

9
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THE LIBRARY

Brian Stephan writes:
"During 1993 the Library acquired 170 books, 68 of

given to Stowe drama in the autumn term when the

them through the generosity of leavers and their

Modern Language Department staged a successful

parents. We arc most grateful also to the following:
to Andrew Kennon. (OS), son of the late chairman
of the Governing Body, for funding the purcha e of

evening of French drama, and an A-level English

several valuable Modern Language books from his

texts. Measure for Measure.

Guildford School of Acting. A new dimension was

set, under the guidance of SGAH, achieved three
fine performances of one of their Shakespearean

father's estate: and to the Hellenic Foundation
which with itl'o usual beneficence has given us a
magnificent work on the Mount Athas monastery.

OVERALL

1993 was a very full and exciting

Though space remains a problem, some re-

year. perhaps as full and exciting as any in the

arrangement of the wooden and wire panels on the

School's history, centred on. but extending out-

orth and South sides has proved some welcome

wards from, its academic purposefulness. Socially.

exIra room for display in the lending section.

in our heightened sense of communal responsibility

During Opera week in the Summer Holidays the

it has been the best of years. Perhaps this is most

Library, as a dining room, acted as host to a number

obviously exemplified in the depth of commitment

of visitors; it is to be hoped that its elegance and
splendor were duly appreciated by those previously

the present Middle Sixth gives to the community
and in the care and concern devoted 10 the process

unaware of its existence.

of trying to ensure that the newest Stoics feel

A note of thanks is due to Jan-Felix Polan ius for

his helpfulness and efficiency."

quickly welcome. The School's weekly Christian
discussion group, Crossfire, has never been better

subscribed and Bible Study groups proliferate, On
the very first page of the very first Sloic, in 1923,

DRAMA

Our

coeduca-

the editor wrote:

tional sixth-form has resulted in

"Stowe exists because it is needed, because there

many fine performances in school

are more boys of Public School quality in the
counlry than the Public Schools can hold. That is a

plays by young actresses since the
1970's. This year's Senior Congreve
production, Bernard Shaw's The Millionairess, contained some high-quality acting, not least from
Lyllelton's Miranda Raison (above). Halima Fraval,
two years her senior, has followed her fine performance in Wesl Side SlOry by gaioing a place at the

simple but sufficient reason. Stowe proposes to continue in existence for the additional reason that it
believes itself to have a character of its own, and
hopes in the fullness of time to make a contribution
of its own to English education."

Stowe has! Stowe does! Stowe will!

The Editors: Robert Temple, Digby Oldridge, Juliette Kristensen, Robert Bush, Susanna Benn, Richard
Parry, George Pendle. Absell/: Ross Atherton.
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a ete...
DGL
Common Room is rightly known for the
warmth of its fellowship, the spontaneity of its
support for all the members of the Stowe community and its liberality, It rejects humbug and

S

TOWE

distortion and is neither cliquish nor self-conscious,
pas:"tive nor excessively vehement. Thc:"te qualities
do not just happen. They are nurtured. sustained
and passed on to succeeding generations

by thcir guardians, men of the calibre of
David Lennard.

DGL was president of the Common
Room for two years in the late eighties

involved in a large number. His bachelor UnderHousemaster role in Grenville came to a timely

close when he married Yvonne on World Cup final
day in May 1966 Can interesling choice of dale for
someone so devoted to sporting contests that he
plans the year ahead around Wemblcy, Wimblcdon
and Wentworth'). He was tutor to Sidc X from 1968
onwards, master i/e timetable from 1971-77 and
administrative assistant to RQD throughout the sev-

enties. He coached and managed cricket teams at
Second Xl, Junior Colts and U14 levels - leg
cutters a speciality! - and somehow found time to
captain Buckingham CC for three years
in the early seventies. At various times
he looked after 'Monday Extra' tcnnis
players, table-tennis players and young
farmers

and,

when

golf

became

a

passion. he assisted with the organisation
of school team matches, a role which he

and, with an eye for detail and pervasive
concern for fellow beings, achieved ncw

tion, but his influence as a member of the

has generously continued to engage
during his post-Stowe career, DGL
served on numerous school committees

Common Room reached over consider-

and working parties variously as chair-

and high levels of harmony, method ano
order in day to day matters of organisa-

at Stowe. Few can match his record of attendance at

man, secretary, minute-writer, convener and
dogsbody, His membership of the Curriculum

Common Room meetings! He kept his counsel until

Committee, from 1976-86, became a main interest

he had something really worthwhile to say but his
contribution invariably added clarity and humour to

but a hallmark throughout was his meticulous com-

ahly mure than these two of his twenty eight years

the discussion. His sense of justice, his insistence
on returning to clearly articulated first principles,
and his innate mistrust of expedience made him a

mitment in whatever task, small or large,
undertaken. He wore many hats!
DGL's life revolved around Stowe to the extent
that much of his own time was spent in serving the

time, a powerful force for reason and rectilude.

interesls of the school. His sterling work on the
Stowe Golf Club Committee and his contribution as

Althnugh a Stowe master of many parts, DG L
will be remembered particularly for the high quality

a Queen's Temple singer bear testimony to his
success in combining pleasure with business. As

of his Maths leaching. Fortunate indeed were those
Sloics who received his measured instruction. His

well as swinging a golf club and singing, David still
finds time to cherish his 1974 Triumph Stag. May

interest in their academic welfare and the time he

all three love affairs be much in evidence at Stowe

devoted in helping those, for whom Maths was an

for years to come!

formidable adversary in debate, but, at the same

interminable mystery. to achieve basic competence

DGL claims that he came to leach at Stowe as a

extended well beyond scheduled classroom periods,
His appointment as Head of Departmcnt in 1981

result of mistaken identity! Apparently, his letter
calling him for interview was sent to the other

charge and the well-charted tradition of A-level

major contender for the post of Assistant
Mathematician and authenticity was only estab-

Maths excellence at Stowe owes much to his twelve

lished when the appointment was a 'fait accompli'!

years of careful and diligent stewardship,
As all those who know of the life of the school

Apocryphal perhaps, but the story serves well to

brought a new sense of direction to those in his

understand and acknowledge, Stowe teachers arc

illustrate DOL's sense of humour, finely tuned, mischievous and often directed against himself. If the

busy people. DGL was no exception. He played a

story holds only a grain of truth, it also shows just

full part in a wide range of cxtra~curricular pursuits,

how close generations of Stoics came to missing an

touching almost all facets of the community at onc

outstanding schoolmaster, and Common Room col-

time or another, contributing to many activities and

leagues a generous, judicious and compassionate

becoming fully

friend.

committed

and

energetically

DRF
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pen

ARS

if any, masters
will have left Stowe
with such a legacy of

F

EW,

artistic works which will
always remain associated

with this school.

Paul

Drayton came to Stowe in

T

o

Y

Sclby came to Stowe in 1967 and managed

somehow

to

fit

in

what

now

would

be

described as two or three full-time jobs. He was not

only asked to teach a full Physics timetable but also
to set up project work throughout the school and
run the Roxburgh Hall (inclusive of the stage, lighls
and workshop etc.). On top of all this he ran c.c.F.
Signals section and the school Basketball. His

1972 after six years as
Director of Music at New
College, Oxford. A man of cnormous musical
talent, powerful intellect and natural wit, he was
equally at home playing jazz as Mozart, all of
which he did with consummate mastery and unfailing modesty. Many Stoics have been strongly
influenced by him both as a composer as well as a
pianist and some have gone on to be professional
musicians. Few of those who were fortunate to be
present will forget his recitals as a pianist and his

and included the design and building of a large hov-

concerto
performances,
In
particular
the
Tchaikovsky and Schumann concertos and the
Mozart Piano concerto K. 414. As an accumpanist

ercraft and several astronomical telescopes made by

peD was without equal; a brilliant sight reader, he

grinding the lenses hy hand; I doubt if this chal-

could sensitively support an instrumentalist or

lenge would even be considered by any student

singer and turn even the most mundane perfor-

today! But this went hand in hand with much work
during the night building many memorable stage
sets such as that for Caesar and Cleoparra. In 1970
he became Head of Physics which almosl coincided

mance into a work of art.

with the move to the new Science Laboratories.

composer. It was not unusual for him to receive

This involved countless hours of work in selling up

letters from America or Japan requesting more

the new store room and moving over the vast

information on his compositions. His compositions

amount of equipment. It is also a good example of

demonstrate the breadth of his musical genius, and

Tony's expert and wise direction; I am sure that

his popular arrangements for such groups as the

very few people could have achieved lhc order and

King's Singers were written alongside his more

organisation so quickly and calmly. Laler on Tony

serious and more personal works. In the main, the

set up the Audio-Visual and Reprographie centres.

works that will be associated with Stowe are choral.

It is all too easy to take such centres for granted; we

years across all ability ranges; his legendary skill as

He arraoged for the School numerous carols and
folk songs but he will be especially remembered for
the cantata Nero and most especially for Templa
Quam Dilecta and his most ambitious choral work,
Litany, which was performed the term before he
left.

an announcer for various activities; and his equally

PCD was also a great supporter of music in the

legendary passion for singing is known by all - he
even sang his leaving speech! And who can forget
his voice and performances in La Boheme and
Tasca a few years ago? Although officially relired,

area and will be greatly missed oUlside Stowe. He

achievements for the project work were outstanding

owe Tony a very great deal for all the years of low
cost efficient service with a smile. Tony will be
missed at Stowe for these reasons and more: his
pupils' excellent examination results over many

Because of his unassuming manner few Stoics
and even colleagues knew how well-known his
works were and how much in demand he was as a

was well known as an adjudicator, was a vice-presi-

Akeley Wood, which will allow him more time for

dent of the Buckiogham Music Festival and
president of the Buckingham and District Music
Society.
PCD was universally esteemed for his sympa-

music and house renovation, so Tony will probably

thetic imagination and wide-ranging knowledge. He

be just as husy but with a change of emphasis.

has, for example, a profound interest in theology

Tony is continuing to teach on a part-time basis at

OLR
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and European literature. Litany was partly strue-
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tured on works drawn from liturgy and religious

reign, attracted Stoics from all over the country. AJI

canons. Conversation with peD displayed his

were encouraged to develop their individual talents

serious and humane concerns - tinged with his wry

which not surprisingly resulted in Grafton produc-

humour. He is moved by both the comic and tragic

ing an above-average number of achievers and an

in life. For such an immensely lalentcd man he was

enviable record in House matches and events.

remarkably self-effacing.
In all that he did PCD was lovingly supported by

approach to life, James brought refreshing life and

his wife Ann. Ann's warm and gentle nature is

enthusiasm to his duties as lay Chaplain and direc-

already missed by us all at concerts. PCD leaves
Stowe in order that he may have more time for

tor of Crossfire: to the Oueen's Temple Singers: to
his introduction of the PSHE programme, aod, of

composing. We can only feel privileged that Ihis

course, to his leading role performances in almost

great man spent so many years here and look

every staff drama production over the past two

forward

decades.

10

what wc hope will be for him a fruitful

time of composition in Cornwall.

Furthermore, in character wilh his flamboyant

JML was a true and memorable schoolmaster

lCG

without whose enormous contribution to the life of
the community, Stowe would have been a poorer

place. But. as Bob Drayson anticipated at the start,

"ROGER,

JML

a successful schoolmaster is invariably supportcd
by a strong, capable and charming wife - nothing

a quick word in your ear," demanded

Bob Drayson on the touchline at the Oxford
Hockey Festival in 1972.
"Of course, Headmaster," I replied, "but my

could so aptly describe the part played by Anna
Larcombe in the Grafton success story.

Our thanks aod best wishes to them both.
ClGA

name is Christopher."
"There's someone I want you LO meet," said Bob,
ignoring my correction -

"a good young man,

hockey Blue, all-round sportsman and most important, of course, a charming, capable and very
attractive wife - a potential Houscmaster I'd say."
James

Larcombe

"A

DJE
verray
parfit
geotil knyght" -

Chaucer's

description

joined Stowe the following September as a
member of bOlh the
Divinity and Biology

might have been tailor-

departments and from

generous with his time

the start exhibited the
qualities identified by
Bob on that spring day
io Oxford five mooths

was he in his ten years

previously. He was a

vin de Cahors" and his pipe, David created a rela-

natural communicator in the classroom and a notori-

tionship with his pupils and his tlltees which was

ously audible one un the sports field where the

among the most sensitive and affectionate thaL one

intensity of his commitment was transmitted to the

could expect to encounter. His was an approach of

many successful hockey, cricket and rugby teams he

persuasive encouragement and concern, tinged with

coached over the years. As master i/c hockey for

an often Gallic sense of humour and a constant

twelve years (Who said Housemasters donlt have the

readiness

capacity to direct a major sport"), he produced some

this deceptively easy-going exterior, however, there

exceptional teams and, overall, maintained the

lies a tenacity and clear-sightedness which emerged

strength of Stowe's reputation in this, the supreme

strongly when he took uver the leadership of the
Modero Laoguages Department in 1991. This was a
post for which he was splendidly equipped after a

•

game of the all-round sportsman. (No correspondence

please!)

made for David Ellis, so
moderate, unassuming,

unfailingly helpful and

amongst us. An excellent linguist in every
respect with an endearing penchant for his "petit

10

give Ihe benefit of the doubt. Beneath

It was, however. as Housemaster of Grafton that

wealth of administrative experience gained in a

JML became most widely known. His reputation,

wide range of Stowe's activities. They included, at

rapidly built and stroogly maiotained throughout his

various times, the organisation and supervision of

13
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Monday Extras, of driving lessons, the internal
examination timetable, a lengthy period as the
Headmaster's Administrative Assistant (until the
advent of a School Marshal). a five-year stint as
Secretary and Treasurer of the Common Room
and four laxing years as School Timetabler. In
addition David found time to coach both hockey
and rugby and ultimalely saw his efforts with the
latter sport rewarded in his last year by a victorious Stowe team.
David is an outstanding Bridge player and
Stowe's Bridge Club benefited hugely from his
knowledge, experience and enthusiasm. For some
time he was an Assistant Housemaster in Grafton
and, before the changeover, was attached briefly to
Lyttelton. He survived at least one known attempt
to nobble - or hobble - him when a Fourth-former
mulched his knee with an imperfectly aimed cricket
ball while names were being checked. On another
occasion he mystified pupils (and colleagues, too)
by electing to teach in dark glasses; the prosaic
explanation for this uncharacteristic cuhivation of
personal charisma (mere conjunctivitis) was something of a disappointment at a time when a welcome
touch of eccenlricity was fast disappearing from the
Stowe scene.
And so after ten highly-valued, very distinguished years of service to our community David
and his family have finally, and perhaps inevitably,
succumbed once again to the lure of the exotic.
While you are reading tbis, he is probably standing,
whistle at the ready, to start the inter-House camel
races at the Cairo International SchooL The colonial
spirit lives on; the moustache, though, was shaved off
a touch prematurely.
JAB

TAO
we interviewed TAO for his job in the
English Department in 1986, the then headmaster, Christopher Turner, and I had two
anxieties. First, Dr Ozturk's only teaching experience, at schools, had been at Darlington, and we
were afraid that someone choosing such a school
for his teaching practice term would turn out to be
a trendy lefty of the worst kind. We need not have
been worried on that score! Secondly, we were
anxious that this rather scholarly figure, dwelling
in the remoteness of Ezra Pound, and with three
degrees from the Universities of Exeter, Reading
and Oxford, might not cope with the routine
tedium of classroom discipline. Again, this did

W
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not turn out to be
one of our combined
better judgements. In
the first week of the
September
term,
when Tony arrived, a
Lower Sixth Form
boy arrived at one of
my lessons without a
copy of the text. He
explained that he
had lent his copy to a friend. When I expressed
simmering incredulity, lhe boy explained, wideeyed and hushed in tone, thal his friend was, in the
same period, being taught hy Dr Ozturk. Nor was I
to he left with a monopoly of sarcastic wit in the
department. As we know, "Ozquotes" appeared in
The Voice and never "Farquotes" and Dr Dakta was
a match for any Farquengi.
More seriously, Tony's high scholarship,
reflected as it is in his unyielding belief in the most
rigorous standards of academic excellence, has
given an enormous boost Lo the credit of the English
Department. The able Stoics - the Oxbridge scholars - revelled in his company and will never forget
his teaching and proclaimed themselves to have
benefited from his strong and purposeful instruction. Tony's production of the marvellous New
Vistas (a puhlication about which any school, let
alone Department, can be proud), his indefatigable
help in taking on a host of departmental chores
with uncomplaining efficiency, his marvellous
contribution to the department library, his clear
insight and judgement at department meetings, his
memorable contributions to the Reading Circle,
will, collectively, leave a gaping void in the
English Department.
Tony was an energetic co-editor of The Stoic from
its inception in changed format in ]987. His acute
aesthetic judgement was applied to visual and written
material, and he took special responsibility for verse
contributions. Sixth form editors felt in Tony a sympathetic collaborator, and pupil contributors, too, felt
his warm encouragement. There was common cause
in eliciting and recording the imaginative achievement and inventiveness of Stoics and Tony was at the
heart of the team's creative endeavour.
He enjoyed assisting in the supervision of the
Junior Colts 'B' cricket team and, in his last year, of
the 3rd Xl. Rumour has it that he was, on occasion,
to be sighted playing for the staff in rugby, to the
tunc of ironic cheers from observers on the touchline.
(Who could have have taught them their irony").

STOICA

Tony is a notable poet. having had poems published in a number of distinguished journals.
Recently, his volume, Between Eflt!illgS, was published by the Corinthian Press.
Although Tony was a shy man, those who knew
him liked and respected him as a very good friend

Simon was responsible for tennis at the School

during his entire time here. He was a hjghly organised

and motivated coach, who instilled a will to win in his
teams and these were very successful by and large. 0
mean player himself, Simon was able to demonstrate

and we were further privileged to come to know his

just exactly how the shots should be played!
Simon's slightly prickly side and firm and inde-

wife, Diana, with her quiet charm, intelligent gen-

pendent sense of what was right were very much

tleness and magical painting.

offset hy his keen sense of humour. Sometimes, he

We thank them hoth for all they did for us here at

seemed to enjoy being teased and the ruder one

Stowe, and they go with our very best wishes to

was to him the more he liked it; hc had that slightly
touching South African bclicf that this was English

Lishon where Tony will be the Head of the English
Department at St Julian's College.
PASF

humour at its best.
From being a doubter of the merits of a Junior
Tutor system, Simon became its foremost advocate.

He took idcas ahoard and then developed the system

SHCR
the five years that
Simon Reid has
been
an
English

I

N

master at Stowe, he
became the valuable,
personal
friend of

many

people

someone

in

and
whom

they could place the
greatest

trust.

The

English Department feels deeply sad at Simon's
departure. Simon was a marvellous teacher across

the whole range of age and ability and he was a
most

valuable

recruiting

officer

for

the

which we have today, sowing the seeds, before he
left, of its further development. Thus, he was instrumental in carving a Tutor's Period out of a crowded
timetable and in filling it, once carved, with a full
programme of study skills, self-assessment, Public
Service and Health Education, and careers work.
And, of course, all the time, beside Simon, is the
happy, smiling, gracious and intelligent kindness of

Michele whom, togelhcr with Simon and their little
daughter Isabelle, we shall greatly miss.
We very much hopc that Simon will have as fulfilling a time as second in the English Department
at Christ's Hospital as he did here at Stowe, and we

thank him for all his kindness and help

10

us over

the past five years.

PASF

Department. His dedication, his organisation, his
unstinting energy, and, above all these, his brilliantly intuitive . lnd compassionate understanding,
will create a gap of incalculable dimension in the

MCR

English Department. All those extra lessons, those
clever and invaluable 3rd Form tests, the
Information Technology link (how ironic that we
were just gelling the technology at the moment of
Simon's departure), and his magnificent and tactful
organisation of the Special Needs work in the
department would be testimony alone to Simon's
achievement at Stowe.
His contribution to school drama was notable,
and particularly memorable was his fine production
of Romeo and Juliet. He was a faithful weekly
Under-Housema:-,tcr in Chandos. He was responsi-

ble for the brilliantly and seriously successful
organisation of

i.l

Debating Society which must set

an intellectual and moral tone which would be the
envy of any other school; attendances at the

Dehating Society regularly exceeded
Sunday evenings.

140 on

V

IVACIOUS, radiantly sunny, but in her own way

an implacable 'dame de fer" - when a Stoic
failed to deliver - Michele constantly put one in

mind of the eponymous Beatlcs' song. She joined
the sraff of the Modern Languages Department in

January 1989 upon the retirement of JMT, by any
standards a formidably hard act to follow. Michele
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brought with her an engaging warmth and enthusiasm which at once charmed both her colleagues and
pupils. Her verve and sparkle were infectious and

brightened Ihe dullest linguistic chore. Her conlribution 10 the corporate life of the school extended
far beyond the classroom until Ihe birth of Isabelle
understandably and inevitably restricted her ability
to continue to playas full a role as she would have
wished outside the classroom. In Stanhope she was
Under-Housemistress to Fiona Lockton and subsequently gave valuable assistance to ELCT. A tennis
enthusiasl like her husband, she devoted unstinting

Form, giving some pupils the chance to continue

their Mathematical studies in a practical context. He
was, though, primarily employed as a malhs teacher
and will be well remembered by students and colleagues alike for his organised, thoughtful and
concerned approach to a job which he clearly cares
about. We wish him and his family well as he continues his teaching career in Newport Pagnell.
SMcC

BE

energy to the girls' tennis and in the winter

coached the Yearlings and Junior Colts hockey
clubs. In addition Michele found time to be variously a Duke of Edinburgh Award Bronze Leader,
tutor in Chandos to pupils in the fourths and fifths
and co-ordinator of the make-up team for a consid-

erable number of dramatic productions. With
Simon '5 appointment to a senior post at Christ '5

Hospital one might have expected Michele, temporarily at least, to have settled comfortably into
the role of mother and housewife. Not a bit of it.
She now teaches at Collyer's School for David
Arnold, former Head of the History Department at
Stowe, who was characteristically quick to recognise her splendid professional skills. The loss of
both Michele and Simon is all too apparent and
hard to sustain.
JAB

HBS
J8 years in the
RAF, HBS arrived at
Stowe to teach Maths in
September 1989. He immediately involved himself
fully in the life of the
school: taking over the
running of the CCF,
helping with the coaching
of Rugby and Athletics and
assisting with house duties in Grafton. During his
second full year of teaching he also took over the
running of Athletics and, if anything, improved the
standards already being set in this successful sport.
His own experience as a top class 400m hurdler
gave him an invaluable appreciation of the technical
aspects of the sport and a realistic approach to
coaching youngsters so as to make the most of their
talent without 'burning them out'. He also took on
the teaching of Surveying to GCSE level in the 6th

A
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just three years
Barbara Evans made

N

a memorable impact on
Stowe and village life
in Chackmore; tremors
still gently reverberate.
Her dynamism, high
spirits and an appealing self-deprecatory
forthrightness blew away cobwebs in unexpected
corners and kept her pupils (and colleagues too) on
the "qui-vive". Few of the latter however have
invented their own particular brand of blood sports.
For Barbara it was an early morning canter through
the park, flushing skulking Stoics out of their lairs
and pursuing them up to the main building, and
then attacking a solid hrcakfast in the Common
Room Mess!
There are other claims to fame, too. Within the
space of a term, as mistress-in-charge of Sculling,
she managed to preside over the destruction of virtually the whole of the equipment as well as the
boathouse itself. For all this her contribution was
magnificently positive, whether as a tutor, the confidante of anguished colleagues or, above all, as an
exceptionally able and very demanding linguist.
One always knew where Barbara had passed.
And what memories has she taken with her? They
include, in her own words, "balmy afternoons at the
lakeside, the silence eloquently punctuated by the
sound of systematic chain-sawing, wafted over by
the gentle zephyrs from the sewage plant". Life in
the Common Room helped her to extend her vocabulary considerably (notably in Italian) and to
identify problems, she claims. Elsewhere as a Fifth
Form tulor she gained special insights in lhe
Temple colonnades. All these acquisitions will
stand her in excellent stead as the Head of
Department at Berkhamsted. We revelled in her allloa-short presence among us.

JAB

Sn)/('A

•••

and Salvete

TMDB

KFD

Troy Blacklaws studied English, History and
Classical Civilisation at Rhodes University,
Grahamstown, South Africa. He taught English in
East London on South Africa's Indian Ocean coast-

Karcn Dore read Mathematics and Philosophy at
Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford and followed her MSc
with a Certificate of Education and teaching prac-
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line. He is a keen marathon cunnef (he ran in the

1993 London Marathon) and enjoys photography
and South African Literature.

tice in local schools. She has been involved in
Christian youth work and in spare time enjoys
sports, outdoor pursuits and logical puzzles. She is

finding her own boarding experience useful in residence in Lyllelton.

GGJD

SJBA

Graeme Delaney studied French and German at
Manchester, Leipzig and Bristol Universities. He

Stuart Ayers was educated at Eastbourne College
and the University of East Anglia, where he read
French Language. European Literature and suhsidiary German. A year at Epinal in the Vosges as
an English language assistant preceded a year of
educational training at Westminster College,
Oxford. I-Ie has laught French for five years at Lord
William's School, Thame. His interests include
span, drama and music.

worked in Germany in schools and for an East

German translating company.

He has Laught at

Bromsgrove and King's College, Taunton. An

active Europhilc. he enjoys drama (his experience
including work in a London theatre and the
Edinburgh Festival), the major games and the
Corps.
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The Stoic Interview:
What are your views on the House system?
I believe that in a boarding environment there
needs to be a smaller unit than the whole school for
pupils to identify with and adhere to and, therefore,
I believe very strongly in the traditional merits of
the House system. I think it encourages a corporate
identity, an esprit de corps, a feeling of belonging
and living in a community which more closely
approximates to a family unit than the whole school
community. It provides a wonderful opportunity for
learning to live with other people, to recognise their
strengths and their weaknesses and to accommodate
and learn social and human values. I also believe
very strongly in the pastoral influence and direction
which can be given by the interface of staff and
adults in the community with the learning, growing
mind and spirit. The concept of pupil responsibility
and governance as a developer of leadership qualities is an important and integral part of what is on
offer at Stowe and gives an advantage of binding
together the social fabric of the School across the
ages, which is very valuable.

What have you enjoyed most in your first five
years at Stowe?
First, seeing the good things remain and, then,
witnessing the many new initiatives and systems at
work. I have enjoyed seeing more modern and
effective structures within the management of the
School, the success of the introduction of the tutorial system in the lower and middle part of the
School. Specifically, I have much enjoyed seeing
the increased sense of academic urgency and awareness, the greater spiritual emphasis and importance,
watching The Voice grow and the music, and, in
particular, the choir increase in proficiency. I have
been delighted with the standard of art and drama.
I have also, of course, been delighted by the
progress that the National Trust have made in the
landscaped gardens and with the repair and refurbishment programme of the garden buildings.

What are your opinions on League Tables?
Well, League Tables are clearly here to stay and
the public at large do attach an importance to them.
But, as I have said in various places and at various
times before, the danger with League Tables is that
they over-value what is easily measurable and,
indeed, the criteria can often be spurious and misleading; witness the D.F.E. age-banding for GCSE,
where some of our good results for those slightly
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older are generally disregarded and Stoics who are
fifteen, but are in the 4th Form and not taking
GCSE, are included as having gained no GCSEs!
What we must try to do is to find a way of measuring what is valuable. League Tables do leave much
out. There are other things in education of equal
value with the development of academic skills and
the ability to perform well in exam conditions under
constraints of time. We are in the business of
preparing individuals to become citizens and family
people; to prepare them for life in general, both in
terms of career and private life; hobbies and interests; we must be interested in the complete person.
So, whilst League Tables are a very useful tool,
they must never become our masters!

Are you pleased with the National Trust developments at Stowe?
Yes; they have done, and are doing, marvels for
the general ambience of Stowe. They are building
on the good work done by the School in the last
seventy years, under the broad umbrella of the
Landscape Gardens Trust, in stopping the place and
the buildings crumbling; it is wonderful to see the
work that they have already achieved both in terms
of research and the planned programme of restoration. We have already seen the wonderful strides
made with Ancient Virtue, Friendship, The Seasons'
Fountain and, now, the continuing work on the haha, on the Oxford Entrance, on Venus and, shortly,
they will be starting on Concord and Victory. Their
expertise and their resources are vital in ensuring
that Stowe endures for another 250 years. As in any
marriage and symbiotic relationship there may be
occasional frictions and areas of concern, but these
are in the nature of such a partnership and, with
goodwill on both sides, will always be superable. I
look forward to a time when, not only the garden
buildings and the landscape are back in pristine,
prime condition, but also the main mansion (which
after all is the most important garden building).
The work which we have done on the West Pavilion
is a wonderful encouragement and inspiration.

What are your hopes for the next five years?
To be acknowledged as the premier boarding
school in the land. I hope that Stowe School will
continue both to produce distinguished public
figures and turn out good citizens and positive, productive and well-adjusted people. I see developing
an emphasis on Europe and the international world

STOICA

room and academic arena but in the general life and

thrust of the School. I often find myself saying to
prospective parents that, were there a supermarket
which sold 18-year old school leavers, there would
be shelves with very many products so obvious and

uniform that one would not need to look at the
labels! But the Stoic leaver does not come ready
packed under one brand label. I am pleased that
most Stoics who leave here arc their own people,

who have been given the opportunity and the
awareness to think clearly and to think for themselves.

There is another way of judging schools which,
in my experience, relates to the two elements of

tone and balance. It is very difficult to define the
tone of a school, but it has something to do with
whether people look happy, whether there are
smiles or snarls around the place. how people interact both amongst their own peer groups and in the
broader community. The other tranche of judgement
is in balance. I am delighted with the balance at

o.,
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Stowe, for it seems to me that putting on a good
beyond, both in our own awareness and in our cur-

riculum, integral to our life. And, playing on one of
the great strengths of Stowe and Stoics through the
decades - namely, communication skills - I look to
see developed the importance of Information
Technology; again, both in our general lives and in
the curriculum, so that everybody is computer-literate.

What marks Stowe out from other schools?
Well, it would bc easy to say "place" and the
magnificence of the environment in which we live,
but one has to ask what that exactly means. I would
hope that everyone who lives and passes through

Stowe is enlightened and uplifted by the splendours
of the buildings and the estate, but a school is most
importantly about people. Stowe is pre-emiuently a
people-place and one of its strengths is that we
acknowledge the crucial value of the individual,
whilst ensuring that the individual understands the

play or producing some splendid piece in the workshops or playing good music or good games or,
indeed, winning an Oxford place in Classics are all
considered as important and valuable as success in

any other area of the School. That seems to me to
be a healLhy and positive characteristic.

Who do you see as our competitors?
Every school - and none!

What values does a typical Stoic embody?
I should like to think courage and tenacity, truth
and honesty, an awareness of a spiritual dimension
in life, talent and confidence, a firm set of values, a
love of life and for life, an inventiveness and an
ability to communicate with others and to get on

well with people.

What are your inlenlions for Ihe following five
years?
To augment the structures, atlllosphere and goals
in terms of preparing Stoics for later life. To do the

need to scc his or ber place in society. Stowe, being
about people, gives to Stoics a confidence; indeed,
many confidences: on the academic side, in terms

best by every Stoic in order to enable him or her to

of techniques and skills and the broadening of

be his or her own best. To have the possibility of

minds and the opening of intellectual and educa-

housing morc of the staff and community on site; to

tional theatres and arenas; on the social side, in
recognising the strengths and weaknesses of other

develop some of tbe sporting facilities; to develop a

people, in stimulating the former and acknowledging and encompassing the latter. The other
important confidence that we try to build is selfconfidence, in physical, intellectual and spiritual
terms. All these are gained not only in the class-

broader, yet rigorous, curriculum which could be
more encompassing of everyone's talents. And,

perhaps most importantly, to see the success of a
Giving Appeal to allow the School to have an
endowment programme, both for its buildings and
for its scholarships. Ask me in another five years!
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Growing Together
Michael Bevington reflects on the National Trust's involvemelll at Stowe

."

J.C. Nattes' imagined view of the Mansion from (he

sOLlth-west

(early 19th Century)

he marriage between a sexagenarian and a

constructed a large visitor centre at the New Inn.

nonagenarian could pass all but unnoticed; but

Within a few years tourists were flocking to the

when the contracting parties are as well-known as
Siowe School and Ihe National Trust, it is bound to
attract comment. Although the union has not yet
reached its fifth anniversary, it has become sufficiently well established for a brief report on the
state of the current relationship. Has it been, as
Robert Louis Stevenson said of marriage, a field of

Lake Pavilions and the later Bell Gale, clutching
their copies of the guidebook, the earliest and
fullest series published for any house and garden. A
gardener, suitably tipped, would give them admit-

battle and not a bed of roses, or did the first summer

retreat and soon became one of the most popular

bloom of romance foreshadow an early harvest of

stops on the circuit of formative landscape gardens

blissful harmony? In Stowe's case it was both a
marriage of convenience and the flowering of a
long acquaintance eSlablished for twenty-two years.
The seeds of the current union were sown over
two centuries ago and its inevitability became

- an art-form which Stowe can claim was almost

clearer in the changed economic circumstances fol-

statues - required vast funds for maintenance. The

lowing the Second World War. From the early
eighteenth century the owners of Stowe intended
that the house and garden should be as magnificent
as possible. With their vast resources of wealth they

family's money ran short from about 1805 and since
then every owner of Stowe has been faced by an

T
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tance and, when the family was absent, they were

also allowed to tour the house. The result was that
Stowe quickly ceased to be a secluded family

invented in its exquisite Elysian Fields.

Such a large garden - evenlually extending to
250 acres - and so many garden buildings or
temples - over three dozen by 1750 excluding small

ever-growing problem of maintenance and repair.

created a palace in an arcadian landscape to match

As early as the 1820s the first Duke would have
sold the est ale had a buyer been found, but none

their rising political and social standing and ambi-

was. After several more abortive attempts to sell the

tion. To this end, as early as 1717, Lord Cobham

place privately, it was eventually knocked down at

STOICA

auction in 1921 for some £50.000 to Mr Harry
Shaw, who would have given it to the nation had
there been a viable means of doing so al that time.

Instead it was saved from demolition by being
bought for the new public school which opened in
1923. Under its first headmaster, J.F. Roxburgh,
Stowe School soon proved sufficiently successful to
fund repairs to the house and several of the garden

buildings during the 1930s. After the war, through
the efforts of Old Stoics like Laurence Whistler and
Michael and Benjamin Gibbon, and masters like
Michael Mounsey and George Clarke. a new effort
was made to restore the garden to the height of its

glory in about 1805. They also researched ils
history, using in particular the numerous family
papers now in California, thus providing an excellent basis on which the National Trust's own
researches and restoration plans have been buill.

the Oxford Avenue. to enhance an estate which it

did not own. The following year the School's governors established the Stowe Garden Buildings
Trust. This, helped financially by the sale of a
painting from the house, began the next cycle of
endless repairs by funding the restoration of the
dome of the Temple of Ancient Virtue. The publicity generated by this fourth campaign led to the
most generous gift of some £2 million by an anonymous benefactor. This, together with even larger
sums from the National Heritage Memorial Fund

and English Heritage. enahlcd the governors of the
School in July 1989 to givc most of the garden and
much of the park to the National Trust. so that the
Trust could preserve them for the future; the main

house and all School buildings together with their
adjacent land still remain the property of the
School.

Stowe School thos recognised its
responsibility as owner of perhaps the
cDunlry's most influential landscape
garden hy becoming one of the first to
undertake a large restoration project.
This second phase of restoration

began in the mid 1950s and included
clearing almost all the Oxford Water
and the Octagon Lake towards the

Palladian Bridge. As early as 1954
Stowe School was one of the first two
bodies to receive money from the
government for repairs to garden

buildings.
The School's association with the
National Trust goes back much further
than July 1989. In 1967, to ensure the
preservation of the main garden, 221
acres were covenanted to the Trust

and Mr John Workman, the National
Trust's Forestry Adviser, drew up a

restoration plan. During the 1960s and
1970s over half the garden buildings
were repaired, most of the eight lakes

dredged and eight avenues planted,
one gaining an Heritage Year Award

in 1975. In addition. maoy an old
vista was restored and the under-

growth cleared, much of it done by
the boys at the School under the leadership of Mr Clarke. All this marked
the third phase of the School's programme of restoration.

In 1985 the National Trost for the
first time bought land, in the form of
QHeen Caroline's monHment
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Work completed by the National Trust at Stowe Landscape Gardens since July 1989.
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In many ways the transfer of the garden's owner-

the Summer term and the first half of the Autumn

ship in 1989 has meant very few changes for the
School. The main principles in the School's negotiations were that there should be no physical

term when visitors are allowed access. Clear plans

in the guidebooks have helped to ensure lhat visi-

division between the house and the garden and that

were Ihe enlargement of paths and the ereclion of

life for the School sbould continue as before. This,

various signs and fences, features apparently essen-

of course, includes full and unrestricted use at the

tial to the increased number of visitors. Some more

tors do not stray into private areas. Less appealing

traditional times of all the

emotional issues have arisen

grounds for pupils, staff,
their families, Old Stoics,

during the first phases of the

members of the Estates and

from nature conservation to

Sports Clubs and others
alike. Thus the playing
fields, athletic track, hard

cattle grids, but most have

surface,

outdoor

cross-country

Trust's restoration. ranging

been resolved amicably and
quickl y.
Without doubt the School

ranges,

course

and

has

benefited

immensely

remain

through seeing the restora-

(although the last may be
relocated by mutual agreement), and pupils can be
found shooting (clays and
targel), fishing, sculling,

lion of the garden and its
lemples completed much

tennis

courts

more swiftly and comprehensively than it could ever
have hoped to achieve on its

exercising beagles, sketch-

own. Indeed the gift of the
garden in 1989 has removed

ing, painting, undertaking

a vast burden from the gov-

biological studies,

flying

ernors of what has always

radio-controlled aircraft and

been essentially an educa-

surveying (amid many other

tional and not a cultural

activities), just as before;

charity; it has also generated

likewise, holiday activities

a great deal of goodwill

which usc the School con-

from many outside who can

sailing, canoeing,

riding,

tinue with the freedom to

now realise how nobly the
The Seasons' Fountain
opcrale as before. All this is
School struggled to mainsupported by a complex legal agreement. For its
lain sucb an imporlant part of the national heritage.
part the National Trust has agreed to restore the
Meanwhile, with the state rooms now opened by the
garden and its buildings by the year 2000 and
School to the public during the holidays, Stowe has
manage its visitors so as not to impede the life of

once again taken its rightful place as an exquisite

the School and its residents. In fact, this was not a
great change since lhe School had long opened the
garden to the public during the holidays and the

attraction for the tourist alert to the beauties of an

Arcadian landscape and its classical buildings. The
relationship, while onlikely to be always a bed of

governors had commissioned a report in 1986 on

roses, has a very sound future to judge from the

how

maintained friendly relations with the Landmark

growing number of joint School and Trusl projects,
ranging from the superb resloration of the Temple

Trust; this Trust undertook the restoration and

of Ancient Virtue and the establishment of a joint

letting of the Gothic Temple in 1970 and is about to
do the same for the Corinthian Arch.

garden resources centre with local business support,

In most respects the first few years of this mar-

Stowe's history or the acclaimed operatic, musical

riage between two charitable institutions have been

and artistic joint ventures. It is fundamental to the

a success. Once the residents of Stowe became

interests of both the National Trust and the School

accustomed to the temporary carpark and the por-

that both aim for mutual understanding and co-

takabins around Concord, they soon found the

operation. There will be great benefit for the whole

greater number of visitors presented few problems,

of Stowe, as this balanced partnership continues to

even during the three, and now four, days a week in

grow and flourish.

10

develop this process. The School has also

to excellent cultural events like the conference on
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PROGRESS IN THE GROUNDS
The latest activities of the National Trust at Stowe
years the National Trust has now fin-

statue of Queen Caroline now surveys the other side

ished most of the large-scale work to the lakes

of the golf course. The four columns supporting her

and woods. The last conifer and poplar plantations
have been felled, such as those around the Oxford

pedestal have also been restored but without losing
their weathered appearance. Nearby, work contin-

Water and ncar Copper Boltom Lake and replanting

ues on the large cascade overlooking Copper

has begun. The Higher Oxford Water, mainly
dredged by the School in 1986, has now been fully
cleared, following the advice of the newly established Nature Conservation Committee, and the
remains of the last c.c.F. assault course removed.

Bottom Lake. More reconstruction than anticipated
is needed to stabilise the facade and water channels.

A

FrER fOUf

The result is a beautiful vista of serpentine water
stretching away to the left as

On the adjoining bastion Kent's Temple of Venus is
still being restored. The poor condition of the existing stonework and the shortage of sufficiently

flawless Doulting stone for the repairs have slowed
progress and pushed up the

one enters over the Oxford
Bridge. Other work in the park
has included replanting the
southern end of Castle Riding
towards Akeley Wood in 57

costs to not far short of £Y2

acres of fields recently pur-

chased by the National Trust.
It will take many decades for

domes, doorways and caved
ceiling. The vast subterranean
chamber for the former water-

the oaks to reach an impres-

wheel

sive height, but this initiative
is an excellent example of the

unlikely to be opened to visitors at this stage.

million. Once completed it
will be interesting to judge

the effect of the bold recreation of Kent's supposed

The

Trust's far-reaching and longtcrm plans for the eventual

ice-house

restoration

of

is

yet

another Kentian building is

restoration of the wider land-

large building has been completed too. The Temple of

also nearing completion. The
long-awaited removal of the
scaffolding and plastic sheeting shrouding the Oxford
Entrance piers has revealed

Ancient Virtue is the best of

anew the superb detailing of

William Kent's garden struc-

hoth the vermiculation and

tures and now looks superb as

the six finely conserved coats
of arms and insignia. The two
pavilions have both received
smart new lead roofs and the

scape.
The first restoration of a

it dominates the grassy slopes
of the Elysian Fields. In May
1993 Mr Paul Whitfield, an
Old Stoic and former School
Governor, declared it open, an
appropriate gesture given that

Oxford Lodge has a new large
window. Mr David Renwick,
an Old Stoic, has made a new

the School's Garden Building

pair of central gates, working

Trust repaired the dome. This

The new copy of Scheemaker 's statue of
Homer in tire Temple of Ancient Virtue

occasion also happily marked
the successful completion of
the National Trust's appeal for £1 million, to which
the School's Trust had made a substantial donation.
Since then the excellent copies of Scheemaker's
four statues have taken up residence in their appro-

priate niches, adding the final touch to this shrine of
Greek worthies with its political diatribe against
modern corruption.
To the west of the garden the newly cleaned

24

and

from a photograph of the
originals taken by the first
Headmaster, J.F. Roxburgh.
Each leaf weighs three-quarters of a ton. They arc
made of wrought iron with metal taken from all
anchor and propeller shaft of a German battleship
sunk in Scapa Flow. Nevertheless they turn very
easily on their cast iron bearings.
The original "very handsome pair of iron gates",

as Milles described them in 1735, were designed by
Kent in about 1730 to keep deer from straying out

STOICA

of the enlarged park. Thcy must have
been altered, perhaps three times. As
can be observed of Kent's side gate
made of hammered iron, which survives
intact on the southern side of the West
Pavilion, his original central gates must

have been exceedingly elegant with
their

continuous

vertical

bars,

but

lacking in sufficient strength for
repeated use. It is therefore possiblc that
someone like Leoni added the central

band of scroll-work in an aHempt to
stiffen them. This scroll pattern then
had to be stretched in a slightly botched
manner to allow for the lengthening of

cach leaf by one foot, presumably to
admit wider carriages. The second alteration was possibly of 1754 and done by
Borra, fOUf years before his reconstruction of the
then neighbouring Boycott Pavilions. Finally, six

ycars later in 1760 when the whole Gateway was
moved from the Boycott Hill to its present position,

the piers were constructed two feet closer together,
positioning the iron stile frames directly next to the

The new Oxford Gares being lowered into position
In the park, the 1Jr. miles of ha-ha wall continue
to be rebuilt, partly by a team of volunteers. 150
yards at the south-western end of the old Sequoia
Avenue has now been completed and nearly half the
stretch beside Nelson's Walk. Opposite the Indoor
Shooting Range an old gateway has been found,
with its early eighteenth-century fixings for the
hinges still in place. This probably provided a con-

stonework and thus eliminating the short screen on
cach side. It is the 1760 re-arrangement which has
been copied for the new gates, with a few minor
variations.
Once a new bell is hung to match the one

aligned with the two Leoni Arches. 1t is first shown
on the bird's-eye view of 1725 and later it served as

depicted in Nattcs' drawing of 1805 and the gates

a useful extra entrance into the western garden.

are given a dark green coat of paint, the Oxford
Entrance should again look as magnificent as it did

Much of the new stone for the wall originated as
off-cuts generously donated by Bath & Portland
Stone Ltd, the company supplying stone for the
Temple of Venus. Some of the coping stones have

when built by Earl Temple as part of his breathtaking vista over the sharp hump of the Oxford
Bridge and up to the Boycott Pavilions.
In the Japanese Garden, meanwhile, the new
woven-wire fence is being erected in stages. This is
a copy of the barrier which cut across Brown's
Cascade and the attractive Water and Rock Garden.

1t had been built for the short-lived exotic birds by
the second Duke in his spendthrift and tasteless

venient short-cut to the North Front along a path

been cast locally to save costs; this is a well-estab-

lished process at Stowe and surprisingly effectivc.
The next major project in the ten-year restoration
programme of the grounds is the largest and most

exciting of all. The Temple of Concord and Victory
will be given a new peristyle instead of its present

way, only four years before his creditors forced him

brick walls and the roof will be capped with six
statues. With appropriate heating and lighting it

to ahandon Stowe in 1847. The fascinating Chinese
House will be installed in the large pond here as

could also return to being a most attractive venue
for a wide variety of events. It is due to be com-

soon as it has been restored. It used to stand in a

pleted in time to celebrate the National Trust's
centenary in 1995 and will then once again take its
rightful place as the most distinguished of Stowe's
many garden temples.
Text and photographs by MIB

formal pond just south of the Outdoor Range, but
only for about a dozen years from 1738. It spcnt the
remainder of its life at Wotton and in Ireland.
Elsewhere, new warning signs and nets have
enabled visitors to reach the Rotondo ill relative
safety across the golf course. The division between
two areas of differently managed grass evident

betwccn the Rotondo and the Eleven Acre Lake is
the result of a new policy suggestcd hy the Nature
Conservation Committee.

TEMPLA QUAM DILECTA

by Michael Bevington
A heaulifully illustrated history of Stowe's buildings
1ssues I to Xl and binders

are available from the Stowe Bookshop.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Michael Edwards reviews the steady spread of Stowe's IT

towe PC population is still growing. The main
network now consists of a 486 server and a 386
CD server supporting fourteen 386s and 286s - two

S

in the Careers departmcnl, one in the Desktop
Publishing studio and eleven in the Computer
Room with the older network of nine XTs. Every
boarding house has its own PC and every main
leaching area has at least one PC, with the Design
Department having a network of six new, powerful

486s.
Our school standard package. Microsoft Works,

has been enhanced by the purchase of Works for
Windows which gives access to the high quality

printing

and

varied

fonts

available

through

Windows. Students can create a document, spreadsheet or chart in Works on their house computer and
bring illa a Windows machine for enhancement and
printing, as can the rapidly increasing number of
pupils who have their own pes at school.

Robots by Andrew MacLeod

In a high study window!
1.

2.

3.

4.

,

_L_T

Cartoon produced in 'Deluxe Paint', by Tom Moreton
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ELECfRO IC LIBRARY

BIRD TABLE

600

I

The computer room is now a reference library as

well as a typing pool, art room, flight simulator,
golf range and alien planet! The Guardian and The
Economist, encyclopedias, English and French dic-

'DO

tionaries, atlases and guided tours of the Solar

System and the human body are available. Still

,

more exciting is OUf multimedia capability - combining text, pictures, animation and sound. You can
analyse Beethoven's Ninth or Stravinsky's Firebird,
hear and see recordings of animals and politicians,

tour the National Gallery ... there has been an
explosion of publishing on CD-ROM in the past
year.
From the careers library and the computer room

Table &: Roof

it is possible to searcb ECCfIS, a database of
68,000 higher education courses, for the eight you
need for your UCAS form. KUDOS and DISCOVER are packages designed to guide ynu
towards a fulfilling career.

GCSE Pupil
Derived Project
242

5

Ora .. n ",ltII
",",uto.keTch"

.,

Thomo. Nlchol.on

THE FUTURE

12/J/'H
I

Support

We shall continue to add more powerful
machines to the network as space and funds permit.

500

90,

In addition, we are planning a European Studies
Centre which will provide electronic mail links to
European schools and give access to a database of

Design for GCSE project by Tom Nicholson,
produced in 'AUloskelch'

information about Europe. This development may
also be an opportunity to provide a secondary computer room where Stoics can work when the main
room is in use. With

Weapons by David Edwards

the National Gallery
CD now available in

the Art School we
have acquired beller
colour printing facilities

to

(Tnl1ce

~l

Qfl 'E'A,P()fJf8
.~ol1t1bo·w

.!:Jfiorts-wonf
•

••

take

advantage of thc
scope for including
prints of great paint-

fl)ntltler

8,Penr

ings in project work.

The Stowe Gardens
Resource
provides

Centre
material

about Stowe for students of all ages
throughout the area,
and we hope to
create our own mul-

timedia guide to the
grounds as pan of

Arro'ws
~ol1t1swonf

l 1
nvefil1
5

its facilities.
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PERA
Roberl Secret, the musical director, explains the
intricacies of SlOwe~o; Summer season of professionalopera. This year, the thirl! season, saw
performances a/The Magic Flute and La Boheme

C

asting operas is a time-consuming project. We
had over one hundred and fifty applications

from professional opera singers this year. It would
be too expensive to hear everyone who applied, so a
certain amount of sifting is nceded to try to sort out
whom we would like to audition. The auditions
have two parts, a vocal audition which has to be
passed before a movement audition can take place.
No longer can one mount operas with singers who
cannot act, or with a cast which looks ridiculous.

Before the auditions can take place I have to find
Stage Managers (or producers as they are often confusingly referred to in the world of opera) and
designers. A Production Manager has then to be
found - a position which involves getting the sets
built and transported, appointing the stage crew and
all the other stage arrangements and castings.
As Artistic Director I have to make certain that
there is a cohesion of interpretation amongst
myself, Ihe producer and the designer. I had felt in
the case of La Boheme that a modern setting would
make sense. It is a story that revolves around four
young men (an artist, a musician, a writer and a
philosopher all roughing it in a rather dismal flat in

28

Rodoljo alld Mimi ill the garret ill Paris
Below: Two of the chorus from
The Magic Flute take a break
Paris), and of the love affair of one of them
(Rodolfo) with a seamstress (Mimi). I wanted the
parts to be taken by singers of roughly the right age
for their characters. and to choose people with
whom the audience could easily identify.
Fortunately, the producer, Judith Sharp, and her
designer had similar views! The set had a ramp
which wenl diagonally from stage right of the
rear of the Roxburgh Hall stage out into the stage
left side of the auditorium. Ingeniously this
simple idea was able to be transformed
from the garret where the young men
lived, to the Cafe Momus, to the outside
of the city gates and back again' The
addition of neon lights to the outdoor
scenes was a little reminiscent of the
film Blade Runner, but it all seemed to
work very well.
The Magic Flute is an opera of many
facets: a panlomime, the fight between
good and evil, a quest and publicity for
the Masons (of whom Mozart was a
member). I felt the opera was in many
ways the musical equivalent of The
Tempest which Michael Walling (Ihe pro-

STOICA

The chorus from La Boheme

Below: Musetla taums her lover, the painter,
by dining with another man.
ducer) is to direct in America next year - we both
agreed the term 'fantasy' but I do not think that in
my wildest fantasies I was quite prepared for what
Michael came up with. He had the idea that the
opera occurred in the imagination of a young boy
who had gone into a disused theatre and that the
'Pandora's Box' he opened up was the journey from
childhood to adulthoud. The theatre became populated with ghosts from the theatre's past. Tamino's
struggle with a serpent at the opening (often an
embarrassing moment) was a struggle with a real
python. This hit on one of my phobias straight
away, althoogh as with everybody in the production
I hecame quite attached to Cedric (as we named the
snake) and on one night, just as I was about to take
my bow, I was standing beside his box in the wings
when he gave the most enormous yawn and went to
sleep - I decided he was worn out, not bored! The
powers of evil are portrayed by The Three Ladies,
Monostatos and The Queen of the Night. Their costumes were every fetishist's wildest dreams and,
when I took the singers home
during one interval, I was left
having to explain to CPM lhat we
were not performing The Rocky
Horror Show and that the group
of people who had walked past
his house were indeed part of The
Magic Flute. Sarastro, who represents the power of good, rules
over a contented people (the
chorus). Michael decided to
bring farm animals into the
Arcadian scene which led to an
amusing incident in a technical
rehearsal when it turned out that
the donkeys had a hatred of the
sheep. Mayhem ensued, hut
justice was seen to be done - the

donkeys were cut! The end of the opera, when the
boy has to say farewell to his imaginary friends,
was a very moving moment - especially so for me
as his part was taken by my son Timothy.
We were very fortunate with our casts, some of
them already distingoished operas singers (although
we do have a policy for finding and encouraging
new talent). The chorus is made up from local
people (as in Amersham, Oxford and even
Buckingham) and is unpaid, although nonetheless
professional for that - they coped with the taxing
second act of Boheme remarkably well. The orchestra consists of professional freelance musicians.
Stowe Opera is one of the most exciting projects
in which I have ever participated and we were all
delighted to read Julian Budden's review in
October's Opera magazine. I hope he will not mind
my pulling one comment out of his piece: "Stowe
Opera has in its third year managed a presentation
of two repertory pieces that even the most blase of
opera buffs would not have sniffed at".
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Ticket Prices: £25.00 and £30.00 on all nights
From:
Stowe Opera Box Office,
Stowe Landscape Gardens,
Buckingham,
MK185EH
Tel: 0280 823334
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The Prefects, J ulle 1993.
Back row: Jonathan Crawford, Paul Little, Tayo Erogbogbo, Nicola Dewar-Durie, CUrler Murray, Duarte De Campos,

Graham Pike, Oliver Schneider, Duncan Athertoll.
Middle row: James Nash, Alex Michael. Alex Herrington, GLly Weller-Poley, Kerry Ives (Head Girl).
Front row: JLls/in Shasha (Head of School), Alex MLlsltml, Mark Chamberlain (Second Prefect), Richard PILlmridge,
Sam EdenboroLigh.
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The Senior Tutor
writes ...

T

his time last year we had the good news of
five candidates being taken by Oxford, four of

September, correctly record the achievements of all
our pupils in the MYI and Fifths. The DFE Tables,
which focus on age groups rather than year groups,

are persistently misleading.
Many factors will have combined to help us
achieve such good results, but I put two at the top
of my list. First, over the last few years we have
put a greater emphasis on the Tutorial system with

them through the medium of the English papers.

the introduction of a Tutors'

David Szalay became the second 0.5. in his year

timetable each week and smaller lulOr groups

at Oxford to be awarded a Scholarship and Helena

allowing closer support to be given to each

Bailey, also O.S., started post-graduate work at
Cambridge. 70% of last year's MYl achieved the
A-level grades for at least one of their chosen
courses at University in the UK, and a further 10%
will follow them on re-applying, Five pupils are

member of the Side. Also we have moved to a pre-

off to College in the States, two of them to Duke.
We do value the transatlantic connection.

One of the best things about my job this year has
been to spread the continuing good news on the

Exam results front. At A-level the MYI, as a
whole, did better than any comparable year group
for over 20 years. They achieved this by
improvement at both ends of the ability

Period on the

GCSE Tutor system which is House based and
which gives continuity of tutorial guidance
throughout a boy's first three years.
Secondly we introduced a residential Revision
Course for the MYI and Fifths last Easter holidays.
The benefits of a week's intensive work which
focused on the exam syllabuses and revision skills
were obvious. Less obvious but even mOTC valuable was the spin-off in the form of an improved

work ethic throughout the two year groups taking

spectrum. The Art results were outstanding

with 75% of A grades; Kate FinchKnightley was particularly commended by
the exam board for her work. The Fifth
form did very well in terms of GCSEs
passed at grade C or better, although the
proportion of A grades was slightly disappointing. The graphs, reproduced from the
O.S. Bulletin, show the improvements dramatically,
This year, with 85 other HMC schools,
we joined the Value Added Scheme run by
the University of Newcastle. Using a database of 80,000 subject entries they worked
out expected grades for each A-level taken
by each candidate on the basis of that candidate's GCSE record. I am delighted to
report that Stoics scored an average of 1.5
UCAS points more than expected in each
subject. This corresponds to about two Alevel grades per candidate! League Tables,
which have to be mentioned, do not reflect

o

this kind of achievement at all. Indeed only
the
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public cxams, which has spilled over nicely into Ihe
years below.
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restrict our ability to offer three languages or three

On the Curriculum scene we have introduced

separate sciences as part of the GCSE programme.
Nexi ycar we hope to offcr a European Studies AS-

History of An and Thcalrc Studics at A-Icvel Ihis

level in the subsidiary Sixth form curriculum as part

year. Both are already enjoying healthy recruitment.
At GCSE we walch the ebb and flow of Key Stage
4 with cnnsiderable sympathy for our colleagues in

of

OUf

evolving commitment to Europe. A more

the maintained sector who have to follow each tidal

immediate thrust is our LVI and Fourths
Technology and Culture trip to France in the Easter.
Meanwhile the academic wheel has turned full

movement of SCAA and the DFE. Wc are luckily
able to take Ihc KS4 GCSEs in each subject aboard

circle. We wait for news of the Oxbridge candidates, the MVI are hearing from their Universities

as they come on stream without having to commit

and we arc husy planning the 1994 Easter revision

the School

course.

10

Ihe whole package, which would

GMH
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SPEECH DAY
Saturday, 29th May, 1993
e all have our own individual expectations of
Speech Day. For some it will be a day
centred around a cricket match, for others the highlight will be the picnic lunch in some sequestered
grove penetrable by the parental Range Rover. For
some it will be chiefly remembered for an exhibit.

W

something in the design workshops, perhaps, fever-

ishly completed by the burning of much midday oil
and now resplendent and admired.
Speech Day for others may mean a copy of The
Voice, hot off the press, more pages than ever. But
for all of us, whatever and wherever our particular

focus, the day needs good weather to be really
memorable. This year we were not to be disappointed. The hiring of an expensive, giant marquee,

after all, is as good as a guarantee lhal the wind and
rain will keep away!
The traditional pre-lunch concert in the Roxburgh
Hall was as cheerful and impressive as the weather.

It was a very mixed programme. Brahms' Serenade

in D proved a well-chosen and well-played climax.
There was some delightful woodwind playing from
Robert Mills, Graham Pike, Sam Edenborough and
Nick Smith in Paul Harris' new Concerto, whilst
Sophie Lechner was another talented soloist in the
Vivaldi Violin Concerto. By way of contrast, inter-
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CONCERT PROGRAMME

All Outdoor O,>erture

Copland

SymphollY No.8 in F (1st mOl'emelll) Beet!lm'ell

Violin COl/cerro ill A millor

Vimldi

Chapel Choir:

Pasadena

orr. DraYlon

Sahara
arr. Drayton
Hymn to rhe Trinity
Tchaikovsky
Concerto for 2 oboes & 2 clarinets P. Harris
Serenade No I ill D
Brallllls
Jazz Band:

Georghl on my mind

Carmichael

September mom

Diamond

That old black magic
Sea Songs - Quick March

Arlen
Vaughan Williams

STOWE SCHOOl. ORCHESTRA

(conducted by Jollll Cooper Green ami Paul Harris)

spersed in this programme by the school orchestra

were some sprightly offerings from the Chapel
Cboir and the ubiquitous School Jazz Band.

Guest of honour at the Speeches was Lord Sainsbury, himself a Stoic in the
War years. He began with some interesting reminiscences of those challenging
times before embarking on his serious theme: the problems of world strife and,

in particular, racism. "The world badly needs many Mandelas", Lord Sainsbury
declared, "and your generation must give such mcn the support they deserve."

He stressed the need for the younger generation to face up to the big world
issues bequeathed them. He also touched on the civilising influence the Stowe
environment offered:
"To spend five years In such surroundings is, I believe, a truly great

privilege and a life-enhancing experience that can leave an indelible mark
on the senses." For him it had meant a
lifelong appreciation of the joys of the
countryside, architecture and the visual

arts. Finally Lord Sainsbury urged the
School to develop an appetite to learn
more, do more and give more. He
exhorted Stoics to be fired with an
ambition to succeed in a vocation in
which reward and satisfaction would
come from giving, as well as taking,
from society.

BSS (above) alld

JGLN (right) ill Chapel

"Stowe can give us that invaluable

COlirt

prize of being better able to get more

Photos: Henry Irving

from life than we could have if we had

Left: Picnic IUlich
South Front lawn

all

the

never been here. That has been my
experience - I hope it may be yours."
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The Headmaster, after thanking the Chairman of

Quoting the Reverend Jesse Jackson's comment

the Governors, Sir Edward Tomkins, and welcom-

ing Lord Sainsbury, parents, visitors and Old

to Dukakis in the 1988 US Presidential election:
"Don't boast about everything in the kitchen being

Stoics, outl incd some of the many personal

clean and cool: if everything is clean and cool,

achievements of the School during the past year.

ain't nothing cooking!"', the Headmaster declared

After acknowledging the crucial need for academic

there were many new initiatives at Stowe now

results and qualifications and expressing pleasure

being explored: Curriculum development, staff

at Stowe's rising academic performances, he

RPD (Review and Professional Development) and

declared that there were, nonetheless, many

Inset training, a greater involvement of the whole

fundamental qualities which were simply not
examinable: curiosity; shrewdness: initiative; an

common room in the House syslem, a thrust

awareness of beauty; a sense of humour; a sense of
"These and other hasic qualities need to be

skills and information technology.
Finally the Head of School, Justin Shasha,
thanked Lord Sainsbury. He knew, he said. that

developed in any institution which regards itself as

Lord Sainsbury would have a good deal in store

educational. It is our belief that these qualities are

and produce the goods!

responsibility; a gifl for friendship.

lowards Europe and a development in language

more likely to be developed in a school such as this

Justin went on to make some challenging com-

which is a loral community: because the develop-

parisons between Stowe of the past and present.

ment

before concluding with a quotation from Tom

of

these

commitment."

qualities

requires

time

and

Brown's Schooldays, which, he contended, was as

relevant today as in 1857:
"In no place in the world has individual
character marc weight than at a Public
School. Remember this, I heseech you, all
you boys who arc getting into the upper
forms. Now is the time in all your lives probably when you may have more wide influence
for good or evil on the society you live in
than you ever can have again. Therefore, 'luit
yourselves like men; speak up and strike out
if necessary for whatsoever is true and manly

and lovely and of good repon; never try to be
popular, but only to do your duty and help
others to do theirs and you may leave the tone

of feeling in the school higher than you found
.
"
1t ...
Tea in the Houses followed and further
wandering round the many exhibitions. There
were many to choose from: Art, Classical
Studies.

Design,

English,

History,

Information Technology, Science and Theatre
Studies. There was also a Stowe Books
display in the bookshop, a Community
Service display of its recent expedition to
Romania and an Exhibition in the Marble

Hall of the last Himalayan expedition.
As the first parental cars began to head

down the Straight Course carrying the Stoics
off to Exeat, the sun began to hide behind a
few clouds. As the last vehicles made their
departure, some drops of ruin were falling. 11
had been a very good day.

Duncan / /ys/op
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HARlWELL HOUSE
AYLESBURY

~

A RESTORED HISTORIC HOUSE HOTEL IN A LANDSCAPED PARK
It is difficult to match the splendour of Stowe and its gardens.
It is now possible, however, when visiring Stowe or making an excursion
thence, to stay or dine in a restored councry house wirh a good rable and its
own fine landscaped park with a lake and garden buildings by Gibbs.
Hartwell House, rhe home of the Lee family unci! 1938 and the residence in exile of
Louis XVlll of France from 1809 to 1814, is rwo miles wesr of Aylesbury and abour
half an hour's drive sourh from Stowe.
For further details and rable reservations
please telephone Aylesbury (0296) 747444.
1991 & 1992 & 1993 MICHELIN STAR
1993 EGO RONAY 86%
GOOD FOOD GUIDE 1990"RUCKI GHAMSHIRE'S RESTAURANT OF THE YEAR"
AA ..•• (RED STARS) RAC BLUE RIBBON

HARTWELL HOUSE
HOTELAND RESTAURANT
Oxford Road, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire HPI7 8NL
Telephone (02%) 747444 Fax: (0296) 747450
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PINEAPPLE FAIR
Following the success of
Pineapple week, in the Spring
Term, the Pineapple Fair lOok
place on the South From, on
Sunday 19th September.
Photographs by Digby Oldridge
hiS was the third event of its kind, the
others having been held in J 990 and 1991,
and it was again blessed with glorious weather.
Clearly the most important part of the day
was to raise funds for Stowe Boys' Club
(known as The Pineapple, after the pub which
formerly occupied the site in Harrow Road).
But the fair offered more than just that challenge; it also provided an opportunity for each
House to present a stall or side show that

T

demonstrated individual flair and imagination.
The resulting scene was spectacular, as each
stall was proudly advertised with colourful
artwork and bold advertisements.

A II the fUll of lire fair with
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... and Tom Foss-Smith actually PAID for this exotic make-up

Uncle Lionel"'s fUll and games...

Not the usual view from the South From steps on a Sunday afternoon.
To avoid the inevitable complications of handling
cash on the day, books of £5 & £10 tickets had been

ing drinks were on sale all afternoon, and the queue

sold in advance of the fair, most of the events

for these stalls was never short. Tbe candy floss,

requiring one SOp ticket. The CCF caravan, deco-

always a favourite, lent a fairground flavour.

rated in bunting and rather glamorously signpostcd

as BA K, sold tickets to the many members of the

The amusing commentary by 1SK kept the crowd
informed of the latest raffle winners, the highest

public who arrived to take part in the festivities.

dice scores on the 'Win a Rover Metro' competition

Burgers, hot dogs, pancakes, ice cream and refresh-

bouncy castle, quad racing and pole pillow fight
were the biggest crowd pullers, while apple

(though nobody did) and the events in 'Uncle
Lionel's Fun and Games'. The plentiful Labrador
puppies at Stowe were put through arduous tests of

dunking, archery and giant skittles infuriated many

strategic ability - Ihough it was their owners that

attempts to win cuddly toys, books, walkmans and

provided the entertainment!

other exotic prizes. The face painting stall ensured

that many Stoics had an especially festive expression on their faces, and the helium balloons added
to the pitch of excited voices. A Lucky Dip and
Christmas Present Stall catered for the youngest

Revenge was taken by various Stoics when they
were invited to 'Soak the Staff'. The long suffering
and good natured Head of School, Robert Gooch,
gained the affeclion of all participators as he was
both soaked and dunked. Needless to say, the water

members of families.

hose and spare custard came into their own al the

There was no shortage of entertainment. The

Many of the stalls involved traditional hand-

and adding a special atmosphere 10 the occasion.

end of the day.
At 5.30pm, when the final auction items had been
sold (including a Laptop computer) and the food
supplies had been exhausted, nearly £4,500 had
been raised for the Club. Our grateful thanks to the

The Grand National, Rabbit Hoopla, Bowling

many parents who donated generous prizes and

Castle and Snow White Spinning Game were very
popular and were proof that we do nOI always need

gave their help on the day, to the Bursary staff for
managing the bank all afternoon, and to 1ECH and

electricity or batteries to enjoy playing with toys!

his helpers for organising the event.

made 'attractions' which were loaned by Maids
Moreton School. These games from yesteryear were
spectacular to look at, being in original condition

The food stalls were particularly successful.

Simon Gardner & Max Konig
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has been a long and tiring year! It
has not been a particularly easy
year either! Yet, strangely, it has been in the midst
of difficulty and uncertainties that God has been
made manifest. Nol as a bolt hole for the weak or

1993

a crutch for the confused, but as a source of true

strength, peace and security.
Stowe is not a school where religion is a question of noisy words and no action. Nor is it a

place of empty 'do-goodery'. Rather, it is a place
where God. a response to God, obedience to God,
the ways of God arc regarded as increasingly

roundational. God is taken seriously. At a recent
meeting of the Bloxham Project, the public
school chaplaincy group, that took place at
Stowe, headmasters, chaplains and pupils gathered to discuss the place of religion in schools. It
became apparent that the position of Stowe was

almost unique with regard to the pupil attitude to
God. There is a respect for God and those who
honour God, that is rarc. A religious tolerance. A
spiritual thirst and hunger. A godly zeal. Yet no
superficial religiosity. Stowe is an extraordinary
place to serve.
The report speaks of boys and girls who have
served eagerly in the Chapel. Of over 50 pupils
who undertook and completed the Confirmation
course. Of a distinguished host of preachers,
unequalled in any school in the country, that carne
to Stowe. Of extraordinary events where the focus
was God and yet where hundreds of Stoics were to
be found of their own free will. Above all it
speaks of the mercy of God.
As one looks back over the last twelve months,
confirmation inevitably stands out as a high point:
the wonderful retreat, back io March led by the
Revd. lain Broomfield, and the service itself in
May conducted by the Bishop of Buckingham, the
Right Revd. Simon Burrows. A glorious event
when, once again, even the weather was incredibly
kind to us.
The Lenten Address, led hy the Revd. Dr Paul
Moore, presented some wonderful sermons,
amoog which those by Lord Coggan and Canon
Paul Bates stand out with particular clarity. There
are the regular mid-week services where a large
number of members of the Common Room are
willing to share their hopes and beliefs with the
whole school. Mid-week services led by Grafton
Sixth Former, Alex Lindsay. stand out as particularly mcmorable.
The rccent Carol Service, where, once again,
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the Chapel was packed to sing carols by candlelight, showed the School at its dignified, unified
best.
It is hard to say thank you enough, but to all of
our speakers, cleaners, flower arrangers, to the
choir and JCG and JECH, I can only say that
withoot you Chapel could not really function. I am
enormously grateful to you for your dedicated
hard work.
Most particularly my thanks go to RBJ, Vicar of
Stowe and assistant Chaplain, whose encouragement and support have been incalculable.
Finally I must mention one event this term
which must not only be a first for Stowe but probably a first at any school in the country. Lord
Blanch, former Archbishop of York, came and
spoke to 18 Stoics about the challenge of ordained
ministry. A careers talk with a differcnce. Lord
Blanch left amazed, delighted and encouraged hy
the younger generation! I continue to share his
delight and amazement in Stoics!
TMHS

CHAPEL

NOTES OF A SERMON
Preached by the Most Revd. and Right Hon. Lord Coggan
of Canterbury and Sissinghurst, former Archbishop of Canterbury,
in Stowe School Chapel on Sunday 21st November 1993

Mark 121-12
ravelling on a train recently, I fell into conversati?n with a friendly
middle-aged man, who, when we arrived at our destination took his
leave of me with the words "Take care". A few minutes later I saw him
again, on the platform, where again he raised his arm and called "Take
care". I thought for a moment and then shouted back "Take risks!"
You see "Take care" is such a weak remark. I don't want to take care,
I want to take risks. Not risks that are stupid like smoking, over-drinking or experimenting with drugs. Those are the risks of a fool. No! I
mean risks worth taking. For God is a God of risks. He "is the great risk
taker and he invites us to share in his great venture. Look at the risks he
took. Look at his prophets: Elijah, Isaiah, Amos and Jeremiah, men
called to take huge risks for God. Men whose calling in itself was a risk
for God.
Look at his greater risks. His greater venture. The sending of his son
to earth. That was a risk! Moreover Jesus took risks. The calling of the
twelve was a terrible gamble. Those four fishermen: Peter, the impetuous one; Andrew, the quiet one; James and John, nicknamed 'the
thunder boys', because of their noisy behaviour; Matthew, the conformist civil servant and Simon, the political extremist. And even the
traitor Judas. And look at the women. One, from Herod's court, Joanna,
another from the gutter, the prostitute Mary Magdalene.
And down the centuries God has continued to take risks, calling
people like us to follow in his venture. To be his church. To heal his
world. This is exciting work. It is also very demanding.
It is as if I can hear him say this morning to those of you sitting in
this Chapel, "I want you". Tapping each of you on the shoulder. Making
his challenge to each of you. "I want you to ... set up a Christian home
... to shine as a light, a challenge, an example." "I want you to serve as
a doctor, a nurse, a parent, a teacher." "I want you to be ordained, to be
a Christian Minister of the Gospel."
"I want you to use your hands, your brains, your love, for me."
"I want you to use these here, at home, in Stowe, with your family."
"I want you to use them abroad."
I hear him saying these things, different things to each of you. To all
of you. Don't settle for an easy life. A cushy job.
Join the venture. Take risks! Take the greatest risk of all in joining
Him who calls us.

T

Lord help me to remember that nothing is going to happen to me that
you and I can't handle!
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Crossfire
rossfire has gone from strength to strength this
year, led almost entirely by Stoics under the
watchful eye of TMHS. Between 40 and 90 Stoics
gather each Friday to hear a talk about some aspect
of the Christian faith, to sing and to pray.
Furthermore, in the region of 80 Stoics meet at different times during the week to study the Bible in
smaller groups, either in house or year based
groups, led by REM, KFD, ELCT and TMH-S.
There have been several outstanding speakers
this year who have inevitably attracted special audiences: Ex-convict Ron Sims attracted 250 Stoics;
Chaplain to the England Cricket team, Andrew
Wingfield-Digby, drew 150; Old Stoics, James
Smith, Bill Cahusac and Tom Eatock-Taylor also
drew a similar number. The enthusiasm and willingness of our speakers to come to Stowe is largely
appreciated.
One thing that certainly helped strengthen and
equip the Crossfire committee was the fact that
over 30 Stoics went on the Scripture Union holiday
at Werneminster, where Bible teaching was combined with hugely enjoyable activities ranging from
skiing to climbing.
One particular event of note this term was the
Crossfire Sixth Form dinner when over 75 Sixth
formers packed the Music Room to dine and to hear
Oxford ordinand and rugby player, Rico Tice,
present 'The Challenge of the Christian faith'.
The committee and the weekly supper-time committee meetings remain the core of Crossfire. It is
they who do all the hard work ranging from leading
the meetings and writing Thank You letters to
making the coffee, tidying up and inviting friends.
They are a noble and impressive group!

C

Crossfire Committee until Summer '93
Barney de Berry; Tayo Erogbogbo; Alex Lindsay;
Rob Mills; Simon Murray; Alex Mustard;
Richard Plumridge.

until Summer 94
Rachel Beer; Andrew Bates; Charlie Clare; Rupert
Elwes; Tom Foss-Smith; Rob Gooch; Clare Goring;
Tom Harper; Richard Parry; James Paravacini;
Ed Rogers; Giles Smith Walker; Rob Temple.

until Summer '95
Tom Chambre; Simon Gardner; Richard Hopkins;
James Mahon; Andy Nicoll; Jamie Pelly;
Stephen Spencer.
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Committee
Chapel Prefects:
Tayo Erogbogbo (92-93), Tom Harper (93-94),
Charles Clare (93-94).

Chapel Monitors:
Barney de Berry (92-93), Simon Murray (92-93),
Rachel Beer (93-94), Rupert Elwes (93-94).

Sacristans:
Alex Lindsay (92-93), Edward Hunt (93-94), Edward
Rogers (93-94), Giles Smith Walker (93-94).

Chapel Committee:
Richard Plumridge (sec), James Whitehead, Robert
Gooch, Giles Leadbetter, Matthew Mahoney, James
Edmiston, Nicola Dewar-Durie, Nykola Jones (92-93).
Andrew Bates (sec), Andrew Nicoll, Richard Hoskins,
Tom Foss-Smith, Richard Parry, Hugh StewartRichardson, Tom Chambre, Stephen Spencer, Clare
Goring, Emma Clark (93-94).

he Chapel Committee continues to be the backbone of all that happens in the Chapel. They are
the ones who advise, criticise, encourage and generally organise the Chaplain. Their responsibilities
range from lighting candles at the Carol Service to
collecting money from their Houses for Chapel
Collections. Their support is invaluable and I
cannot thank them enough for their hard work.

T

The Chapel Prefects and Monitors in particular
carry a very heavy burden, constantly responding to
the whims and "good ideas" of the Chaplain with
grace and, indeed, enthusiasm. Nevertheless, as
noted in years gone by, the Prefects and Monitors
seem to spend an inordinate amount of time plotting
the Chaplain's overthrow and planning the day
when they will run the Chapel. The simple truth is
that they could run things themselves and I look
forward to the day when they do! I thank them all
with unbounded enthusiasm and admiration.
The work of the Chapel Committee Secretary
remains hard, since it is he who must encourage the
House representatives together in House collections. They are very effective. Over the past year
Stoics gave £7,000 in Chapel collections to organisations as varied as Help The Aged, Save The
Children, Great Ormond Street Hospital, Tear Fund,
Crisis At Christmas, Carr-Gomm Society, Cot
Death Research and the British Heart Foundation.
The Chapel team always shows Stoics working at
their best. Helpful, friendly, flexible and sublimely
independent in the united service of God and the
wider Stowe community.
TMH-S

CHAPEl.

Congreve Wanderers
L

ast Easter, TMH-S came up with the idea of 'The
Congreve Wanderers', a group of twelve (apostolic?)
enthusiastic, mad-cap performers, who were willing to try and
bring a little joy and mirth into the lives of local old people by
way uf live entertainment.
The idea was to perform a series of songs and sketches in a
relaxed and lively manner so as to create "a bit of a laugh" and
liven up some of Buckingham's numerous old people's homes.
The rehearsals began in February. The sketches were boned
to perfection, so that in April we felt ready to take on the audiences of North End Court and The Red House.
Sketches included world famous items sucb as Busy Bee,
The Ugliest Man in the World and The History of Slapstick.
The latter item was, unexpectedly, one of the favourites with
our audience. It was also the favourite afTorn Harper who, due

to a nervous twitch with his custard pic arm, had a tendency to
leave young Paddy Chambre in a bit of a mess, regardless of
the intended outcome! This always caused huge hilarity to the
audience who didn't seem to mind that many of the items
involved someone either getting
wet (usually Jimmy 'the midget')
or covered in shaving foam.
On our first tour we did 'gigs'
The following were confirmed by
at most of the retirement homes in
the Bishop of Buckingham, thc
Buckingham,
ranging
from
Right Revd. Simon Burrows, on
massive Maids Moreton Hall to
23rd May, 1993 in the Chapel:
homely
Hamilton
House.

Confirmation

Sometimes there were problems.
When we turned up to find no
piano, for example. This did make
life difficult for our pianist, Jason
Cheng, who had to bum very
loudly. It made life even harder
for the performers, making some
of the songs slightly "hazardous".
However the show went down
well and we later discovered that
some of the residents were deaf,
while others had been asleep!
Our most recent outing was to
the Community Service Christmas
party where we were asked to "get
the party going with a song".
Our current project "Mirror
Mirror on the wall, Who's the
coolest one of all?" is a pantomime which will go on the road
next term. We very much hupe
that our audience enjoy it as much
as we enjoy performing it.

Ashley Jones, Hannah Marsh,
Marcus Milne-Home, William
Morrison, Lucy Peel, Edward
Rogers, Giles Smith Walker,
Georgina Spicer
(prepared by ELCT);
Junathan Anderson, Stuart
Nicholson, Piers Thynne, Jonathan
Tilley, Willem Ouarles van Ufford
(prepared by PASF);
Edward Edmiston, Charles Inglefield,
Nicholas Janson, Max Konig, Hugh
Luttrell, Hamish Mackay, Andrew
Nicoll, Digby Oldridge, Toby
Stevenson (prepared by TMH-S);
Robert Aubrey-Fletcher, Oliver Bray,
Andrew Gubbins, Nicholas Harrison,
Charles Stevenson (prepared by JML);
William Berry, Angus Campbell,
Charles Consett, Emma Cottrell,
Katherine Wheeler
(prepared by RBJ);

Nicholas Barrington.Wells, James
Dewar-Durie, Jeremy Thomas, Miles
Walsworth-Bell, Christopher
Wethered (prepared by AAVR);
Andrew Macdonald Lockhart,
Jeremy Pemberton, Benjamin
Corbishley, Harry Sykes, Sholto
Vaughan, Richard Smith
(prepared by TMH-S);
Charles Blake, Giles Barker, Alasdair
Johnston, Junathan Morrison, Ivan
Pearson, (prepared by MJB);
James Cara-Southey, Christopher
Dobbin, Edward Dobbin, Peter
Mackay-Lewis, Christopher VaneTempest, James Wilsey
(prepared by REM).
The following were confirmed
by the Bishop of Northampton,
the Right Revd. Leo McCardie, on
22nd June 1993 in the Chapel:
Robert Curtis, Pierre Fel, James
Fortescue, Robert D'Orieans,
Benedict Hennessy, Emanuele
Pesenti, Guy Portman, Adam Rainey,
Luke Rainey,Tristan Ralston,
Elizabelh Wilcock.

Tom Chambre & Jimmy Lane
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Left to right: Emma Clark, Jimmy Lane, Miranda Raison and Dan Scott

I

t has been another busy year. In addition to

the House Drama Festival (reviewed in the
May issue of The Stoic) there have been the
Senior and Junior Congrevcs and an English
Department production in the Paul Dobinson
Theatre. This year too has seen the inclusion
of Thealre Studies amongst Siowe's A-level
courses, the subject having already been successfully introduccd at GCSE level.
DSB

THE MILLIONAIRESS
by G.B. Shaw

Senior Congreve Production
Photographs by Nic Tissot

T

his year's Senior Congreve production of George

Bernard Shaw's The Millionairess could not have

presented a more striking contrast with last year's

West Side Story if the direclors. DSB and ELCf, had
planned it that way: a cast of ninc, no singing, no
dancing, and conventional sets with not a piece of
scaffolding in sight. This was hardly. however, a con-

ventional play. Rather it was a curiosity; a mixture of
styles, manners and ideas. At times it was surprisingly
frank for 1936, the year of its first production: al
others it was alternately hilarious and ponderous; a
curate's egg of a play, it must be said, and with a protagoni:,t of tremendous impact yelliltle sub~tancc.

This play could have had no other litle, since
Epifania Ognisanli di Parerga, as the millionaire~ ...
herself is somewhat improbably called, dominates the
entire play. Miranda Raison made an astonishingly
accomplished debut on Ihe Roxburgh stagc in this
pari; flighty and indomitable, charming and heanle".
she carried the audience with her on an ego trip which
was quite overwhelming. Her carefully modulated
tones were exactly right for this part, the occasional
echo of Penelope Keith mingling with early Home
Service to produce a voice which could no doubt be
pUl to excellent use selling Mercury phones. As it
was, she was selling herself, and finding it difficult to
get anyone to take up the challenge.
Jimmy Lane (Alastair FitzJassendell)
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Alastair Fitzfassenden, her not very bright,
wayward husband, (played endearingly by Jimmy
Lane) was clearly no match for her and had backed
rapidly oul of his marriage into the capable arms of
Pamela Smith (Emma Clark), known affectionately,
though somewhat oddly, as "Polly Seedystockings".
If Epifania was poctry, then Pamela Smith was prose,
but in Emma Clark's hands she became secure and
mature too, and provided a strong and worthy con-

trast to the millionairess herself.
Adrian Blenderbland, Epifania's ardent and mercenary admirer, didn't stand a chance against this
formidable woman either, especially when he dared
to call her late father a hare. The resulting fracas as

she threw him in spectacular Diana Rigg fashion off-

\
I

\

stage, led to his reappearance on crutches in Act 4.
This "suit of clothes on two sticks", as Epifania

Dan Scort (Adrian Blellderblalld)

scathingly called him, was splendidly played by Dao
Scott, who managed to make a strong pari out of a

Perhaps it is, because at this point Shaw takes thc

wimp, to wonderfully comic effect.
A dapper and persuasive Robcrt Gooch clearly
enjoyed himself as Julius Sagamore, a solicitor with
an eye for the main chance, who refereed much of the
play and took a professional delight in the almost

play into the realm of politics and economics as

Epifania turns up at a sweatshop, in search of work.

Here an oppressed Jamie Pelly, looking for all the
world like Steptoe perc, and his anxious wife,

Catherine Sheppard fretting characteristically at her

endless procession of potential lawsuits from
Epifania's behaviour ("How can I afford to lose a
client with such an income and such a temper?").

shawl, lay bare the economic exigencies of their miserable lives to an unsuspecting audience and a wholly
disbelieving millionairess. The comedy remains, hut

Enter the enigmatic Egyptian doctor, who captures
Epifania's imagination and her heart by the age-old

it is a little bitter and sits oddly with the rest of the
play.

stralCgy of seeming impervious to either! As a char-

Only one more character remains to be introduced,

acter he is left totally unexplored by Shaw, and Tom
Harper played him with complete calm and passivity

the slippery smooth Hotcl Manager, played by Simou
Ridley who had the unenviable task of bridging thc
six month gulf between Acts 3 and 4. This he did

in effective contrast to the tornado that is the million-

airess herself. As his challenge to Epifania is taken up
and she sets off to make her way in the world with

only thirty-five shillings to her name, the poor
bemused man can only look up to heaven and in

impeccably oriental accents ask plaintively of Allah:
"Oh! most Great and Glorious, is this anothcr of thy
Terrible Jokes'!"

with great panache and humour as one by one the
entire cast discovered that they were all miraculously
staying at the same hotel. Here we were back on
familiar drawing-room comedy ground in a final

scene which was delightfully acted, but which infuriated this reviewer with the capitulation of the
delicious Doctor to the maddening Epifania: "You are
a terrible woman, but I love your pulse."
The direction throughout this production was dcft

and light with some delightful touches and the actors
scemed entirely natural and easy. It is a tribute to
DSB and ELCT to say that their hard work was
largely imperccptihle. Congratulations too once again

to IJM and his stage crew who had, like the actors,
put in hours of hard work which really showed. I
confess to being intrigued by the current reluctance to
use the curtain, especially in a playas conventional in
its setting as this. Perhaps our attention span is truly
as short as it is said to be nowadays, but I suspect a
Stowe audience could brave the theatrical equivalent
of a blank screen on occasions, especially when the
performance is of the quality of this production.

Miranda Raison (Epij'ania)
and Tom llarper (tlie Egyptian Doctor)

REM
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THE POT OF GOLD
by Tilus Maccius Piau/us

P

LAUTUS, observing the manners of his contem-

porary Rome with irreverent fun, has left us

with a play concerning itself with how a poverty
stricken old miser, Euclia, deals with a windfall of

a pot of gold. He deals with it, of course, very badly
indeed and is convinced everyone is plotting to

steal it from him, descending to pathetic subterfuge
and paranoid accusations against all and sundry.

His daughter, meanwhile and unbeknown to her
father, is having a baby in the upstairs room; this is
the handiwork of the nephew of his next-doorneighbour and plans are afoot by his mother for the
girl to marry his uncle ...
The audience at this domestic farce has the pleasure of knowing why Euclio is acting so strangely
and the purpose of the machinations going on
around him, a pleasure greatly added to in this production by the inclusion of hilarious adaptations of
well known tunes, courtesy of our very own 15K.

The enthusiastic and well disciplined cast bclted
out with great guslO a version of the Lionel Bart

number 'Fings ain't wot they used t'be', telling the
audience about the effect of Ihe influx of wealth
and consequent greed on Roman society. Rome,
they complain, is becoming increasingly dangerous
and polluted: swimming in the Tiber is now a
matter of "going through the motions"!

Miles Walsworth-Bell (Euclio)

Junior Congreve Production
Photographs by Mall Mahoney

The variety hall atmosphere was added to by
mature, lively performances from all the cast. Who

would have thought that that miserable, stiff old
housekeeper, complaining about her treatment at

the hands of her bad tempered master was really
young Tom Gamble? Miles Walsworth-Bell wrung
his hands over his beloved "pot of gooooold" with a
convincing mixture of pleasure and anxiety and I'm

beginning to think that Sam Emery is rapidly
becoming type-cast as the eager, impatient young
man, following his appearance here as Lyconides,

the lover of Euelio's daughter, and his appearance
last year as a similar character in TarLuffe.
William Bloomfield gave real character to the
part of Megadorus.
It never ceases to amaze me how good young
men are at being real tarts - they seem to relish

the chance to play the stereotyped fun characters
that Plaut us has on offer. Eunomia, the scheming man-cater, played by William Barratt, was
acted with spirit; and assorted clever slaves,
loutish oafs in the guise of cooks and citizens of

Rome, were also played with obvious enjoyment, in spite of the occasional self-conscious
realisations that, yes, they were on stage and

people were looking al them. But don't let's end
on a negative nOle, since the acting and the

music (jointly and ably provided on the night by
JSK and JECH), combined with the support of
boys and girls backstage, had all Ihe makings of
an undoubted success.
BLM
Left to right: Ashley Cahill, Chesney Clark, Rupert Jupp
and Richard Mari (slaves)
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MEASURE FOR MEASURE
by William Shakespeare
o take up one's Shakespearean text
and act it out would seem to be a
splendidly worthwhile idea. To act it
out to audiences over three nights is
even more ambitious. But this is
what Stephen Hirst decided to do
with his Middle Sixth English
set, despite the faCL (or, perhaps,
because) this
IS
one of
Shakespeare's more "difficult"
plays.
The staging was simple, along
one side of the hall, with
minimal set (though there was an
impressive lamp post at one stage)
and costume in recent Stratford
style, suggestive of both ancient and
modern. The action flowed, scene into
scene, the text at all times to the fore.
Alex Cole involved us skilfully in all the
stages of Angelo's fall from grace, his expression
often telling us marc than words. Emma Brown prcsented Isabella most sympathetically, engaging us in
hath her picas and outrage. Oliver Selway provided a
very open Duke. taking us into his confidence as he
sought desperate remedies to salvage his city from

T

disaster, at one time even joining us in the
audience as he observed the goings-on.
There is a great deal of Prospero in the

Duke'! Comedy was provided by
Adam Carling, a Lucio straight off
the Arsenal North Bank, and there
was more from Robin Devereux's
Buster Keaton of an Elbow.
Some of the very best verscspeaking came from Philippa
Gordon-Duff.
The thing that struck one most
was that simple staging does

work, indeed it helps the bard!
There was probably some very
skilful cutting too. At all events I
found myself very involved in all the
issues, coming away with a clearer idea
of the measures meted out to the offenders: pardon for Angelo, because, however
dastardly, he had goodness in him, but no pardon for
Lucio, presumably because he was irredeemable,
simply corrupt through and through'! The measures
too, taken by the Duke, so clearly came across: the
need to defeat duplicity by using duplicity.
To perform one's set text so meaningfully and dramatically seems a superb
achievement, a token perhaps
English Department Production
of the enthusiasm and intellectual vigour around the school at
Photographs by Digby Oldridge
the moment. Congratulations to
everyone concerned, especially
the director, Stephen Hirst. But
Above: Emmll Brown
a precedent has now surely
Left: Robi" Devereux
been set!
Below left: Oliver Selway & Alex Cole
ACM
Below right: Oliver Selway & Adam Carlillg
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STOWE THEATRES
oth the Roxburgh Hall and the Paul Dobinson
Theatre have been busy during the last twelve
months, as indeed have the Stoics who work backstage in both venues constantly. The founding of our
"Stowe Theatre Company" three years ago means that
both venues have a trained crew in residence who arc
always willing and able to support any production in
progress whether amateur or professional.
The equipment recently installed in both venues
gives Stoics the opportunity to work on up-ta-date
computerised systems for both lighting and sound.
During the year a number of the crew also gct the
opportunity to work in professional theatres, mainly
in the West End of London. Knowing modern
systems allows them to be usefully employed in the
venues at which they work.

B

Although most Houses did their plays in the Spring
term, Lyltelton produced a thriller in the summer,
called The Trap, in the Paul Dobinson Theatre. The
setting proved perfect and the atmosphere created in
the theatre was such as had not been experienced
before in rhe confines of our drama studio. It proved
without doubt that this loo-seat venue il\ perfect for
intimate presentations of this nature.
In the autumn term Shakespeare was secn for the
first time in the Dobinson theatre. Measure for
Measure was staged in a very interesting manner
combining the two techniques of round and thrust
theatre setting.

GCSE PROJECT WORK: SCALED SET DESIGNS

11M writes:
"The theme was Macbeth and all the students produced innovative work and a variety of different
settings for the production.
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Next year's A-level design students have chosen
very varied plays, ranging from the awesome spectacle of Sondheim's Sweelley Todd to the more
humorous ambience of Toad a/Toad I/al/."

DRAMA

THE THEATRE BEYOND STOWE
to whom I am very grateful. Thanks
his year I was fortunate to get
some work experience after the
too to all at Her Majesty's, especially
Pip Haines and Lawrie.
GCSEs at Her Majesty's Theatre,
Chris Simpson,
London, working backstage at The
Mter the Phantom I went on to the
a stalwart member of the
National Youth Theatre (after two
Phantom of the Opera. I was there for
Stowe technical team,
a week, totalling eight performances,
years of trying to get a place there!)
recounts some theatrical
and on each night I performed a differEach year the NYT uses about two
experiences outside school.
ent task, sometimes working in the
hundred young people, only fifteen of
follow-spot area, sometimes following
whom are involved in the technical
someone round the stage when the perside, so I was pleased to be chosen out
of the hundred technical interviewees.
formance was on. I arrived at the theatre about 6.30 for the "pre-set" - and left at about 10.30. By the end
During the first two weeks we were taught the
basics of electrical wiring and visited various theof the week I had found out what hard work it is in
the professional theatre, but it was very good fun.
atres, including the Bloomsbury, and saw Starlight
Express and - would you believe! - The Phantom of
Phantom of the Opera has been running for about
the Opera. After this we got down to some prop
seven years and some backstage staff have been there
making. We were split up between five theatres. I
the whole time. It's a wonderful theatre, nearly a
was sent to the Greenwich Theatre. The "fit-up" for
hundred years old, and some of the original technical
facilities (like the "thunder-box") are still in place
the show took three weeks and then we went into profrom the days of Beerbohm Tree, the theatre's
duction for a week. Unfortunately return to school
intervened, but I look forward to joining the NYT
founder.
again next year ... !
The work experience was organised for me by 11M

T

STOWE & THE
GUILDFORD SCHOOL OF
ACTING

L

inks have been established between the GSA and
Stowe by Ian McKillop who has in the past been
involved with various productions under the
Direction of the Principal, Michael Gaunt. The GSA,
now known as the foremost 'school' of acting in the
country, is using Stowe as a regular venue for its
touring company which consists of students in their
last year.
Already they have performed an 'Evening of
Improvisation' and a production of Teechers and
Then he kissed me by John Boulting. Each time they
visit, the question and answer session at the end runs
over time and it is clear that the Stoics welcome this
input from those involved in the acting profession
outside the school.
Halima Fravel, who played Maria in West Side
Story here last year, successfully auditioned for the
GSA, is enjoying it immensely and is, at the moment,
in her first year undergoing "surgery by
Stanislavsky!". We look forward to hearing about her
success in the future.

HOUSE DRAMA FESTIVAL
March 1994
Bruce:
Out of Order
Temple:
The Coarse Acting Show
Grenville:
The Real Inspector Hound
Chandos:
Lonestar
Cobham:
Joseph & the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat
Chatham:
A Midsummer Night'S Dream
Grafton:
Oh, What a Lovely War!
Walpole:
The Secret Diary ofAdrian Mole
Lyttelton:
Daisy Pulls It Off
Nugent:
Bazaar & Rummage
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MUSIC IN JUNE
Just a small sample of the year's concerts
STOWE JAZZ BAND

Tuesday 22nd June - State Music Room

T

he valedictory concert last summer witnessed
the farewell to a very highly talented and moti-

vated group of Stoics. Sparkling performances were
heard from Sam Edenborough, Nicholas Smith,
Graham Pike, Robert Mills, Kate Mullineux and
Halima Fraval. We shall miss them all greatly. We
were delighted to hear that during the summer
holiday Sam Edenborough had won a place in the
second round of the 'Young Musician of the Year'
competition organised by the BBC. Two days after
the Leavers' concert we sadly heard PCD give his

The Preacher
Satin Doll
Georgia on my mind
September morn
Misty
Blue moon
Take the 'A' train
A time for love
I love you Porgy
Hello Dolly
Hello again
A foggy day
Can't help fallin' in love
That old black magic

Horace Silver
Duke Ellington
Hoagy Carmichael
Neil Diamond
Erroll Garner
Rodgers & Hart
Billy Strayhorn
Johnny Mandel
George Gershwin
lerry Herman
Neil Diamond
George Gershwin
George Weiss
Harold Arlen

final recital as a member of the full-time music staff
at Stowe, an occasion that those of us who were
privileged to attend will remember for a long time.

MUSIC OF THE BAROQUE PERIOD

PCD's playing showed all the skill, sensitivity and

Saturday 26th June - Stowe Parish Church

musicianship that Stoics and staff have admired for

G.F. Handel
Arrival of the Queen ofSheba
Cantata: I esu mein freude
Deitrich Buxtehude
solo soprano Emma Brown
Oboe concerto in F
1.S. Bach
soloist Graham Pike
Motet: Lobet den herm, alle heiden
1.S. Bach
1.S. Bach
Concerto in C minor for Oboe & Violin
soloists Elisabeth MacCarthy & Robert Mills
J.S. Bach
Motet: lesu mein freude

so many years and found so awe-inspiring.
The new academic year is a time which most
Directors of Music dread because many senior
musicians have left the previous term and there is
always some uncertainty about the new intake. I
need have had no fears as our new Third Formers
and Lower Sixth have proved themselves to be a
talented and committed group of young men and
women who have already made an impact on the

LEAVERS' CONCERT

musical life of the School. Our visiting music staff

Sunday 27th June - State Music Room

has also been much enhanced by the arrival of four

Clarinet Quartet:
WA. Mozart
Overture to the Magic Flute
Divertimento (2nd Movement)
Uhl
Pierre max Dubois
Allegro
Sonata No.2 (2nd Movement)
Phil Woods
Sam Edenborough - Alto Saxophone
Concerto in F (ist Movement)
1.S.Bach
Graham Pike - Oboe
Oboe Trio N (1st Movement)
Henk Badings
Concerto inA (ist Movement)
WA.Mozart
Kate Mullineux - Clarinet
Concerto No.1
Spohr
Nicholas Smith - Clarinet
Showpiece
Madeleine Dring
Robert Mills - Oboe
Dance Preludes
Lutoslawski
Sam Edenborough - Clarinet

new teachers whose skills, talent and exuberance
are stimulating excellent results. We welcomed
Denise Patton and Benjamin Davey to teach piano,
Fiona Byrnes the Bassoon and Christopher Westcott
the Double Bass.
JCG

Music-making of every description
has flourished this year.

'The man that hath no music in himself,
nor is not mov'd with concord ofsweet sounds,
is fit for treasons, stratagems and spoils ... '
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THE CHAPEL CHOIR
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he court outside the Chapel has for some time

was therefore not surprising that Haydn's 'Insanae et

been a social gathering point after Sunday

vanae curac', Wesley's 'Blessed be the God and

morning services; Stoics, their parents and friends
meet the visiting preacher in a relaxed atmosphere to

Father' and Elgar's 'Give unto the Lord' were among

the ten anthems performed that evening. And what

the sound of the final pages of the organ voluntary.

valedictory concert would be complete without a tear-

Over the last year the conversation has increasingly

jerking performance of Balfour Gardiner's' Evening

been focused on the quality of the singing in the

Hymn'?

T

Chapel and of the choir's performance of yet another
new anthem.

The performance of Haydn's 'Missa Sancti
Nicolai' on Tuesday 16th November provided

The concert on Tuesday 25th May presented an

encouraging evidence of the choir's continuing

opportunity for the choir to sing to an audience who

strength. Particularly impressive on that evening was

could readily show their appreciation and enjoyment

the performance of the solo quartet (Emma Brown,

with applause - something a Chapel Choir will not

Alice Wood, Fred Hall and William Hornby), which

often hear. The occasion also acted as a farewell to

revealed enormous vocal talent.

the members of the Middle Sixth who played such an

Our grateful thanks to the present Head Choristers,

important role in the establishment of choral singing

Emma Brown and Robert Temple, for their hard work

in the Chapel.

and organisational skills.

The programme was chosen by the )cavcrs, and it
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Stephen Jones pulling out all the SLOpS for charily.
Photograph courtesy a/The Buckingham Advertiser

HARPSICHORD

T

he arrival at Stowe of the newly restored John

Feldberg harpsichord in September has excited

many young musicians, from those writing GCSE
compositions for chamber ensembles to those who
have regularly had to perform concertos with "unauthentic" keyboard continuo.

The new instrument was formally opened on

Sunday 3rd October by John Coulson, who presented
a varied programme ranging from music by Byrd and
Gibbons to contemporary lighter music. A highlight
of the evening for me was the performance of
Handel's Suite no 5 'The Harmonious Blacksmith',
though 'Bach goes to town' by Alec Templeton
aroused great audience delight! John Coulson's
assured playing was well received and demonstrated
the splendid array of tonal resources available from
the new instrument. We look forward to many Stoic

performances in the future; one of the Tuesday
evening recitals has already made use of the instrument.

The fantastic 74 hour organ marathon played by
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& ORGAN NEWS
Stephen Jones in March eventually hit the sponsorship target of £1000, making up a large part of the
sum raised for the Pineapple Club in the Spring term.
Starting at 10.00 pm on Friday 6th March, Stephen
played the organ right through the night and all the
following day until 10.09 pm on Saturday. The nine
minute overtime made up for two 4 minute breaks.
Mark Holt's organ recital on Tuesday 9th
November was an encouraging display of young
talent. Including Bach's Fugue in G minor BWV 542
(one of the most technically demanding fugues in the
Baroque organ repertory), Widor's Finale from
Symphony VI and Boellman's Toccata, the programme was well chosen and clearly appreciated by
the large group of assembled Stoics. Like the equally
famous Toccata by Widor, Boellman's piece is an
"organ firework" which has an annoyingly frivolous

melody; the cheerful whistling of the Boellman tune
as the Chapel emptied was a sure indication that
everyone had enjoyed the occasion.

JECH

MUSIC

MUSIC ON TUESDAYS
he regular concerts and recitals on Tuesdays continue to give Stoics the opportunity to perform
without the strain and stress associated with the larger
and more formal occasions during weekends. The
concerts are open to the public - and there are many
from the local community who enjoy the wide range
of music on offer - but the audience in the Music
Room at 5.45 pm every Tuesday evening is essentially encouraging, supportive and appreciative. Each
term at least two of these occasions arc specifically
labelled "Informal Concerts" and take place in the
Queen's Temple; these are run on the lines of a junior
academy for those who have had no concert experience before coming to Stowe, or those who are
genuine beginners.
The last year has seen a great variety of concerts,
from large instrumental recitals involving many different performers to impressive solo recitals
displaying great professionalism and stamina. There
are clearly far too many concerts to mention in detail,
though I mention a few that I consider to be of particular interest.
Emma Brown's recital on ]1th May presented an
opportunity to hear Purcell's 'Music for a while',
Mozart's 'Das Veilchen' and Gilbert & Sullivan from
a singer whom we are more used to hearing as a cho-

T

rister-like soloist in the Chapel. The versatility of
Emma's voice, undaunted by frequent semiquaver
runs demanding great vocal agility, was further exemplified by a lively performance of the Stowe
"Dinner'n Jazz" favourite,'Orange coloured sky',
which acted as an encore. Equally exciting was
Jeremy Dale's clarinet recital on Tuesday 19th
October, in which four major pieces were performed
without an interval. A highlight from this exceptional
occasion was Malcolm Arnold's Sonatina for Clarinet
and Piano, which brought Jeremy's lively musicianship to the fore. The programme also included
Lefevre's Sonata no 1 in B flat, Brahms' Sonata in E
flat and an arrangement of Caprice XXIV by
Paganini, and was an outstanding performance from a
young musician who has only recently completed his
GCSEs.
Tuesday 22nd June heralded the first "Stowe Jazz
Band in Concert". Though several opportunities to
hear these numbers had arisen during the course of
the Summer term, the audience were clearly whisked
into nostalgia by the enthusiastic renditions of 'Satin
Doll' and 'Helin Dolly', among others. Not for long,
however, for the Jazz Band particularly enjoy playing
JECH
loudly!

Clarinel QUlirlel playing at lire Lansdowne Club.- Sam Edenborough, Nicholas Smilh, Katy Burke alld Jeremy Dale
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HOUSE SINGING FESTIVAL
T

he House Singing Festival is an event

the School obviously enjoys and a

lively audience heard some very entertain-

ing contributions. Many of the Houses
took a great deal of trouble over the pre-

sentation of their items and this is an
important part of musical performance. If
sometimes the performance was a little
over the top, this is at least a good fault,
although care has to be taken not to rely
too much on this aspect - I recall hearing

a pop singer admitting that while his song
was not much good, the video would prob·

ably sCIl it. Ccrtainly a casc of putting thc
cart before the horse!

Above: Lyttelton House unison song
Left: Cobham House part song
Below: Lytle/lOll House part song

photographs by Digby Oldridge

The adjudicators were Alan Drake, Director of
Music at

Winchester

House,

Peter

utsford,

Director of Music at Abberley HaIl, and Ivan
Sharpe, who is a professional singer. The award of
the Tustian Cup to Temple for their performance of
'Steal Away' in the part song section was just
reward for an excellent performance which obviously had a great deal of time and trouble lavished
upon it. Chatham won the Strathspey Cup for their
unison song, the Gershwins' haunting 'Love is here
to stay', and the Fanshawe Cup for the House
gaining the highest aggregate mark, both Chatham
performances again showing quality that can only
be achieved by much hard work.
Chatham and Temple showed how important
choosing the right sort of song is in achieving a
credible performance. It was good that few houses
opted to try to perform contemporary pop or rock
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numbers, not because of a judgement on my pan on
the artistic merit of such items, but because of the
difficulty in pUIling such performances off. It might
be that in the short term a choice of such music
might be very popular, but in many cases the
recording techniques and technical expertise can be
what makes such pieces successful. I was intrigued
by Grenville's choice of 'Rawhide' for their unison
song, and would be tempted to give it my own
award on the grounds of nostalgia!
The competition was very well organised and ran
smoothly. It also reflects the large number of Stoics
who now take part in the Chapel Choir and Choral
Society as well as in other musical activities.
RJSS

MUSIC

Kenny Ball & his Jazz Men
The Kenny Ball concert opened the Autumn season
of celebrity concerts in the most electrifying and
certainly lhe loudest possible way. Members of the
audience were thrilled as Kenny Ball and his jazz
mcn appeared on stage and took up their instruments. The set list for the evening was a mixture of
their own music, which was mainly appreciated by
veteran followers of the band, and the more contemporary popular tunes which kept the whole
audience swinging along.
The concert was obviously enjoyed by audience
and band alike. The music was breathtaking and all
the musicians showed their skills in singing as well
as on their own instruments. The bass player, John
Benson, slapped and strummed both the double bass
and the electric bass guitar. The incredible speed at
which he played was matched by the pianist, Hugh
Legido, who managed to bring the jazz feel to classical music just as much as to the more traditional
jazz tunes. The star of the show
was obviously Kenny Ball
together with the other two
front-line men, John Bennett on
trombone and Andy Cooper on
clarinet. The highlight of the

The Demon Barbers
The Demon Barbers provided a completely different style but nevertheless still an extremely musical
one. The first thing to be noted was that there was
no programme. When 1 asked why, 1 was simply
told by the Director of Music; "1 don 'I think even
they know what they're going to do yet!"
This was not. however, the impression that The
Demon Barbers created. Their up-beat modern and
traditional barbershop arrangements brought laughtcr to the audience as well as unexpected audience
participation in some cases.
The set list included 'I Wanna Be A Bass Man

Too' and 'Yesterday'. A great favourite was a
medley of 'Summer Songs'. The singing was interspersed with other amusing acts such as playing the
kettle, comb and paper and performing various
tunes by slapping the face and forehead and some
inventive gargling. The evening was once again a
success and enjoyed by all.

EMMA BROWN
reports on

TWO

of the many

CELEBRITY
CONCERTS
at Stowe
photograph by Digby Oldridge

evening for many was a performance of 'I Wanna Be Like
You' from The Jungle Book,
which was sung by Andy
Cooper. The concert was a great
success nnd all who came left in
high spirits after the final audience participation number.
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PEKING AND SZECHUAN CUISINE

The very best of Chinese Cuisine can now be enjoyed in surroundings
which reflect Quality, Care and Attention to detail.
• The most popular Restaurant in Buckingham
• Exquisite Peking & Szechuan Cuisine
• Excellent Food & Service at a Reasonable Price
• Fully Licensed
• Parties Catered For
• Easy Parking
• Open Daily for Lunch & Evening Meals

Jeffs Coaches
The highest standards of service and reliability are the
keystones of Jeffs impressive reputation.
By operating a large and comprehensive fleet of luxury
motorcoaches, which are built and maintained to
optimum standards, Jeffs remains the premier supplier
of transport in the area.

We are able to offer a complete touring service,
including booking hotels, guides, theatre tickets and
tour managers if required.

16/18 Century Manor House with 36 ensuite
bedrooms in 13 acres of award winning grounds.

Magnificent Baronial Hall serving food to M rosette
standards. 2 miles J9/M40, 10 minutes north of
Oxford and just over 25 minutes from Stowe School.
10% discounr fot Stowe School reservations.

COACHES

Helmdon, Brackley, Northants NN13 50T
tel (0295) 768292 fax (0295) 760365

WE5TON-ON-THE-GREEN. OXFORD5HIRE OX6 8QL
TEL (0869) 350621 FAX (0869) 350901

COLLOQUIUM
olloquium is a society which, in past years, has
not received extensive coverage in The Stoic.
This is mainly because, as the name suggests, it is
very much a discussion society with no emphasis on

quite what that meant - that had scope for discussion in itself - but got straight down to listening to
KM's fascinating talk.

nOlc-taking and less structure and formality than
many 'subject-linked' societies.
Meetings are by invitation only and take the fOfm
of a short and controversial talk followed by a fiery

those who are generally regarded as great artists,

C

debate - giving members an ideal opportunity to
voice their personal views and beliefs and disagree

with the arguments of others.
In line with the tradition of short notice substitute,
TCFS was our first speaker and chose a very emotive
subject which was sure to produce a varied response.
To the considerable annoyance of some present he
sought to present the dangers of nationalism.
Although it was the first meeting, shyness was
thrown to the wind as one Stoic after another

expressed his or her views (some of which might
have had Hitler breaking into a sweat or been

rejected by Lenin as too liberal).
One of the beauties of Colloquium is its emphasis
on simply speaking when one wants to. Some may
argue that this leads to the reserved members being
unable to compete with their more ebullient colleagues, but it does wonders for the pace and
spontaneity of the discussions during which there

are few quiet moments. (In any case EST and TCFS
umpire in such a way that everyone who has a point
can air it.) As we were told at the outset, "You should

feel intellectually drained at the end of the evening."
Our second meeting had the deliberately preten-

Playing devil's advocate, his argument was that
such as Leonardo da Vinci, were simply producing
what are now worthless portraits or landscapes that

could be captured equally well following the invention of photography. That is to say, "What is special
about painting a scene that you might as well photograph?" KM, it seemed, was in favour of a painting

by Jackson Pollock. At first glance one might think
that Pollock had accidentally knocked over a pot of
paint on his return from the pub and had for convenience's sake called the resulting mess a work of
art.

However, it turned out that Pollock wasn't joking
when he rocked the art world with his' action painting', It was, as KM said, "a result of the
subconscious, a momentary glimpse of the inner

feelings of a man - impossible to copy and a highly
original concept".

My own view was that, in order to be labelled
'art', a creation must fulfil two criteria: that it must

be original and that the creation cannot be imitated
by a non-artist. In other words, the creator must be

illustrating an appreciable degree of ability which is
not inherent in the public who will see his art.
Pollock's paintings cannot be copied (i.e. reproduced exactly without mechanical means) but they

tious title, 'Art: the reality of meaninglessness'. We

can be imitated by a non-artist. Indeed I flatter
myself to be able to sneeze into an ink pot and
produce a similar result.

didn't worry too much about trying to work out

Robert Bush
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CHESS
Chess is thriving amongst the younger
pupils, who show a good deal of spirit and
enthusiasm.

OUT

excellent

senior player,

Moritz Polonius, is on hand to give a stern test

any older player who wishes to pick up the
royal game again. A group of Stoics will be

to

attending a national speed chess tournament in

Aylesbury. Sec Around & About.

EST

COMMUNITY SERVICE

The Community Service Christmas Party was

photographs by Digby Oldridge

held in the Marble Hall

he start of a new academic year has also

nursing home members in wheelchairs down to the

brought about a new Community Service

lakes. and on their return it could be secn that they

Committec. The new members are Guy Edwards,

Richard Wethered, Rolla Carpenter-Couchman and

were completely exhausted - the Stoics, that is!
On November 4th the mentally handicapped

Cressida Chcster-Read.

homes in Buckingham brought some of their

T

Each year in Community Service our aim is to

help the elderly and mentally handicapped in
Buckingham and the surrounding villages. Our
work includes helping staff in the nursing homes
by, for example, playing games with the elderly. We

members up to visit. To begin with they watched
the fireworks and then went on for burgers and hot
dogs in the Marble Hall. Sparklers were in abundance and we hope they all had a wonderful time.
In the not too distant future we have the

visit the Community Care Centre, where we some-

Christmas party with many home-grown entertain-

times take the members swimming or help them in

ments which we hope again give the elderly from
Buckingham a day to remember.
Recently we have been given anonymous sponsorship by the mother of an Old Stoic. This will be
put to use to refurbish the Dadford Village hall.
This we hope could be used for Age Concern meetings and other groups who need a place to hold

their garden.
Stowe again this year had a Summer party in the
grounds for the elderly. We managed to use the
Speech Day marquee for the tea party. The timing
was perfect as the weather was warm and sunny.
Some Community Service members took a group of

their meetings.

The Community Service committee has also been commissioned
to revise the Leonard Cheshire
Homes brochure and

poster to

provide a better insight into the
homes and the man behind them.
We hope that we will be able to
help as many people locally as possible but any suggestions about
what else we could do would be
welcome as we cannot unfortu-

nately think of everything!
Guy Edwards

A magic mome1lt with Richard
Parry, alias Marvellous Merlin
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DEBATING
pholographs by Digby Oldridge
his autumn PASF has continued the good work
of SHCR after taking over the organisation of
this, one of Stowe's most popular and wellattended societies. With the solid work of Barnaby
Williams, as Chairman, and Ross Atherton, the
quality of debating has been exeellenl with many innovative and interesting speeches delivered.
The first debate of the academic year promised scandal

T

President:
PASF

Secretary: Juliette Kristensen

and intrigue with the declaration "Prostitution should be

legalised". Well-argued and amusing cases came from MW and REM, as
these two very confident debaters squared up, not forgetting the ardent reasoning of Barnaby Williams himself, Juliette Ktistensen, Hugo Reoch and
Dilka Emmanuel. However, victory eluded the opposition and fell to the
grateful proposition, and the motion was carried.

The second debate was to be seasonal: the motion that "Father Christmas
exists" was happily carried by the proposition, consisting of Richard Parry,
Henrietta Hcnshcr and the eYcr-gesticulating Milo CorbeLt. The voting here
was surprisingly decisive as the opposition, consisting of Edward Morgan,
Caroline Ricketts and George Pend Ie, had very strong arguments. Victory

Chairman: Barnaby Williams

was won most likely as a result of the nostalgia vote: the proposition convinced the audience that Father Christmas exists because children believe
he exists.

The audiences have been, in the main, very helpful and have taken these
debates fairly seriously. Will Kemble-Clarkson has impressed himself upon
us all with his regular and persistent questioning! The debates have
altracted large audiences this year and I hope they will continue to do so.
Ross Alherlon

Speaker: Dilka Emmanuel

FLY-FISHING
or the first time in many a year the Oxford
Water was unavailable for f1y-fishiog in 1993,
owing to dredging and landscaping by the National

from those new to the School to positively geriatric
Middle Sixth, had a most successful season, many

Trust.

catching fish on their own tyings of flies, a charac-

Immediately below the dam, Paper Mill Lake,
also newly reclaimed by the Trust, proved to be an
excellent substitute and provided first-class fishing.
The lake was stocked with a suitable combination
of high quality rainbows and browns, supplied, as
ever, by Michael Stevenson of the Berkshire Trout
Farm at Hungerford. We were delighted to find that

teristic and most encouraging feature of Stowe

fly-fishing.
All angling clubs require supervision, and I am
most grateful to Ben Waldman and Merton
Croisdale-Appleby for their help in carrying out the
difficult role of bailiff. Both have been awarded a

the trout fed well on the rich pickings of the new

efforts. It is also fitting at this time to acknowledge

lake (water-snails being a favourite food item),

In I ~~4, if funds allow, perhaps we may be able

the debt owed by past and present members of the
Club to the late Anthony Pedder, who did so much
to encourage and foster both fly-fishing and f1ytying at Stowe in earlier days.

to stock both lakes and carry out some comparative

MW

F

putting on weight rapidly, a characteristic not
observed in previous years on the Oxford Water.

During the summer term our fishermen, ranging

Representative Tie in recognition of their sterling

studies on trout feeding-habits.
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FILM
fter lying dormant for some years, the Stowe
Film Society has been revived. Aimed at those
with a serious interest in quality cinema in these
grim days of Arnold, Jean-Claude and violent,
brainless pap, the Society met three times during
the Autumn Term.
There could be no better film to relaunch the
Society than Hitchcock's 1954 masterpiece, Rear
Window, in which the Master of suspense pulls off
the daring gamble of setting virtually an entire film
in one room. The whole piece is still as fresh as
ever, thanks not only to the great Hitch but also to
James Stewart, Grace Kelly and John Michael
Hayes' witty script. Small wonder that audiences
queued round the block when the film, unseen for
many years, was revived in 1983.
Equally fresh and dazzling is Powell and
Pressburger's iconoclastic A Matter of Life and
Death, undoubtedly David Niven's greatest film
and a work as romantic as it is outrageous.

A

To end the term, the Society screened a gleaming
new print of Singin' in the Rain, which understandably still tops most people's "Best Musical Ever"
lists. It has great songs, the best jokes (a fine script
by Comden and Green), incredible dancing (Donald
O'Connor in "Make 'Em Laugh", Cyd Charisse's
legs ...), Jean Hagen's wickedly monstrous silent
film actress complete with ghastly voice, and of
course Gene Kelly's imperishable rendition of the
title number. All this, and the energetic direction of
Kelly and Wunderkind Stanley Donen, ensure that
the film never loses pace for an instant.
All the films seem to have been greatly enjoyed,
and my thanks go to Badri EI-Meouchi for his
enthusiasm in making the whole venture take off so
effectively. The only problem with the 1994 season
is the pleasurable one of deciding which masterpieces to show next!
JSK

HISTORICAL
ince the last report, the Historical Society has
heard lectures on a variety of topics as diverse
as Sir Robert Peel and Edward VI.
At the 177th meeting, Dr H. Strachan spoke on
Peel. It was suggested that Peel has been portrayed
by history in an entirely one sided fashion, which
Dr Strachan sought to correct. This view presents
Peel as the founder of the Conservative Party, with
a paternalistic 'one nation' manner which continued
as the party ideology up to the deposition of Heath
in 1975. Dr Strachan, however, saw Peel as interested in short-term political expediency. He
regarded the Tamworth Manifesto of 1834, which
has been seen as setting up the paternalistic view of
the Conservative Party, as " ... the most grossly
overrated document of the nineteenth century". Peel
was, ideologically, in his view, more a founder of
the Liberal Party than the Conservatives. It was a
stimulating session when an ancient hero was cut
down to size.
On 18th May, Dr Loach spoke on Edward VI.
She sought to overturn the orthodox view of
Somerset as a better Regent than Northumberland.
Somerset was painted as immodest, greedy, wasteful of crown resources (for example, building
Somerset House at a cost of £100,000 whilst
English troops were short of food in France), and as
refusing to listen to the advice of the Council at all.
He also continued the French War, when it was
clearly going to be lost, and carried out inflationary
debasement to finance this.

S
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Northumberland was seen to have learnt from
these mistakes, ending the War and debasement,
and considering what the Council said. However, he
was regarded in a bad light due to the expedient,
but nevertheless unpopular ending of the French
War. Dr Loach concluded that both Somerset and
Northumberland had everything and ended up with
nothing because of fatal character flaws.
On 12th October, W.O. Simpson Esq. spoke on
'Bismarck to Hitler: continuity in German history?'
He suggested that the regimes of Bismarck,
Wilhelm II and Hitler had a common distaste for
democracy and an undercurrent (or policy in the
case of Hitler) of anti-semitism. However, Mr
Simpson warned that care should be taken not to
assume that similarity means continuity: each
regime could have looked back at the last and
copied some policies and ideas.
The 180th meeting was a balloon debate with
Emma Clark (Elizabeth I), Joe Nicholson (Julius
Caesar), Frances Newbery (Sir Robert Peel), Rupert
Elwes (Adolf Hitler) and James Lee-Steere (Andrei
Rykov). The evening was both enjoyable and informative. Eventually Hitler won the sole place in the
balloon by a margin of 23 votes.
Next term two meetings will be held at which Dr
Nicola Smith of Buckingham University and Prof.
C.S. Frayling will speak. In the summer, Dr Archer
of Keble College, Oxford and Dr R. Evans of
Brasenose will be the society's guests.
Rachel Beer

SOCIETIES

LITERARY
hiS was a very active year. The officers of the

perfect Stowe evening and they seemed to be as

society

speakers,

enchanted as we were by the occasion. Dame Iris

togelher with the English department, for supper in
the Blue Room before the meeting.
On 25th September 1992 Dr Helen Barr (Lady
Margaret Hall, Oxford) returned to Stowe and fascinated us with yet another refreshingly original slant
on The Franklin's Tale.
On 16th October 1992, Mr Brian Stephan spoke
on Antony and Cleopatra and on 13 November
1992 Mr Jim Burns (having moved from Stowe to
Merton College, Oxford and a further degree) pre-

was particularly kind in her willingness to take biographical questions and to tell us the actual
procedures she followed when writing her novels.
She and her husband were also (as other speakers

T

generally

met

visiting

sented some interesting background material on the

contemporary treatment of Jews in England at the
time when Shakespeare was creating Shylock.
On 12th February, Dr Valerie Saunders paid us
another visit from Buckingham University and
spoke helpfully on Pride and Prejudice.
The highlight of the year was on 30th April 1993,
when Dame Iris Murdoch and her husband,
Professor John Bayley, visited us on a memorable
evening. After a walking tour around Stowe Park,
when the lakes provided a not unpredictable source

of interest, Dame Iris and Professor Bayley con-

ducted a seminar on the present condition and the
future direction of the English novel before an
invited audience in the Blue Room. Then we all met
them morc informally over dinner. The couple were

extremely generous in what they sbared with us and
courageous in their gracious informality. It was a

have been) extremely warm in their praise for the
quality of seriolls response from the Stoics whom
they so obviously enjoyed meeting.

We had another special evening nn 14th May,
when Dominic Gray and lhe Flipside Theatre
Company presented a magnificent workshop on
Antony and Cleopatra, and returned on 11th
February to present Measure for Measure. A variety
of different interpretations of individual scenes was
put on; excellent discussion was engaged and A

level was kept firmly in mind. Robert Clare came
on his own on 26th May and did a similar thing for
The Merchant of Venice.
Finally, Harry Kemp (OS) came through from
Devon on 21st May and read some of his own
poems to us, engaging the audience in a valuable
and elevated discussion on the nature of poetry and
the contributions of his contemporaries.

I would like to thank our secretary (Sam
Edenborough) and his team of doughty supporters
(Mark Chamberlain, Arvind David and Nicholas
Smith) for a year of remarkable enthusiasm, energy
and efficiency. AJI four were awarded Oxford places!
PASF

Iris Murdoch and her husband John Bayley (Merton Professor, Oxford University) with a group from the
Literary Society before dinner in the Blue Room. Back row: Justin Shasha, Sam Edenborollglt, Jonathan
Crawford, Arvind David, Dame Iris, Professor John Bayley, Dan ScalI, James Coss (OS), George Peflllle,
Nicholas Smith. From: Mark Chamberlain, Duncan Atherton.
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NEIGHBOURHOOD ENGINEERS
Edward Wainwright-Lee, Thomas Honeyman Brown and Thomas Mulroy engineering under the guidance
of consu[talJl engineer Nick Morgan. Photograph courtesy a/The Buckingham Advertiser

O

nce again the Neighbourhood Engineers group
has been very active and supportive through-

out the year. They have supplied speakers for the
popular and successful 'Opening Windows on
Engineering' presentations to the Third Forms in

the Summer term. This year we were educated and
entertained by speakers on Civil Engineering projects, including rotating river bridges, motorway
planning, development and surfacing, as well as

another on the currently very important topic of
Biochemical Engineering. The speakers encourage
awareness of Ihe importance of science, technology
and engineering to wealth creation in the country,
and the value of entrepreneurial activities.

They have been involved in the planning and
development of the Stowe & Natinnal Trust
Educational Resource Centre, with panicular reference to the Water Management and Control
Systems. Resources have also been created for use

by Sixth Form tutors with their III tees, to encourage
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effective time management, leadership, communications and decision prioritising. We are immensely

grateful for all this help.
Again the highlight of the year was the Challenge
Conference '93 for Third Forms, when all are
involved in a busy day's exercise, working in small
tcams at competitive problem solving under the

careful watch of a friendly neighbnurhood engineer.
The day emphasises many aspects of the' real world
of work', of technical, economic and management

aspects of solving problems in a team situation. The
photograph shows Nick Morgan, Consultant
Engineer, judging Edward Wainwright-Lee's,
Thomas Honeyman Brown's and Thomas Mulroy's
attempts to construct a componcnr in card to an

by the other members of
their team. Some of the models were produced to a
higher standard than the prototypes! - great credit
to the young Stoics and to the success of the day.
SOC

accurate specification sent

SOCIETIES

PHOTOGRAPHIC
he Photographic society has enjoyed a good
year. The GCSEs taken this summer in the
subject proved successful once again, with a high
percentage of •A' grades.
The Autumn term has seen a sudden influx of

T

interest, so much so that the society has outgrown

its dark room. But I am pleased to say that the standard of photographic work has risen. Emerging
fresh new talent includes Kate Melber, Caroline
Shasha, Sophie Calvert, Alex Swainston, Toby
Milbank, Charles McMaster and James FurseRoberts, to name just a few. The exhibition this
coming Speech Day should prove to be one of the
best in recent years.

SCIENCE

T

hese societies have got off to another active

start this year. The Science Society enjoyed an
accessible 'Introduction to Einstein's Theory of
Relativity' by George Rutter, Physics master at
Eton College. He introduced Bondi's k-calculus
method and radar ranging displayed on the spacetime diagram. By the end of the presentation he had
managed 10 achieve coverage of time dilation,
length contraction and the formulation for addition
of relative velocities as they approach the universal

speed limit - that of light itself! He had also
managed to discuss the <twin paradox' and the

longevity of very fast muons in cosmic ray showers.
He also gave some insights into Einstein's life. In

Looking to the future, there is talk of the society

many ways he was not an ideal student, rarely

being given some money to expand and improve the

attending lectures, borrowing his friend's notes

presenl dark room facilities thereby enabling the
standard of printing to rise further. I look forward to

belatedly to prepare for examinations - hardly an
exemplar to our charges - so enough said! The

a productive

questions and intelligent interest shown by the audi-

year.

Digby Oldridge

ence gave encouragement to the spcaker.

The JUNIOR SCIENCE SOCIETY this year meets on
some Sunday afternoons and has had the opportunity to learn about

Planctary Astronomy and

Astrophysics and the Univcrse from slide poster

and video lectures presented by SOc.
The NUCLEUS SOCIETY commenced this year's
programme with the customary presidential address

by SOc. This year was a follow-up to last year's
lecture and the topic of 'Quantum Weirdness' was

developed.
In 1935 Einstein/Podolsky and Rosen published a
provoking gedanken, or thought experiment, that
was meant to hit a death blow to the fashionable
Copenbagen or probabalistic interpretation of the
then new theory of Quantum Mechanics proposed

by Bohr et aJ.. Remembering that Einstein believed
that Ihe 'Old One' did not play dice, their rebuttal
suggested that either 'hidden variables'

were

present and yet to be discovered, or what Ihe)' felt
to he totally preposterous 'spooky action at a distance' occurred connecting quantum panicles by

super/uminal signals.
In fact in 1982 Alain Aspect began a series of
elegant and surprising experiments using quantum
connected

polarised

photon

pairs

that

proved

'spooky action at a distance' does in fact occur. So
Einstein was eventually hoist by his own photard -

:'0

""
-""o
.-~
·0

Q

excuse the pun, but he did coin the term photon.
Tardiness is hardly appropriate. The measurement of

a photon's polarisation determines its direction and
is transmitted instantaneously (certainly faster than

light), to another distant but quantum connected
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photon that is required to have equal polarisation.
This is all very puzzling to us on our scale, where
such quantum connectedness is totally strange and
alien - but is it? Many strange coincidences are
recorded of parents awakening at the moment of
some important family event with premonition of

some kind. Will these occurrences eventually be

explicable in terms of the fundamental laws of
Physics? The members of the Nucleus Socicty await
the answer to such fascinating questions!

soc

SIXTH FORM ESSAY
hiS term has been a very busy one for the
Society with five meetings.
A wide variety of topics has been covered.
Rachel Beer was the first speaker on the subject of
crime and punishment. The group decided that the
retributive aim of punishment should be retained
and that the small risk of error attendant on lhe
reintroduction of the dealh penally was a worthwhile one.
Tom Foss-Smith gave an informative speech in
favour of the ordination of women on the grounds
thaI lhe only barrier 10 lhis within the Church of
England is tradition and not biblical. The group concluded thaI women should be allowed to be ordained.
'Leonard Cohen: more cullurally important lhan
Shakespeare?' was Milo Corbett's bold suggestion.
Several extracts from Cohen's work were played but
it was decided thaI Shakespeare's long-term appeal
made him the more important.
Marriage was the next topic for discussion, led
by Catherine Sheppard, and heated debate was provoked by a controversial lalk which suggested
marriage should be a convenient formal arrangement loleraling adultery. The group disagreed, but
Catherine defended her views strongly.
The final subject of the term was educalion.
Robert Bush suggested that the aims of education
should revert to the Greek ideas of putting more
emphasis on processes of reasoning rather than on
accumulating vast quantities of knowledge. Sitting
exams should not be the goal of an educalion.
On behalf of the Sixth Forms, ) should like to
thank the Headmaster and Dr Hornby for giving us
this forum for discussing ideas and I look forward
to more thought-provoking discussions in the next
two terms.
Rachel Beer

T
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SUB-AQUA

T

he professional Association of Diving
Instructors is the world's largest and most

popular diver training organisation. Successful

PADI students gain an internationally recognised
credential allowing them to rent or buy scuba
equipment, dive from charter boats and at dive
resorts, and participate in diving without an instruc-

tor present. Stowe offers lhe PAD) Open Water
Diver course with a PADI instructor who is HSE

registered.
The course is divided into three parts:
Classroom: Video inlegrated with PAD) open
water manual, written tests with each session
overseen and reviewed by the instructor.
Confined water: Indoor pool sessions learning 10
use scuba equipment and learning safety rules.
Open water sessions: Four sessions.

Congratulations to those who received their PADI
certifications last year.

John Glendinning

(Instrl/ctor)

SOCl£TI/:;S

THEOLOGICAL
he society has been fortunate to have had such
distinguished speakers over the last year, which
has been reflected in the large andiences.
At the beginning of the Summer term, Mr Callan,
a journalist of the Daily Express, came to talk on

know so well! He went through all the ethical
dilemmas that medicine is faced with, illustrated by

the burning topic of press freedom. Against a background of royal exclusives dominating many front

Lastly, Sir Michael Colman, first Church Estates
Commissioner

pages, Mr Callan explained why the suppression of

Colman, spoke informatively on the title'God and

press freedom was the thin end of a wedge threatening greater curbs. The talk was wide- ranging and

Mammon: The Christian in the Business World',

well received, and what it lacked in theological

money mix?". This seems to have been answered by

content was made up by journalistic good humour.

the great loss of church wealth in recent years. We

Later on in the term there was a theologica! expedition to go and visit the Daily Express headquarters
and a good time was had by all.

hope Sir Michae! will be able to change this. His
conclusion, thankfully for many Stoics and their
parents, is that God and money do mix. He
explained that money is a lubricant for big business

T

The final meeting of the Summer term was

current facts and figures, meanwhile claiming that

all clergymen are boring to speak to, and keeping us
amused at the same time - a great feat.
and

chairman

of

Reckitt

and

mainly looking at the question, "Do God and

addressed by the Viscount Brentford, a full time
lawyer and chairman of the' Keep Sunday Special'

and not a means to an end. He went on to justify

campaign. He claimed that every Christian should

warning that you cannot serve both God and money.

be the salt and light of society, helping people on a
day to day basis. He referred to the Honse of Lords
changing the 1988 Education Bill, to ensure that

Either you will hate one and love the other or you
ended with the obvious answer that God and money

religious studies remained primarily Christian.

do mix so long as the emphasis is on loving God.

Dr David Cook, Dean of Green College, Oxford,
who had been asked to return after his great success
last year, this time spoke about Tlte Moral Maze,
the title of his book, which all A-level ethicists

Sadly, Bruce Kent could not come and speak on
Sunday 17th October because of a power failure on

that God is the end. However, he gave the stern

will be devoted to one and despise the other. He

the electric railway.

James Lee-Steere

David Alroll, MP., alld James Lee-Steere or rhe Theological Society
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MIDDLE SIXTH ENTERPRISE CHALLENGE

E

VERY year the Middle Sixth abandons lessons a
day beforc thc Autumn Exeat. Small groups

gather in rooms dotted around the school and can
be seen in earnest discussion amid piles of loose
paper. felt-tip pens and projector transparencies. A
number of visitors from the world of business
merge with these 'covens' encouraging them in

their deliberations.
What is it all abou'? Why, suddenly, does one
member break away with a sheet of paper and hare
off into the main building

lO

find the 'guru' at his

'receipt of custom"? Why should the whole assem-

bly gather in 'he State
Dining Room to cut out
cardboard shapes, cover

them with silver foil and
exchange

them

Stoics
emerpnslIlg .
bargaining .
and buying .
at the t;nterprise
Challenge

for

'monopoly money' amid

apparent uproar and chaos?

Once again the Middle
Sixth Industrial Conference
is under way. Stoics are

Phorographs by
Digby Oldridge

being challenged to sample
some of the skills and
pressures of life in the
busine s world. Most rise;
sadly a few sink without
trace!

This year the event was renamed to rencet the

major

change

of being

run

by

the

North

Buckinghamshire Education Business Partnership

for Sixth Formers from the Royal Latin School,
Buckingham and Furzedown Schools as well as for
Stowe. Numbers were so large that its location had
to be split between Stowe and Buckingham with

half our Sixth Form at the latter. It was therefore a
mammoth administrative challenge to which at

Stowe Mr Edwards rose unflappably, ably backed
by the Partnership sub-committee chaired by Mr
David Battersby of Smith's Concrete.
Perhaps one of the greatest benefits to Stoics was
in working alongside Sixth Formers from thc maintained sector of education and in learning, in many
cases for the first time, something of the weight of

mously grateful to the organisations which support
us so generously by lending us team leadcrs. This is

competition that lies in store for them beyond the

an educational experience unique to Stowe since we

'ivory towcrs' of Stowe. Working produclively in
small groups, identifying and valuing each others'
skills and contributions were other lessons availablc

have specifically design cd it for ourselves. It is
rewarding that so many Stoics gain so much of
value from the event and aClUally enjoy it at the

to all, as was sustaining effort over a relatively long

same time.

period and meeting deadlines along thc way. There
is certainly something for everyone who will join in
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these action-packed two days. We arc, as ever, enor-

AIEL

STAFF

ROYAL NAVY

The regular officers in the CCF are youthful and
enthusiastic. They have all worked hard this year to
produce a wide and varied programme for their

The section has settled down this year under the
leadership of Lt. Will Vernon. During the winter

cadets and their commitment has more than com-

pensated for their lack in numhers. New officers
this year are 2nd Lt. Jane Hamblett (Army Section)

and ASL. Robert Jackson (Royal Navy Section).
The under officer was Simon Murray, who began
his year in the uniform of the Royal Navy but half
way through the year started to sport that of the
Irish Guards, who had offered to sponsor him

through the Regular Commissioning Board. We
thank him for his hard work and offer him our best

months the boys work towards their proficiency
exams and in the summer they sail loppers with the
view to taking RYA tests, ultimately to level 5. The
summer term field day was spent on board Morning
Star of Adventure, a 60 ft ketch in the Thames

Estuary; an experience enjoyed by all who went.
During the summer vacation ten boys went on
courses run by the Navy, gaining hands-on experience in a variety of areas ranging from submarines
to helicopters.

wishes in his future career.

ARMY
excitement of being led by 2/Lt Jane Hamblett,
herself a novice! The fact that they have had such a

in the week that we were there. Military skills
covered included section attacks, close quarter
battle pairs fire and manoeuvre, radios, grenade
throwing, shooting, anti-tank missile shooting simu-

successful term speaks volumes for her and the

lation, a 5.5 mile march and shoot competition and

leadership of her NCOs. Meanwhile the fifth
formers have all undertaken Advanced Infantry
training under the watchful eye of Captain Chitty,
ably supported by Under Officer Willem Quarles
van Ufford and his team of outstanding NCOs.

an assault course competition, In the adventurous

This year's fourth formers have again undergone
general military training, but have had tbe added

training package they covered rock climbing,

Whether caked in mud, soaked to the skin, or
exhausted after two almost sleepless nights out in
the woods under a poncho, they have been wonder-

fully enthusiastic, as the Field Day report that
follows so admirably testifies.
The highlight of the year was the annual summer
camp at Leek in Staffordshire. So popular is the
camp that even three middle sixth leavers begged to
come with us, which they did! The cadets covered a
multitude of military and adventurous training skills
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GERMANY
Last summer, Sqn. Ldr. Harry Smith and SSI Eddie
Brannen led a party of cadets on camp in Germany
as guests of 5 Regiment Royal Artillery. This was a
fantastic camp, well attended, well staffed and brilliantly organised hy the gunners. Their Colonel was
in turn impressed by the enthusiasm of the Stoics,
as were his training teams. A special relationship
was forged with one of the batteries, a relationship
which we hope will bear fruit in the future.
abseiling, canoeing, orienteering and a day's hill
walking in the Peak District. Wherever possible we
awarded marks that went towards an inter-section
competition, that also included basketball and volleyball competitions run by 21Lt Hamblett, and
room inspections! This was hard-fought, but won
convincingly by Andrew Bates' section - a testament to his skills of leadership. The pace was
frantic, but it was not all hard work; we did manage
to squeeze in an end of camp barbecue which was
well and truly earned by every cadet. Some very
tired cadets got into the train at the end of the camp
having had a thoroughly good time and in desperate
need of the holidays to recover.

THE COLDSTREAM CUP
This annual event, sponsored and judged by the
Coldstream Guards, was once again a great success.
The combination of a drill competition, an arduous
obstacle course and a skill at arms test, provides the
Houses with a most challenging competition. This
year, the runaway winners wcre Temple House who
dominated from start to finish. The day ended with a
formal dinner in the Music Room.

THE BIENNIAL INSPECTION
Conducted this year by the RAF, this was a thoroughly successful day which the weather tried, but
failed, to spoil. The Inspecting Officer was
impressed and delivered an encouraging address to
the Corps on the South Front steps. This was reinforced by a glowing written report which sang the
contingent's praises - well done to all involved.

THE FUTURE

Text and photographs by MOMC

ROYAL AIR FORCE
The section has struggled somewhat this term. With
the retirement of Sqn. Ldr. Austin Waterworth at the
end of the summer term 1992, the Contingent
Commander, Sqn. Ldr. Harry Smith, had to run both
the contingent and the RAF section. Consequently
much of the actual work fell to the senior boys to
organise, which they did with enthusiasm and
alacrity. The section is now under the command of FlL1. Graeme Delancy.

The end of the school year witnessed the most fundamental of changes to the CCF. Sqn. Ldr. Harry
Smith, after four years as CO, left the school for
new pastures. Simultaneously, 55I Eddie Brannen,
after many years of faithful service, left to take up
the new post of Fire and Safety Officer for the
School. This means that there is not only a new CO
but also a new SSl (or SSM as the new occupant of
the post is to be known). ASL Robert Jackson is the
new CO and WO I Ray Dawson is the new SSM.
Also joining the contingent arc FiLl Graeme
Delancy, a new member of staff with much CCF
experience and PIO Karen Dore, who will be taking
up her commission and joining FiLl Delancy in the
running of the RAF section. The Under Officer for
the year is Willem Quarles van Ufford who was
also selected as one of Her Majesty's Lord
Lieutenant's Cadets for the county of Buckingham.

RBJ
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Temple House, winners of the Coldstream Cup, 1993
Back: Daniel Wills, Angus Havers, Andrew Black, Simon Gardner.
Frollt: Robert Temple. Panos Karpidas, Charles Frampton

FJELD DAY
October saw the first of the Advanced Infantry 48
hour exercises for Field Day. We were killed out
early with most of the things we would need: green
plastic ponchos, mess tins, eating irons and sleeping

bags, all topped off with a large rucksack. It was
Icrt to us to fill them with any extras we might

need, like spare clothes, washing kit, food to supplement the ration packs and drink. Once all this
was in the pack it was very heavy and I could hear
the straps tearing from the pack. Finally, just to
keep us from being able to desert, we were weighed
down by a SA-SO riOc and wet clothing, not to
mention Willcm Quarles van Ufford riding around
on the 'quad'.
The first night was not as bad as it could have
been apart from sentry duty at 3.00 a.m.
On Sunday we were woken by blanks being fired
by Captain Chitty. We put on our shrunk, wet hoots,
packed up our kit, grabbed our riOes (which we had
to keep with us at all times) and, under orders from
the Captain, we shifted camp (some of us only half
dressed) to about half a mile away.

On the second night (after a day's hard exercise
and shooting) we were made to set up an ambush
and, not surprisingly, the enemy walked straight into
our trap. I was, in fact, asleep when the firing started
and quickly had to fire off all my shots. I went on a
secret reconnaissance mission into the enemy camp
to gather information that same night, with Serrol

Osman, Jamie Biddulph, Crispin Marsland-Roberts,
Mark Wates and one or two others led by Niek
Newall. At one point the enemy passed not more
than 10 metres away and failed to see us.
At 5 o'clock the next morning we made a successful raid on the enemy and suffered DO casuahies.
What annoyed me was that while we were told to
stay quiet and below the skyline, Captain Chilly
remained standing upright, ceaselessly ripping the
velcro on his plastic camouflage jacket!
This was the best Field Day I have ever been on
and much credit must go to Willem Quarles van
Ufford and the CCF staff who organised the whole
event. More please!
Sam Emery
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Tayo Erogbogbo

ATHLETICS
With the Barcelona Olympics fresh in their memories,
Stoics entered the 1993 season spurred on by the performances of athletes such as Linford Christie and Sally
Gunnel. As usual, the club continued to have great team
spirit and our first thanks must go to Bob, the groundsman,
whose hard work is one of the reasons why Stowe has been

so dominant at this spon.
The senior team was successful both on the track and in
the field events, and only on two occasions did nol come
away with a win (a result of either A-level commitments or
injury). In the track events the sprints were dominated by
Joe Nicholson who came second once and won the rest of

his races. Races ranged from 1100 to 400 metres. ic
TissOI, fresh from the school Nepal expedition. ran some
fine races during the season. However, the outstanding
athlctc of '93 was Ta)'o Erogbogbo. During the season he
set two school records. the flISt was in thc long jump: whcn he
stood On the approach the record stood at a mere 7.11 metrcs.
but by the time he had landed it was a mighty 7.34 metres!
Tayo's other record was in the triple jump, in which he gained
a national UK ranking of 3rd in his age group and was
selected to jump for Great Britain v Gennany in the summer.
But the tcam had strength in depth: other great performances came from Alex Mustard, Paul Denning, John
Anderson, Ed I-Iunl, Sam Murray, Ed Rogers, Richard
Stultiens and Torn Harper.
The intermediate team, like the senior team. was very
strung on paper, but never really reached its full potential,
owing to the cxternal pressures of GCSEs. The outstanding
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performance of this age group was that of Charles
Frampton who showed great courage over 400 metres. His
best is yet to come.
In the field events the most notable athlete was Crispin
Marsland·Roberts in the high jump. Other fine performers
were Yousuf Zahid. Haytham Zahid. Simon Gardner, Dan
Wills, Richard Smith and Ross Atherton.
The Junior team is always at a disadvantage owing to the
fact that it only comprises one year group. There is,
however, a greal deal of talent in this squad with athletes
such ac; Sunny Moore, Edmund James, Alex Clempson and
Robin Creek. The outstanding competitor in the field events
was Buddy \Vheatley, who hurled the discus mightily (and
represented the County).
The highlight of the season came at the end in the last
two days at the Independent Schools Championships. in
which Tayo Erogbogbo demolished the field in the triple
jump and Joe Nicholson ran away with the 100 metres title.
On the second day. Joe added the 400 mctrc title. This was
a nice way for I-IBS to retire from supervising School athletics. He will be sorel)' missed.
Finally congratulations must go to Walpole lIou~e for
being overall winners of Sport~ Day. and thanks to HBS
and his merry band of helpers who lurned out in all weathers to organise training and evenls. II is mainly thanks to
them thai the Stowe athletics tcam is nol only onc of
Stowe's best teams but is now feared by all its rivals!
.Joe Nicholsoll

SPORT

BADMINTON
Senior VI

Colts VI

PLA YEO 9. WON 5. Lm., 4

PL,\YFn 7. WO"ll 7. 1..0:)rO

The team had a hoost al the slart of tbe new academic

The Colts have had an outstanding season with all the

year with the arrival of three potential team players. All
the squad have worked extremely hard and have "gelled"
well as a team. "ncy have all improved and wilh rno '1 of

learn squad members playing their part in making the

team so successful. There is a 101 of competition for
places which helps towards motivating players lowards

the currem team available next season we ought to have

~kill

an even more successful season than this one.

progress and with a good crop of Junior Coils coming
Ihrough, we should be quite strong again next season.

SOUAO:

S~UAD:

N. Dadlani (Caplain), W. Carpendale, U. Bah!.
P. Uthoff. V. Gupta. T. Wimer, J. Collins, D. Laffan.
Full Colours have been awarded to

improvement. Tbey are all making very good

A. Dalwani, J. Webster, R.Dadlani. K. TcpalaguL
A. Hobbs, A. Clayton. A. RalUt, A. Au.

. Dadlani and

W. Berry, G. Ng.

W. Carpcndalc.

Senior Girls VI
'A' Pu.yco4. WON I,

Los', 3 '8" PLAYt:D2,

This is the firsl season fur several years that the girls
have had hadminton matches. They have done extremely

WO~

I, LOST 1

Overall we have a wide range of ages and abilities
playing and enjoying badminton at SlOwe. Those who do
nOI make the school team in the Autumn Term will have
an opportunity the following term to compete in the Inter-

well against schools whose badminton is well and truly
establbhcd. Must of the 'A' and 'B' players arc in the
Lower Sixth and will therefore help tu continue raising
standards in this extremely popular sport.

House doubles and school singles competitions,
We have a dedicated group of staff who help with fixtures and practices and make badminton enjoyable and

Soui\n:
C. Chester-Read (Caplain), 1-1. Parsons, J. Childs,

successful, so thank you to RAe, DIIO. JLI-I, DeB and

BT.

G. Choo, S. Kuffer, J. Ives. A. Muller, D. Rosemeyer.
D. Emmanuel, C. Clark. C. Lee, M. Buxell. H. Marsh,
L. Snow, L. Caller, A. Reed
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SIatlding: Cressilla Chesler·Read, Harrier Parsons
Silliflg: Marusya Buxell, Geneviel'e Chuu, Chelser Clark, Chaerin Lee
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CRICKET
lstXI
In a summer when the weather was very good, only one
weekend being lost through rain, the 1st XI ended the
season having played 14 games. Three were won, six
were lost and five matches were drawn. This was an
improvement on last year and reflected enthusiasm and
improving application and attitude. However, they will
need to be more consistent to achieve the results that their
ability suggests.
In only three games did we bowl well enough to keep
our opponents under pressure. In the match against
Northants U19, Howie with 5-42 was well supported by
Denning and Rogers. Against Winchester, who were 69
for 7 with 19 overs left, Rogers (3 for 40) was backed up
by Howie and Michael. Unfortunately we could not finish
them off. Against the MCC we bowled so well that by the
half way stage of 48 overs we had restricted them to 152
for 5, again thanks to some good bowling from Howie,
Denning, Michael and Selway. The pick of the bowling
overall was Howie with his swing, together with his good
line and length. He took 25 wickets at 18.2 and was well
supported by Rogers and Denning. But both the latter
bowled too many bad balls. Remember, the ball will not
always swing back from leg stump!
Our spin bowling department did not perform well
enough to bowl long spells. Michael lost confidence and
Milligan had trouble getting his arm high. After half term
Gerard, a one-time medium-pace bowler switched to
bowling off-spinners with considerable turn. His line and
length were not too consistent at first but, as the season
progressed, this improved. Against a very strong Oundle
side, he had the remarkable figures of 13-8-8-7. I look
forward to even more success from Simon next year.
The bowlers were well supported by ground fielding
that was generally of a very high standard. It was backed
up by the enthusiasm of wicket-keeper Hankey. Sadly,
the close catching did not reach the same high standards,
although it is here that matches are won.
The fine weather provided an abundance of good
wickets. There was not the same consistency, however,
with the bat. We had only 7 scores of 50 or more. There
were three by Denning, two by Nash and one each from
Passmore, Smith Walker and Rogers. No one scored a
ton. Six batsmen scored between 194 and 293 runs:
Gerard, Smith Walker, Nash, Passmore, Denning and
Rogers. We need two batsmen scoring between 500 and
1000 runs each year. A gentleman now playing for
Hampshire achieved this in his last two years playing for
the School. The hard work that the team put into their
cricket throughout this season was not reflected in the
results, although they approached their matches in a very
positive manner and were very well skippered by Alex
Michael. It was a pleasure to work with them.
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The annual pre-season coaching course goes from
strength to strength with the courses fully booked. Boys
of all ages have benefited from the coaching of Harold
Rhodes of Derbyshire and England, Keith Meddlicott of
Surrey and England, Harry Latchman of Middlesex and
Nottinghamshire and Alan Jones of Somerset and
Middlesex.
My grateful thanks must go to those who help us:
Clive Cross, Keith Timpson, Peter Gladwin and Chris
Jones, who umpire our matches with great efficiency; to
Tom Foss-Smith who records the match details; to the
caterers and office staff; and to teaching colleagues who
give so much of their time and effort in coaching and
guiding the young cricketers.
We wish John Mullen, our grounds superintendent,
good luck on his return to his native Scotland and express
our gratitude for his enormous contribution to the
improvement of cricket facilities at Stowe.
MJH

RESULTS, 1993:
Beat Northants U 19 by 25 runs
Stowe 131 Northants 106 (Howie 5-42, Rogers 3-23)
Drew with Winchester
Stowe 182-8 dec. (Denning 70*) Winchester 102-7
(Rogers 3-40)
Drew with Free Foresters
Free Foresters 201-5 dec. (Howie 4-62) Stowe 186-5
(Passmore 76*)
Drew with Bloxham
Bloxham 215-7 (Denning 3-60) Stowe 112-6
Lost to Bradfield by 122 runs
Bradfield 202-3 dec. Stowe 80
Lost to St Edward's by 8 wkts.
Stowe 123 (Nash 51) St Edward's 127-2
Beat MCC by 4 wkts.
MCC 152-5 dec. Stowe 155-6 (Nash 59)
Beat Old Stoics by 1 run
Stowe 217 Old Stoics 216 (Denning 3-31, Rogers 3-46)
Lost to Radley by 89 runs
Radley 194-7 dec. Stowe 105
Drew with Oundle
Stowe 212 (Smith Walker 57) Oundle 79-9 (Gerard 7-8)
Drew with Rugby
Stowe 208-8 dec. (Denning 68) Rugby 176-7
Team: A.H.L. Michael* (capt.), C.J. Howie *,
AJ.e. Milligan*, R.D.A. Hankey*, J.L. Nash*,
G.H. Passmore *, S.N.R. Gerard *, G.!. Smith Walker *,
E.J. Rogers*, P.R. Denning *, P.A McSweeney,
AJ.C. James, M.J.M. Konig, AWA. Swainston,
M.McN.G. Smith, O.J. Selway.
(* denotes Colours)

SPORT

Cricket all tile Sowh From

Sellior House Match Final all the North Front
RU/Jerr E/wes (Chatham) bowling to Nick Roberts (Cobham) whose ;""i"g5 proved malch-winning
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2nd XI
This was a season which proved fairly unsuccessful in
terms of results but which saw promising performances
and improvement in a number of players.
The notable improvers included the bowlers Selway
and Bhandare, who performed consistently well throughout, and Sam Milling who overcame early problems in his
spin bowling to achieve excellence in flight and turn
towards the end of the season.
The batting proved fragile against accurate swing
bowling all season, but success through sound technique
was achieved by Mark Chamberlain, James Lee-Steere,
Rupert Elwes and Nikhil Bhandare. Unfortunately the
team never quite managed totals which were possible to
defend through frequent indiscipline in this aspect of the
game.
Overall it was an enjoyable season, albeit lacking in
great success. Team spirit remained good in frequent
adversity and we look forward to building on this spirit
next year.
RSD

3rdXI
The Third XI played five matches, winning two and
losing three. The side was technically limited, but nearly
everyone played to best form on some occasions, and
many played above themselves at least once. It was a
pleasure to supervise the team. There were spirited - even
inspired - personal performances with bat, ball or in the
field. Everyone pulled together and James Lee-Steere was
a sensible and amiable captain, as was his substitute for
one match, Robert Temple. Inevitably the team were outgunned in some matches, but played out every game in
determined and self-respecting style. Their gentlemanly
conduct was noted by opposition staff umpires.
SQUAD:

R.L. Bush, R.C. Carpenter Couchman, R.B.S. Gooch,
J.C.I. Lee-Steere, R.G. Lloyd, AJ. Paravicini,
AP. Pearce, H.G. Preeston, G.J. Pendle, J.H. Stewart,
P.J.C. Thynne, R.A Temple, W.R. Wynne.
All the above were awarded colours. V.J. Daryanani
played once.

EST

Bradfield side who were as determined as us to enjoy
their cricket. After a shaky start a captain's innings by
Alex Swainston (65 not out), well supported by Nick
Roberts' hard hitting 34, steadied the game. Alex's sporting declaration at 150 for 7 ensured a high scoring chase
by Bradfield. The rain threatened and eventually forced a
retreat to the pavilion when Bradfield had almost won.
Declining the offer to abandon the game, Stowe honourably took the field in the rain to allow Bradfield to
win the match.
There was a tedious game against a very strong Radley
side that was determined to bat on until one of their team
made his hundred, which he did despite some excellent
bowling by Simon Branch. The declaration, when it eventually came, was unattractive, requiring us to get 195 in
just 55 minutes and 20 overs. A win was out of the question, so the aim became to ensure that we did not lose and
that Radley learned its lesson. Responsible innings, in
particular from Jimmy Lane and Simon Branch, ensured
we achieved both. In the euphoria that followed, the team
left their most loyal supporter behind at Radley - were
they trying to tell me something?
Finally, there was the satisfaction of watching a
supremely confident Oundle team reduced to near panic
by tea after we had taken nine of their wickets. We later
learned that we were the only team to have made them
bat below No.5 that season - a confirmation of our proficiency as a bowling and fielding side - though not, sadly,
batting, as we collapsed to 92 all out in response to their
217!
In addition to those mentioned above the following
also represented the team this season:
Tim Hope-Johnstone, Charles Inglefield, Nick Mason
Toby Milbank, Toby Stevenson, Tom Winter.
The Colts learned a lot about the game and, indeed, life
this season. They learned that fielding practices can be
fun; that it is a team game and that you can't rely upon
one or two individuals to win your matches; that the team
and its morale are therefore paramount; that chasing individual glory can destroy a game for the 23 other players
and umpires on the pitch; that you should play to your
strengths - bowling first if you are a bowling and fielding
side when there is only one new ball; but above all that
you can lose and still enjoy the game. In many cases
these were hard lessons to learn, but if they are remembered then their cricket will be the richer.

MOMC

Colts XI
Despite our conspicuous lack of match success this
season there were a multitude of highlights. There was
the unforgettable cliffhanger on the North Front against
Winchester. Stowe having scored just 95 (Matthew Smith
36), a confident Winchester went in to bat. Max Konig's
splendid 7 for 31 sobered them up and they found themselves in the last over of the day requiring 2 runs and
having their last men in. Few spectators, indeed few of
the players, had witnessed such an exciting match.
There was the most civilised of games against a
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Junior Colts XI
Given the obvious talent of this age group, it was disappointing for them to have such a poor season. On the
positive side were the overall improvements of
Macdonald-Lockhart as an all-rounder and Bodikian and
Riley as batsmen.
Highlight in adversity during the season was
Bodikian's marathon innings v Radley and his support
from Webster, McCarey and Wainright-Lee at 9, 10 and

SPORT

11. A half decent performance by the bowlers would have
then retrieved a draw. In the field, Milling's catch in the
Lord's Taverners Cup was a rare outstanding effort.
Riley has developed into a secure batsman who will
score runs because of his attitude to developing his technique; Wainright-Lee was a useful wicket-keeper in the
year ahead of his age group and is a sound defensive bat.
Macdonald-Lockhart, Bodikian and McCarey all worked
hard at improving their game and were often left holding
the side together.
DCM

Yearlings XI
All Yearlings with an interest in cricket were exposed to
winter cricket nets where much work was applied to technique with the Cricket Professional. It also meant that we
had enough boys to enable us to run 3 teams. This proved
to be most popular with the less gifted players and the C
team had a very successful season winning nearly all
their matches. A few of the players improved enough to
suggest that in time they could well end up playing 1st XI
cricket.
The A team squad had a nice balance of quick,
medium and slow bowlers and with a left arm quickie and
spinner our attack had good variety. In fact we matched

or bettered all our opponents in bowling and fielding.
Having an extremely competent wicket-keeper in
McDonagh helped set high standards for the other fielders to follow.
Although we had about six players who surpassed 50
runs in an innings we lacked consistency with the bat.
With batting all the way down the team, it was disappointing to see players, once they had done the hard
work, playing themselves in then getting out in the 20s
and 30s. McDonagh was the only batsman who really
produced the goods regularly, with several oppositionmasters commenting that he was the best batsman they
had played against.
The team spirit was excellent and practices were a
pleasure to take, with players working hard at their technique and demonstrating a very good attitude towards the
game. This team is a good team and they have the potential to develop into a great team.
Four of the team have played county cricket:
McDonagh, Harris, Stables and Elliot.
SQUAD:

J. McDonagh, R. Harris, T. Stables, S. Elliott,
T. Honeyman Brown, S. Part, A. Barne, B. Wheatley,
A. Hobbs, S. Gywn, A. Heath, T. Smith Walker.
1M

CROSS-COUNTRY
The report of our 1993 season is to be found in the May
issue of The Stoic. It tells of another excellent season,
with the 1st VIII beating twelve schools and losing only
to one.

The Under 17s did similarly well, beating eleven schools
and losing to two. The Under 15s beat three and lost to
four.
SMcC

GOLF
Owing to rain and bad light matches could only be played
in the first half of term. However, the reduced programme
produced good results.
The first match of the season against Stowe Golf Club
was easily won (4-2), The Bell Tower Trophy going to
Stowe for the first time in some years.
The second match of the season was against
Ellesborough Golf Club. A younger side than usual
played with great spirit and beat Ellesborough convincingly 3 1/ 2_ 1/ 2 , This fine start built up the team's
confidence and everybody was well prepared for our third
match against Northampton Grammar School, playing
exceedingly well in this fixture and, if it had not been for
our opponents' slightly dubious handicaps, we would
have won easily. As it was, we had to make do with a 2-2
draw.
The final senior match of the season was a triangular
match against Radley and Cheltenham. This had to be
played off scratch and thus the whole team found their
matches very difficult, especially as they were playing on

a course which they had never seen before. The players
hard under windy conditions and managed to beat
Cheltenham 4-2. Unfortunately, Radley were too strong
an opposition, especially on their own course, and thus
they were the only team to beat Stowe this term.
So the short season has proved to be successful in
every department. It has given our new team manager,
GStJS, a chance to test all of his players and prepare them
for next term's full programme. He has been pleased with
the whole team and especially our younger players. We
now have a team of great depth. Coaching of the third
form by GStJS and Robin Kouyouimdjian, the Spanish
Assistant for this year, has already started. The whole
team would like to thank GStJS and Robin for their
support and we look forward to next season.
b~ttled

Team: A. Gebhard, M. Beck, T. Kappler, F. Wallis,
M. Newnham, H. Mackay, R. Barber, J. Paravicini,
S. Elliott, N. Footrakoon, M. Marston, P. Jarchow.
Reserves: C. Consett, C. Thyssen.

Matthew Newnham & Hamish Mackay.
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Cricket Is! XI. Standillg: Tom Foss-Smith (scorer), Angus Milligan, Simon Gerard, Paul McSweeney, Edward Rogers,
Giles Smith Walker, Adriall James. Sitting: Robert Hankey, James Nash, Alex Michael, Charles Howie, George Passmore.
Hockey 1st XI. Richard Plumridge, Simon Schnorr, Paul Defining, William Wynne, George Passmore, Giles Smith Walker.
Robert Temple, RSD. Froll! row: Alex Barber, Taya Erogbogbo, Hamish Baird, Alex James, Chris James.
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HOCKEY
The 1993 season (in which the 151 XI won three. drew
three and losl three of its nine matches) was fully
reported in the May edition of The Stoic. We have therefore confined ourselves in Ihis issue 10 the exploits of the
third-formers last autumn term.

Yearlings. Standing: Charles Saunders, Simon POSI,
William Austen, Dominic Taylor, Roy Chambers.
Sitting: Tom Slealer, Rupert Hayward, Henry CraikWhite, Giles Hayward, Mark Denning.
Absellt: Mark Bowman, Timothy Kirtley

RSD

Yearlings
The Yearlings were selected into clubs in a slightly different way this year. by the usc of "skill stations" and the
award of a grade 10 each player. This method proved to
be fairly accurate. although it was a tcst of skill alone and
hockey, of course, requires other attribules as well.
However. a combinalion of Iraining and praclice laler
helped us place the boys in the most appropriate clubs.
BOlh coaches and boys have worked particularly well
logether and we have covered a greal deal of technique
and tactics. The term began with a goal-keeping ·'c1inic"
with John Albon of Milton Keynes Hockey Club. This
helped greatly in assessing the potential goal-keepers.
W.S.P. Austen. S.E. Moutran, J. Shears and C.E.
Anderson all show great promise. William AU~i1en in particular has shown great maturity in his game and has
made some quite spectacular saves.

=
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1st XI
A sllccessful season with wins against Loughborollgh GS,
Northants Ul4 County, RGS High Wycombe and Mill
Hill and only two losses.

Colts. Standing: Nick Roherts, Richard Dobbin, Olivier mn der Hagen, Nick Briltell·Lollg, Tim

Hope~Jollflsto"e,

Tristan

Hoare, Robert Margossian. Silting: Jamie Christopherson, Reilloltt Hudig, Max Konig, Tom Chambre, Malthew Smith
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2nd Xl
Possibly our team of the season, with wins against
Loughborough GS, RGS High Wycombe, Dundle and
Mill Hill. They lost 3-4 to Oundle and 0-2 to Uppingham.
They were possibly not quite as skilful as the 1st XI yet
showed such enthusiasm and determination that they
thoroughly deserved all their successes.
SOUAD: Moutran, Gordon-Lennox (Hugo), Keeler,
Byfield, Dudley, Granville, Legge, Bingham, Hazell,
Chandor, Dumaresq, Willis, White and Morley S.

3rdXl
Water-logged pitches allowed only four matches: wins
against Uppingham and Mill Hill and two losses. The
team played well and included several boys who had
played little hockey in the past.
S~UAD:

Shears, Dent, Gwyn-Jones, Buxton, Harrison,
Etherington-Smith, Vernon, Morely, W. Bloomfield,
Pearson, Rykens and Arkwright.

effort, whilst Bedford High sent a rather too inexperienced team and conceded two goals in each half. The
finale against Hailcybury saw thrills and spills at both
ends and ended in the only way that was fair to the commitment and determination of all 22 players, a 2-2 draw.
or the individuals in the tcam Susanna Benn and Jodie
Ives both possessed the skill and attacking flair and
Olivia Coy, Jodie Harris, Terri Bell and Camilla Benoy
the kind of spirit and determination that was an example
to all. Rachel Beer kept goal with great courage, Hannah
Marsh, Sarah Bruce and Tori Reid formed the backbone
of the defence and Cressida CheSler-Read lent dash to the
attack. All of them thoroughly deserved the award of
their colours.
Jenny Ridge, Claudia Rooney, Amber Nuttall and
Chelscr Clark all played for the 'A' team on more than
one occasion and next year it will be their £urn to be in
the limelight.
Coaching has been an entirely pleasant experience and
made all the more so by the tremendous support given by
the captain, Olivia Coy, who set the highest standards
both on and off the field, and by the assistant coach, Miss
Karen Dore. September '94 is awaited with anticipation!

4th Xl

CAC

Two matches. without, alas, a victory.
S~UAD:

Anderson, Skidmore, Burnell-Nugent,
Viney, Campion, Wrightson, Kemble, Gordon-Lennox
(Hamish), Bailey and Gentry.
A very exciting Inter-House 7s (ook place with
closely-contested games leading to Cobham beating a
tired and gallant Chandos team in the final. The season
concluded with a Staff v 1st Xl challenge, which produced
a very close game with skilful play on both sides! The
Staff finally won 3-2.....
We were grateful to the ground staff for keeping our
grass pitches in such excellent order. (We look forward to
the boys being able to play on a plastic pitCh, when their
skills should go from strength to strength). Thank you to
GGJD, TB and BLM for their help. Thank you finally to
Geoff Higgins and his staff for all the teas and lunches
provided.
RSD/DCB/MOMC

Girls' Hockey
For the first time this year the girls undertook a full
term's programme of Saturday matches and an enthusiaslic and talented squad rose to the challenge with great
commitment and increasing confidence to record a very
satisfactory sel of results.
The turning point after a slow start was a stirring 0-0
draw with Rugby which brought self-belief. The remaining game~ were played with great speed, skill and verve.
5t Edward's were almost swamped by wave after wave
of ncat attach, but hrilliant goal-keeping restricted
Stowe's tally of two goals against a late consolidation
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Jodie lves on the attack for the 1st Xl
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SPORT

LACROSSE
After an encouraging start in lovely weather, matches
have been played on a regular basis and have enabled the
team 10 gain valuable experience. Everyone is pleased
that the pilCh this year is on the Soulh Front, which has
encouTClgcd more spectators to support matches.
We are pleased that the talented captain, Tara Hay.
together with Alex Bingham and Gina Anton were

selected for the junior county squad and will play in the
Midlands tournament at half term.
So far matches have been closely fought with a win
over Tudor Hall, a close defeat against 51 Mary's,
Wantage, a draw with Uppingham and losses against
Banbury Ladies and Berkhamstcd.
DKOG

'"

U

Lacrosse team at the All-Schools Lacrosse Toumamelll, Woughroll, Millon Keynes
Back row: Alexandra Herrington, Frances Newbery, Clemency Bennett, Kerry Illes, Anlla Casdagli. Nicola Frost, Debbie
HelJden. Frollt row: Emma Clark, Kate Fillch-K'lightleYI Tara Hay, Clare Corillg, Wendy Saunt.

Q

NETBALL
At the start of the new season we were unfortunate
~nough nol to have a new intake of experienced shooters
inlo the squad and il was a race against time to find and
train up potential goal scorers.
New girl Juliel Jarvis made a promising transition from
defence to goal atlack and hopes rose for a good season for
the Firsts. These were soon dashed. however, when glandu·
lar fever removed her from the team for nearly a term. Her
illness was soon followed by Terri Bell's, also a new key
player. who wa~ affecled for most of the Spring Term.
The whole squad need to realise that "practice make!>
perfect" and only by more concentrated and dedicated
skill learning will they achieve better results. They won 2
and lost 6 matches.
The Second and Third teams. however. had a much
more rewarding Sl;:a!>on and there was good depth fro 111
the rest of the squad when the occasion demanded. Jane

Layfield in tbe Seconds, who usually played wing
defence, made a late change to goal anack and the resuh!>
say the rest! The Seconds won 5 and 1051 2.
It was very pleasing to field a third learn this season
and their enthusiasm was good to see. Although they
only played two matches. there was an excellent win over
Bloxham 21-.'5 and an exciting finish to the match against
Tudor Hall, which they won 15-11.
Three 1st Years - Terri Bell, Juliet Jarvis and Franci!>
Newbery - have been successful in County trials and will
represent Buckinghamshire next seasOIl.
Team colours were awarded to:
Nicola Dewar-Durie, Anna Casdagli, Elizabeth EmlynWilliams, Alexa Oliver, Kate Finch·Knightley,
Jane Layfield and Wendy Saunt

BT
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1st XV. Back row: Nick Britten-Long, Paul McSweeney, James}ohnsto1l. Middle row: AMcD, Simon Ridley, Alex
Robertson, Joe Nicholson, Antony Pearce, Nick Roberts, Robert Temple, 1M. From row: Guy Wheeler, Adam Carling, Ed
Rogers, Paul Denning, DOli SCOIt, Giles Smith Walker, Dwell Muir.

ColIS A XV. Back row: James Walker, William Milling. Middle row: Chris Dixey, Ben Corbishley, O/h'er Gregson,
Mark Wales, George Alcock, James Webster, Joe Stewart, Andrew Macdollald-Lockhart. Frollt row: Christian Burgess,
Ralph Hyatt, Moritz Po[onius, Tom Belf, Stuart MW1-Gavin, Crispin Marsland-Roberts, James Biddulph.
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RUGBY
lstXV
The First XV had a ralher disappointing season this year.
They hegan very positively with a good win in the preseason lOs Tournament at Bearwood, lifting the trophy in
its first year. But on the first Saturday of tcrm they were
overrun 27 points to 5 hy a very fit St Edward's side.
Adam Carling proved his worth, not for the first time, as
he took ovcr the c.:aptainc.:y at the Douai tournament witb a
disjointed and inexperienced squad. We only managed
one win in our three group games but we did run the
home side very dose in appalling conditions, going down
by a single try.
One of the best performances eame the following week
at Abingdon, out to avenge their loss of the previous
season which prevented them recording an unbeaten
season. Paul Denning had a magnificent game at fly half.
His kicking back for position and to relieve the pressure
was superb and kept us in an 8-7 lead until five minutes
from the end. l'laving spent most of the afternoon battering away around the fringes against a solid back row
defence with both Giles Smith Walker and Ed Rogers
producing outstanding tackling, Abingdon finally
resorted to guile and a well worked move in the centre
saw them go over under the posts.
The match against King Edward's, Aston, was a testimony to pace, as we had the majority of the game but
three times in the second half they got the ball to their left
winger in space deep in his own half and three times he
scored.
We then produced three good performances on the trot,
beating Royal Latin 29-8 in a very physical contest,
defeating Shiplake 13-0, and following this up with an
18-10 loss to Bedford, when, having gone down 13
points to nil in the opening fifteen minutes, wc produced
some fine rughy in the last fifty, testing a resilient
defence.
The Oundle and Eton games either side of half-term set
a cloud over the rest of the season, as injuries in the two
games - four against Oundle and two against Eton - left
us with six regular First XV players unable to play for the
rt:st of the term. Mill Hill had a strong side this year, but
with Adam Carling kicking superbly we held them for the
first balf before going down 34-0.
A welcome win against John Cleveland in a very
scrappy game was followed by defeats by Bedford
Modern, Panghourne and Magdalen College School.
The last weekend of term brought a visiting Australian
school, Churchies from Brisbane. The match was played
in dreadful conditions and consequently wa!> more noted
for the players' outstanding commitment than for any
open running rugby, the best play of the game coming
from our hacks.
In addition 10 those mentioned ahove Guy Wheeler at
hooker, Fclix Polonius and Owen Muir at prop, James
Johnston anywhere he could get a game in the pack. Paul
McSweeney in the second row, Joe Nicholson on the

wing ami Nick Roberts anywhere in the backs, except the
wing, were all constant performers and played regularly
throughout the season in an ever-changing side.
Further, Andy Bin, Nick Britten-Long, Tim Doxford,
Grant Elmes, Max Konig, James Moore, Tristan Ralston,
Sandy Robertson, Boh Temple, Bill Boyd-Carpenter,
Hatha Zahid, Benji Mount and Richard Dobbin all represented the side on a number of occasions.
Ed Rogers and Sandy Robertson played for the county

side. Guy Wheeler was a bench reserve. Paul Denning
was also selected but injured. My thanks finally to John
Mullen. who leaves us al the cod of the season. He has
produced some of the best playing surfaces we have
encountered in very difficult weather conditions this term.
AMcD

2nd XV
After a slow and ragged start to the season with a heavy
defeat against 5t Edward's and a defeat by Abingdon, the
Second XV rallied to draw 10-10 against King Edward's,
Aston, with tries from skipper Elwes and Boyd~
Carpenter. This ray of hope was reinforc.:ed by a hard
fought win against the Royal Latin School, 13-7. Five
fixtures then came and went, many of them evenly
matched, hut all lost. The Second XV seemed to be
gaining a reputation as 'nearly' men, spending large
periods of each match in the opposition 22 but not converting this pressure into points.
Some personnel changes and the confidence of a big
win over John Cleveland enabled the squad to put
together an almost unprecedented run of four straight victories towards the end of the season - victories in which
Temple, Anderson and Zahid all shone.
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This hardworking side was most enjoyable to coach.
Inglefield, Elmes, Pendle and Gemmell formed the backbone of the scrum for most of the season with the fiery,
yet extremely polite, Pinkney punctuating the line-outs
with unpredictable calls.
Mount, Smith, Thynne and Nairn all improved their
skills and contributions throughout the season, with
Mount ending as top scorer with 20 points. Towards the
end the ball started to reach our wingers and Tissot,
Morgan and, later, Taylor obliged with three tries
between them.
A great, spirited season, ably and politely led by
Rupert Elwes.
SQUAD: Inglefield, Bates, Elmes, Pendle, Gemmell,
Bush, Elwes, Birt, Mount, Smith, Tissot, BoydCarpenter, Morgan, Pinkney, Taylor, Anderson, Nairn,
Thynne, Temple, Ralston, Zahid Y
SJBA

3rdXV
To be the most successful rugby team in the School
inevitably brings its own pressures! The charge of over
confidence. The temptation to turn each game into a
selfish try scoring exercise. To lose sight of the sporting
ideal, that playing well is better than winning.
Fortunately the Third XV avoided most of these pitfalls. Under the inspirational captaincy of Tom Harper
and Ashley Jones, the team moved almost effortlessly
from triumph to triumph. Abingdon, St Edward's Ashton,
Akeley Wood and Shiplake were brushed aside by the
Third XV bulldozer.
A string of defeats at the hands of Bedford, Dundie
and Eton, however, taught some salutary lessons. Not
least of which was the importance of team work. There is
no place for selfish individualism in rugby. The reason
for playing rugby at Stowe is to teach team work, determination and rugged perseverance.
These lessons were well learned as the subsequent
defeat of Mill Hill and Bedford Modern proved. The
latter was particularly gratifying since it showed the
Third XV at their best. Totally committed, utterly supportive of one another. To end the season with a defeat
was almost inevitable. By this stage a third of our team
had progressed to the Second XV, to whom they had
taught their winning ways!
The team itself was enormous fun to work with. The
captains were Haytham Zahid, Yousuf Zahid, Jon
Anderson and Richard Dobbin, who all progressed to
higher things, supported by Jimmy Lane, Nick Mason,
Chris Hardwick, Carlo Selzer, Ross Atherton, Toby
Booth, Tom Chambre, Patric Jarchow, Woody Edmiston,
Andy Bates, James Paravacini and Danny Fontaine. Tom
Winter, Richard Hoskins, Tim Doxford, Owen Muir,
Andy Birt and Charles Frampton also put in great appearances. Many congratulations to all of them. A terrific
season.
TMHS
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Colts XV
The A XV had a very good season, although the results
do not give a true indication of the ability and character
of the team. Game after game the forwards won an equal
(if not lion's share) of the ball only to find the score in
deficit. So many mistakes were made through lack of
concentration, mainly by certain individuals at crucial
moments, that oppositions were able to score tries
without having to work too hard. This is the main reason
why early season defeats came about - giving your opponents a twelve or fourteen points start is a difficult
enough disadvantage, but an even greater one when your
own ability to score tries is somewhat limited. However,
the side never gave up, many exciting matches were witnessed by a large troop of parental supporters (for that
much thanks!) and some exceptionally brave performances by the team and individuals were a common
feature throughout.
The first match against a very strong St Edward's side
highlighted the groundwork (mainly defensive) that had
to be drilled into a rather naive back division. Their positional sense and lines of running were immature and "ad
hoc". However, from then on we developed far more
organised and effective tactics and this discipline helped
other areas of our play too. Webster at fly-half became
our play-maker and matured as the season progressed
with some elusive running, creating some exciting back
play. His kicking was always sound and often superb.
Outside, Walker and Alcock played some stirring
matches in the centre. They tackled bravely and grew in
confidence in moving the ball. The wings were well contrasted. Wates - the "crash ball" down the middle - was
always tackling well and improving game by game.
Hyatt, faster and more elusive, also tackled heroically at
times and ran well. His relative inexperience showed on
occasions, especially when attempting to distribute the
ball to team-mates. Mun-Gavin at the back and Dixey at
scrum-half played with determination and look to be
good players for the future.
As regards forwards, a newcomer to the school,
Polonius, a total novice to the game, was an outstanding
leaper in the line-out and provided valuable possession
for us. His jumping partner at the front, Burgess, played
bravely too; his timing and catching were always an
asset to the side. The front row of Gregson, Biddulph and
Polonius held their own in the scrummage and were very
valuable foragers in the loose. McCarey at second row
was outstanding. His attitude, fitness and all-round play
were a revelation and he had a fine season, is a real
prospect, and was selected for the county squad.
The back row - because of injury - was a combination
of Bell, Corbishley, Marsland-Roberts and Stewart. All
these players have considerable skills and natural defensive capabilities and any three (as they had to on
occasions) could perform as a ball-winning combination.
Bell, in particular, captained the side with maturity and
assurance and led by example throughout. Corbishley
never stopped running; only two severe concussions in

the lasl hut one match of the
term eventually caused him
enforced
to
take
an
breather. Marsland-Roherts
and Stewart - born wingforwards - both have the
desire to he on the ball
when the going is tough and
it was in thb department
that the character of the
team was so apparent.
The squad was a fine
group - alwa)'~ willing to
li!aen and experiment - and
I hope that the hard work
done now will perhaps
stand them in good stead for
the future.
LEW

COIH A XV Oil 'he South Front
(photograph by Digby
Oldridge)

Junior Colts XV
The ,ltlitude was excellent throughout and a poslIlve
approach was almost invariably evident in practices. The
knowledge and ability of Mr Kouyoumdjian enabled me to
spend most of my time profitably employed with the forwards knowing that the backs were in excellent hands.
Following 5t Edward's match a scrappy but gritty performance gave us a 5-5 draw v Abingdon. oTlhampton
Gramar School were well beaten up front but sloppiness by
the backs and no taCkling from the back row led to a 10-8
defeat. The Royal Latin were beaten up front and then run
off Iheir feet and this performance left the coach in no
douht as to the slyle of play necessary for the rest of the
season. Shiplake were beaten 10-0 by Stowe trying to run
the ball: a tighter game might have led to a heavier win.
Bedford had fa~t backs and we tried to pass the ball slowly
along lhe line: end result being mass tackles, Bedford possession. Bedford tries: 56-0! Following some changes in lhe
te<lm we faced Oundle. They were out-scrummaged and
out-mauled. The tackling was sulid and we unluckily lost
22-7. A re~huffle brought Wainright-Lee to serum half
where he added drive and the ability to get across the gain
I inc.
Against Eton the forwards started to keep it tight, the
game changed totally and Eton were put under severe pr!;':'}sure. holding on to win 17-7. These last two performances
convinced tht.: pack Lhal they had the ability to take on any
opposition and Mill lIill paid the price. In awful cunditiun~
Stowe roBed mauls all Ihe way up the pitch and followed
huge up-and-ulluers with glee: result a 24-0 win. Roadc

were given the same treatment and a 12-5 Will was
recorded. Bedford Modern could wel1 havc won but for
their lack of discipline and a 5-5 draw was recorded. A
strong Pangboume side beat us 15-11 when the pack played
poorly but in the final game <I rousing second half pack
effort into a very strong wind dominated the game to win
18-0.
Outstanding all season were de Butts. Bame and LawaI.
\Vheatley, Honeyman-Brown, Smith Walker, Elkington and
Stables all started the season poorly but rapidly got to grips
with the requirements up front. New recruits Rayner and
Haesen both left their marks on many oppositions with a
speciality being crunching tackles from Ihe laller.
Wainright-Lee and Dobbin took a long time to settle this
season but when they did were major <lsscts, while Clark,
Forster and Moore made major strides and became much
more competitive as the season progressed. Heath was
alway~ game hut has defensivc problems because of his
lack of weight, while Oldridge was a real tcrrier at serum
half with his quick passes but needs 10 take the bal1 on
himself a little mure. McDunagh captained the ~ide with
growing realisation of his side's strengths and how 10 utilise
them fully. His own play improved in line with hb t<lctical
idc<ls <lnd he developed into a very useful fly half.
I have thoroughly enjoyeu this season and have taken
pleasure from the significant development uf this team.
Finally, special thanks to Simon Part who couldn't play
thruugh injury but ran touch for us in most games.

DCM
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SAILI G
For rno·t ~poTling tcams at school. the proximity of the
season's first fixture to the start of term is uncomfortably
close: in this respect the sailing team is no exception. To
add 10 Ihis, to rig the boats with sails and to check or
replace gear can take up 10 a week - and so the fir~t
match is oflcn a nervous occasion. cundle. our first
adversaries. were on good Conn and dashed our hopes of
victory with their usual style.
After a pair of wei and windy afternoons (resulting in
cancellations) al Farmoor Reservoir. in the BDRS rcgiunals and against St Edward's, the season began 10 look
healthier: winning against Magdalen College School and
Bloxham improved team morale. An exam.ravaged.
seconds learn were unable 10 defeat DURdle on their home
water - a narrow winding river that hold~ some nasty sur·
prises for anyone who has not spent a season studying the
silt formations on the riverbed. Spirits remained high.
however. despite defeats against Rugby and Radley.
Alsu in line with sporting events al Stowe in general.
the Cluh's internal competitions were most successful. AI
every level (house matches. junior and senior helmsman
competitions) some skilful sailing was seen and congratulations go to Rupert Musker, who won the Helmsman's
Tankard, to Peler Mackay-Lewis, who won the
Junior Pennant. and to Walpole who
wun the House malChes.
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The eleven acre lake wa~ continually a hive of activity
throughout the season. where the newer membcr~ of the
club train and find their bearings in toppers before gradu
ating to the ·.1.20 racing dinghies at Calvcn Lakc, BLM
and Mr Mulholland worked tirelessly at supervising this
activity and thanks go to them for that.
Members of the Club deserving special mention:
Nicholas Ingram for his supportive and exemplary captaincy: Cameron Ross and Tom Foss·Smith for their
reliability and skill as team members: Andrew Nichull
who ~tepped in at the last minute morc than once and
Andrew Macleod who did likewise.
Praise is due to a team who maintained a fighting spirit
and, against the odd~. found time to lake pan in the
matches which can be lengthy. Finally special thank~ to
our illustrious coaches, WEHV, OWL and SOC. for their
time. effort and encouragement.
4

Senior VI
N.D, Ingram" (Captain), S.G. Edenborough-,
R.A. Musker, CM.G. Ross", T,P. Foss-Smith".
A.F.J.P. Hall.
( .. denotes Colours)

Sam Edellborough

SPORT

SOCCER
Pl.AYFD 5. WON 3,

DRAWN

I, loST 1

The soccer season began, full of promise in the Autumn
term with a strong squad of players and a great team
spiril.
The team was anchored on a tight defence - goalkeepers M;;trk Becvor and Chris Mahood time and again
pulling off vital saves. David Lewis (I he captain), ably
assisted by Giles Leadbetter, Adrian James and Charlie
Howie formed a solid back four.
Midfield workhorses Giles Smith Walker and Olly

Bengough maintained a healthy supply of the ball to the
front line where Jeremy Ward and Patrie Jarchow
snapped up any <.:hancc offered.
Tactics were simple - clear our lines and gel the ball
into the opponcnls' danger zolle (i.e. kick and fun). Some
opponents were more subtle, others more skilled but 110one we met matched our determination and commitment
- now a hallmark of Stowe Ist XI Soccer.

Giles Smith Walker/Edwa.rd Rogers/AKM

Thursday afternoon soccer

011

the Bourbon

(photographs by Digby Oldridge)
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SWIMMI G
The cruellest blow came first with the news from
Switzerland that our captain and star performer. James
Butlerfill. had ~cYcrcly injured himself ski-boarding and
would be incapacitated for the season. It was a chastened
bUI resolute few who gathered for a few days of preseason training at (he beginning of the summer term.
Throughout the season a hard core of dedicated swimmcr~ trained to exhaustion and swam often above their
potential. However. wilh the weakness in personnel at the
senior level. intermediate swimmers, like Nick Turner.
were oneo forced 10 ~wim "up a lever' against older and
morc experienced competition, while olher senior swimmcr~, like
ick Spencer. were always willing 10 fill in
and swim whatever race was required of them, even when
it was far from Iheir speciality. Unlike certain schools
which we encountered, we can derive greal pride from the
fact thai we never scratched any race at any level.
Notable results were achieved, especially in the junior
team. With swimmers like Hoare, Lyle, Nairn and Nicoll
the future looks far from dismal. The intermediates too
enjoyed their successes and certain key swimmers
improved dramatically as the season wore on. Tim Saad
is developing into a strong swimmer and Bradley Smith
has more than an element of his family's aquatic skills.
The "Temple trio" of Guy Portman, Ashley Cahill and
Adrian I-lowes benefited enormously from their preseason programme; their performances improved
dramatically this year.
We swam against I-larrow, Felsted, Merchant Taylors',
Haileybury. Oundle, Cheltenham, St Edward's, Oakham.
Rugby, Eton and Charterhousc. Varying success was
achieved in the different age-groups.
Seniors: A very wcak senior side, lacking even its
injured captain, lost all their fixtures.
Intermediates: A young but improving side won
against six schools.

.Iunior Swimming Cup winners: Chatham
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James Butlerfill's famous Jeg·kick dil'e

Juniors: A good side with excellent prospects for the
future, won against seven schools (Oundle. Fclsted.
lIaileybury, Merchant Taylors', Eton. CharlcrhOllSc and
Rugby) and lost against two (Harrow & Oakham).
Girls: Also had a weak season but managed to beat two
schools (Oundle and Clifton) and lose to six.
School Swimming colours were awarded to the following:
Full Colours: N.A. Spencer, N.J.W. Turner, FionaMary Haviland, and Alexandra I-Ierrington.
I-Ialf-colours: B.N. Smith. T.J. Saad. G.S.B. Portman.
A.G.D. Cahill and D.O. Hoare.
House Swimming Competition results 1993:
Juniors: 1st Chatham, 2nd Walpole. 3rd Temple
Intermediate: 1st Bruce. 2nd Walpole. 3rd Cobham
Seniors: 1st Walpole. 2nd Grafton. 3rd Bruce
Girls: 1st Stanhope. 2nd

ugcnt

Overall: 1st Walpole, 2nd Chatham. 3rd Bruce
CHi

Se1rior Swimming Cup winners: Walpole

TENNIS
1st VI
WON 4, DREW 1, LoST 4

1
I

I

Stoics rise rather than crumble
when faced with difficult
patches in their school matches.
No matches were thrown away
this year. When we lost, it was
because the opponents werc
clearly stronger than us. Given
the chance to win, this group of
boys lOok it with both hands. A
large part of the credit for this
fact must go to R. Datwani, a
skilful player and supportive
captain.
This is my last Tennis report
and I would like very much to
say how much I have appreciated the support and help of the
tennis coaches at Stowe. RRA,
who will be taking over as
Master i/c of tennis, GStJS. DRF
and SLA have worked very hard
for five years and I know their
teams have appreciated the
interest and care they have
shown. Good luck 10 them and
the Stowe Tennis Club next
year.

In previous seasons Stowe has
been able to rely on nalural
ability and determination. This
year the latter was far more
import<lnL Datwani, both as
captain and player was very
skilled, but after him ability fell
away relatively sharply. None
in this school year, indt:t:d for
quite a few years now, could
match his maturity as a consistent performt:r and his point by
point manipulation of opponents.
Burrows, at the beginning of
the season, provided ample
support for Datwani. More than
that, on occasion they carried
the weightier share of responsibility for winning games and
~
sets. When Burrows' first
L
~
= _ _.J ~
service went in - on some sunny
Ravi Datwani, Captain 1sf VI
Saturday home fixtures it went
in a lot· there was very little
th<lt the receiver could do and without doubt his consisSHCR
tency improved massively over the year. Ward, though
perhaps not as powerful as Burrows, when on form
Under 16
played some stunning tennis. His back-hand, displayed
particularly in the second match of the Uppingham game,
WON 6, DREW 1. LoST 1
baffled opponents and clearly without his interest and
This was an excellent season for a talented squad, characcommitment some close matches would have been lost.
terised by their ability to win close matches. Goad and
This was the mark of this year's Ist VI: a gritty deterHudig are future First VI material, as are Carpendale and
mination to make points, games and matches out of very
Hoare on their better days.
little. In this regard there is no better illustration than the
Able support was provided at third pair by Hardwicke
efforts of Barber and especially Mahood. In two or three
and Reoch with occasional effective appearances by
matches these two were left on court playing out a tieBarber. Away wins al Harrow and Magdalen were proba.
breaker to win the match, and generally, if we got into a
bly the pick of the victories.
tie-breaker in the matches this season, we won it. This is
RAA
very pleasing. For Wright it was a faintly disappointing
season. He battled to find form after a nagging knee difficulty but deserved his place in the tcam and put up with a
Under 15
lot of shifting around of partnerships. Doxford started the
IF judged by results alone, 1993 will not be remembered
season strongly but his confidence was shaken by inconby those involved as a successful year. Indeed, the highsistency, but, shifted into the 2nd VI he helped them to
light of the season in these lerms was a half against St
some excellent victories. Similarly Watson found 1st VI
Edward's. However, a close look at the score sheets
reveals many close matches with numerous lie-breaks and
team play demanding and, despite ample enthusiasm and
interest, could not deal with his inconsistency at that level.
the balance tipping away from Stowe at the last gasp.
However, Watson formed part of what for me personRepeatedly skilful performances by A. Datwani,
ally was one of the most pleasant groups of Senior Tennis
captain of the A team, were ably supported by O.c.
players for some years. Their untiring banter halanced by
Gregson, but in spite of good efforts and resilience lower
keen determination made practices, bus trips and matches
down the order, the squad lacked strength in depth and
fun, and there is simply nothing sweeter than 10 watch
crucial points and sets slipped away.
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1st XV v Commoll Room. Back row: Miss Carla Elliott, MOMC, 1M, Alex Barber, Chris Mahood, RRA, JGLN.
From row: Broca:; Burrows, SHeR, Ravi Datwalli, Jeremy Ward, Tom Wright.

'"-'"'
SQUAD:

A. Datwani (Captain), D.C. Gregson, W.A. Berry,
N.D. Barrington-Wells, B.J. Styche, R.J. Smith,
J.P.A.A. Havers, U.D. Walker, U. Biddulph, T.R.C.
Pearce, M,H. Walsworth-Bell, RJ.I-I. Plyer.
DRF

Girls' Tennis
The tennis season began well right at the beginning of
term, when three tcams played Tudor Hall, the 1st and
2nd teams winning. For various reasons some of the
players have had to play with a different partner at every
fixture. which means that il has laken time for partners to
play together rather than as two separate players on court.
The first round of the Aberdere Cup was against Tudor
Hall. which we won convincingly. The format of the
Aberdere is difficult for many of the participating
schools, as it involves four players playing singles, then
doubles. There are never enough courts to be able to practise singles. so they did well 10 win three out of four
singles matches against Tudor HalL
Nicky Frosl has captained the team very wellihis term.
Some of the matches. notably against Bloxham and
Headington, were won very easily. but the match against
St. Edward's was unfortunately played when we were
missing 3 out of 6 1st team players and so the match was
lost. although only by a narrow margin.
The second round of the Aberdere Cup, against Oxford
High, who usually progress to the quarter-finals, was an
excellent contest. Kate Finch-Knightley and Juliet Jarvis
played very well against strong opponents and, all hough
beaten, made their opponents work hard. Nicky Frost and
Debbie Hebden also did well, Debbie winning her
singles, but they were beaten in the doubles by virtue of
more steady and consistent play by their opponents.
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With so many things going on, it has been difficult for
the teams to feel there is any continuity with their partners. Tara Hay began the season playing with Kate
Finch-Knighlley, but other things intervened on various
occasions so other partnerships had to be tried. Juliet
Jarvis's tennis has improved with each match she has
played because her confidence in her excellent ability has
increased on each occasion.
We have had a good term, but have lacked an outstandingly good player this year. The teams have done well on
the whole, hut the lower teams are lacking in depth in
terms of consistency of play.
Results:
v Tudor Hall

1st Vl
2nd VI
3rd VI

Ist round Aberdere Cup
v Tudor Hall

W
W
L

5-4
7-2
3-6

W

v Thornton

4 cuuples

W

5-3

v Bloxham

Ist
2nd
3rd

W
W
W

7-2
7-2
9-0

v Bradfield

4 couples

W

III - 6

v St. Edward's

lSI

L

5-7

2nd round Aberdcre Cup
v Oxford High

L

v Rughy

lSI
2nd

L
L

4-5
3-6

v Headington

lSI

W
W

8-1
9-0

2nd
v Royal Latin

4 couples

4-4

v St Helen's & 5t Katherine's

L

0-3

v Wellingborough

W

5-4

1st (LVI)

,

-uq

•

Drawing by D.B. Scotl (MVI)

•
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THE ROXBURGH PRIZE FOR VERSE
The poems this year were to be inspired by William Blake's famous lines

"To see a World in a Grain of Sand
And a Heaven in a Wild Flower"
The pupils' responses to this challenge were imaginative and exciting.
The winners' poems and a few of the other entrants' contributions are printed below.

WINNER OF THE JUNIOR PRIZE

TX Jhen wandering upon

WINNER OF THE SENIOR PRIZE

R

oam, eye, swim in this dryness;
Soak in the heat, whilst trickles

Of dust burn slow in the dunes.
Here lies a world: these oceans of sand
Gasp parched for a draught of the sun's
Burning rays, to slake a hotter thirst.
The scent of a moon-lit bloom
Creeps in with the breeze
Through the open window;
And cool, the glass-black panes
Are full with the star-full night.
Each drop of desert sea is bright,
Its faces gazing from out and in;
They fix and peer upon the world.
This speck within the fathomed sand,
This too, a world itself;
A wilder firmament offlowers
Surrounds our shores and presses in:

YY the universal beach,
each grain of sand
beyond one's reach,
a moon, a star,
a sun or satellite.
All creatures at dusk
in the depths of space
transformed to aliens
of another race,
crabs and lugworms,
as Martians cast.
As the sun unleashed
shines forth on the shore,
the creatures become
themselves once more,
Eels are eels
not serpents from space.

The sun full in view.
A small flower upon
the beach reflects its glory,
as if in Arthur's Avalon;
A dew-drop acts
to magnify the earth's power.

But the sands spill out across the tide
As ever they have done.

S.G. Edenborough (UVI)

As sunset appears,
the sky melts.
Unable to resist
the flower's shade wilts
into the dusk,
to return another day.

M. Furse-Roberts (IV)
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Grow
your
faitHappy for you who heard my pleA
Realise
the
human
f1a Wasn't bad at all, was it now?
A chieve
personal
peacEven extends beyond Ihe ficlion of sci-f 1
1 nquire about forgiveness, toOther side, they call it, wei L !
Not
a
bad
ideAnd what do you think of it, frienD?
oust
from
your
life
any
feaReally,
just
beyond
belie F
F lush
it
down
the
laVastly infinite, yet so peaecfu L
S Ircngthen
and
self-heaLord? Oh ... where did he gO?
A dvance to your spirilual balancEverything
to
see
and
know
Never
think
it
a
dead
enDidn't expect to find it herE
Desist as much as possible from all siNeatly packaged In a wild \lowe R
J. Crawford (MVI)

I

I

I

I

I
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he bulbs ore inverted.
The sand disturbed. It slips
Down the glass, silently,
Then settles, momentarily.
A shallow pit appears 011 the surface,
Soon a chasm.

T

THE DESERT
The desert i:i made of tiny things
little grains, almost of nothing
drifting, moving, being blown by a wind
never resting, forever moving
to form a vast and harren wilderness.

A hulb ShOOIS, earlh is displaced.
Slowly, painslakil1Kly, a movement
Through the brown towards the blue.

Here and there, scattered as if at random,
the ruins of some old fort
guard the land forlornly
forever silent, relics of a bYf:one age
standing in lonely splendour
all alone, deserted,
never to be used again.

The sand falls. A thread
Of sand is spun from the
Upper bulb to the lower.
Frum lJeaven (0 Earth.
A conical rises pulling
'tself up the thread
Reaching for Heaven.

Jlere am! there, an oasis
randomly scattered,
a heaven in the midst of a hell
only visited by nomads,
a source of water in a dry place
sllrro
y vegetation, a home for wildllfe.

A verdant column extends
Upwards. Its leaves breathe the air.
A single hud twists for the yellOfjlliThe level in the upper bUlb!
Drops. The thread narrows.. The thread, the ladder
Breaks.
The conical rise:i lro more.
Hltmanity must try aKa in.

*

*

f

,

/';~ __~
r

*

And the Ii less s d
whicJJAjuti':. 'into life after it rains,
,...,'h -t::-mant 0 I)"eel, wh~ch erupts into splendour
'/ling ~1e desert with colour and beauty
only f~ wither and Jie in the parched
baking expanse of the African desert.

A.W.N. Bayley (Ill)

A :iingfe grain rests yet above
The abyss. The Omnipotent hand
Clasps the bulbs am! shakes.
It falls. Man falls.
The bulbs are inverted. Again.
Is this redemption?

i

POEM MIX
To see a word in a grain of sand
And a heaven in a wild flower.
To find a Snark on a map of the sea,
And to stop a Bandersnatch snapping.

The hud has swollen. It is time.
The petals unfold introducing the
Re(! to the world.

N.D. Smith (UVI)

To see a world in a grain of sand,
Or the universe as a cathedral,
To see time a:i a spectrum of light,
Or sound as a cloud of vapour.
Heaven in a wild flowel;
Peace in a world of war,
Gold ill a COU11lry of poverty,
A commoner in a palace.
To find a Snark on a map of the sea,
Or an autumn leaf in mid-summer,
To find a demon with a heart,
Or a reindeer in an endless desert.
To stop a Bandersnatch snapping
Is to stop the tide coming in.
To stop a war in the face of death
Is to be as f:reat as a wildflower.

.uu
.
'""

•

E
E 'l"

A.L.A. Howes (IV)
-----.J
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The Mate grimaced.
ravity abandoned my limbs once more as the
"When will you credit your crew with some intelsalt-white foam gushed around my feet, dragligence and just tell us what you really think?" He
ging my ankles inexorably down the slope of the
moved across the cockpit to face me. "I'm fed up
deck. My hands retained their desperate hold on the
with your attempts to keep morale up by talking
wheel, but the angry waves of the Southern Ocean,
flinging themselves to watery disintegration, did
optimistic rubbish! You know there's not a man on
board inexperienced enough to fall for that."
not relent. The yacht was still in mid-broach with
I stared at his silhouette, made darker by the
the balloon-like spinnaker sail just below the
surface of the sea, still attached and dragging the
ever-strengthening daylight behind him. His face
boat over at a terrifying
was crusted with salt, and his
angle. The rigging strained
bloodshot, animated eyes
almost to breaking point, and
stared back at me. I did not
THE
all the time the wind
reply, and the noise of the
screamed through it with
wind in the rigging and the
GAVIN MAXWELL ESSAY
fearsome violence. On the
restless sea filled the silence
PRIZE
foredeck, two of the crew
between us. George turned
hacked frenziedly at the spinaway abruptly and stamped
In 1960, at the height of his fame and
fortune, Maxwell founded a literary
naker guys, their figures
back to the companionway,
prize at Stowe which bears his name,
flinging the mug-full of dark
obscured more often than not
the entries for which he scrupulously
by the bullets of spray and
liquid overboard.
marked himself with helpful comments
sheets of water driven high in
I knew that III the
and suggestions. Three Stoics in particuthe air by the wild gale.
Whitbread
Challenge morale
lar had reason to be grateful to him for
Heavy again, I heaved at
was
vital
to survival. The
fostering their literary efforts: Richard
crew of my yacht, Rothmans,
the wheel, trying to bring it
Branson, whose Student magazine was
his first enterprise, Charles Graham, a
back to amidships. With a
had struggled continually
Hollywood script-writer, and Justin
tremendous lurch, as the spinwith the incessant, time-conWintle, novelist, historian and writer of
naker was cut free, the boat
suming and fatiguing repair
travel books.
righted itself, and through the
jobs necessitated by equipturbulent darkness I glimpsed
ment failure: the present leg,
This year's essay on a real or imagined personal
the strident colours of the
from South Africa to
experience had to end with the words:
huge sail sinking to the
Australia (some seven thou"... if only tomorrow
calmer depths. The yacht was
sand miles) was the longest,
could be cancelled"
once more picking up speed,
and in many ways the
and the first mate and I
hardest. The Southern Ocean
fought the twin helms to
was littered with uncharted
bring her back onto a run. The wind was now
lumps of ice floating north from Antarctica, often
too small to be picked up on radar. But the yachts
directly behind us, and at an exhilarating eighteen
knots the light aluminium and fibreglass Whitbread
charged on, loaded with sail, vying for optimum
Race yacht leapt forward into the night.
position, speed, course ... all except Rothmans, trailDawn broke: the pallid grey light in the Eastern
ing now at the back end of the fleet with no
sky grew across the darker surface of the ocean,
spinnaker and a crew who were fast losing their
patience. I was aware that morale was low, and my
gradually giving shape to the rolling swell as it
conscience told me that this was my responsibility.
chased the yacht from behind.
"Skipper! We're sixty miles south of where we
By now, though, any attempts to improve the
should be - and half the fleet overhauled us in the
crew's spirits seemed doomed to failure. Worse
storm last night."
than this, I felt increasingly at the mercy of the
George, the First Mate, appeared from below
weather: if the present conditions held we might
make landfall within forty-eight hours of the rest
with a mug of something hot, its steam just visible
as it rose sluggishly from the contents. I looked up
of the class's arrival; but if things got worse ... my
from the compass.
mind refused to speculate. I had to make the crew
"We'll be all right if this wind holds, George. We
believe that their efforts were not wasted, whatever
the weather did. I desperately wanted to say this to
could still salvage a fourth place with some clever
George, but in his present mood he was worse than
tactics," I replied, suddenly aware that we both
unapproachable.
knew this to be impossible.

G
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It was to raised voices that I awoke, after a restless and uncomfortable few hours sleep. The sound
from the deck penetrated the sparse hull of the
yacht. I lumbered out of my canvas bunk, snaring
my feet immediately in the writhing piles of ropes
and sails that slid, sodden, across the floor with the
motion of the boat.
"The rigging won't hold in this kind of wind.
Look at the shrouds! There's hardly any tension
left," yelled George, trying to be heard above the
din. "The mast is swaying like a pendulum!"
"Maybe, but we're still sailing. There's no way
we should cop out of this one," retorted Andy, a
strong-willed Australian.
"It's not that simple, Andy ... "
Now George's voice was lost altogether in the
gale.
I stepped out on deck, cold and tired, trying to
hide my intense anxiety. "What's going on,
George?"
He rounded on me and answered vehemently,
"The rigger has just come down from the top of the
mast. It's been swaying about for hours. He says it's
not the mast-head fittings that are the problem ...
the port-side chain plate must be tearing loose."
I could not move. The pressures of months at sea
under constant stress and the fears of disaster in the
back of every skipper's mind suddenly became so
real that they had a physical effect. The chain plates
were strips of metal riveted to the hull that provided
anchorage for the shrouds, thick cables holding the
mast up. If one tore free, the mast would come
down and a fatal hole in the hull could open up.
George and Andy stood grimly watching my reaction to this news. I gave instructions for a full
rigging check to be made and climbed slowly down
to the chart table. For a while I did nothing, my
mind crowded with awful images of stormy seas

and my inner ear ringing with the pistol-cracks of
snapping spars. Then, staring at the charts, my eyes
wearily tracking along the line that was our course,
I did some calculations. Providing the conditions
remained the same, I estimated that we could limp
the rest of the way into port within three days. It
had to be done. Never had I been beaten by the elements: through sheer stubborn refusal to give up I
had always had a plan at the ready and no matter
how bad a shape the boat was in, my crew and I had
somehow managed to patch up the damage and
carryon. Now I had to rely on the weather; I had no
choice.
My insides felt cold and hard with apprehension
as I placed the headset over my ears to hear the
noon radio check. This far into the Southern Ocean,
we were out of range of any land-based radio stations so the fleet relied on the leading boat to give
some indication of the weather ahead.
" ... Whitbread fleet, Whitbread fleet, this is
Steinlager, Steinlager... "
From amidst the static came the skipper of the
New Zealand yacht's voice.
"... Radio check for twelve hundred hours,
November 28th ... " the voice droned on, giving
their position and course. Fumbling, I plotted it on
the chart. They were a good two hundred miles
ahead of us, a day's sail at least.
" ... forty-eight minutes. We are encountering a
severe, repeat severe storm here, winds gusting to
hurricane force. I repeat, our position is sixty-two
degrees ... "
The disembodied voice violently cut out by
bursts of static, and remote as if from another
world, continued oblivious. The threat of the storm
bore into my consciousness, filling my mind with
crippling despair. It lay between us and safety,
twenty-four hours ahead.
The broadcast ended. I sat frozen, the
headset blaring a continuous stream of
meaningless noise into my ears.
Mechanically I reached for the ship's log,
opening it and holding my pen poised over
the blank page. In vain I strove to see a
way out, to reconcile myself to the situation. Then, with a shaking hand, I
scrawled a few paltry, pathetic, childish
words - all that my cowering spirit could
do to express itself - "If only tomorrow
could be cancelled ... "

S.G. Edenborough (UVI)
WINNER OF THE SENIOR PRIZE

Illustration by Susanna C. Benn (MVI)
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THE TEST RESULTS
n different situations you look at the world in different ways. For instance, when you are standing
on top of a table, your view of the room changes
dramatically_ You sec things which were previously

I

hidden. So when you are told you've got twentyfour hours to live, your view of life changes in a

larger way than simply standing on top of a table.
It was exactly l.pm when the doctor told me the
worst. The conversation is still fresh in my mind.
"Er. .. Mr Riley, we've got the results of the test
back. "

"Yes."
"Is this some kind of sick joke?"
"I wish it was, Mr Riley."
"Why?"

"Well we think that the blood test must have triggered off some kind of reaction and ... "
Too late. I had switched off completely from
what he was saying. Twenty-four hours to live! I
was too young to die! I got up and walked out of
the surgery, deaf to the doctor's words. Running to

my car I jumped in and sped away home.
And here I am with approximately twenty hours

"How is it, doctor?"

"Well ... there's some good news and there's
some bad news."

«Tell me."
"The good news is that you're HIV negative."

"Thank God."
"Er ... the bad news is that during the test we
found something wrong with your blood,"

to live. I thought about calling my parents or my
girlfriend, but then I decided against it. They should
mourn my death after it's happened, not before. I've
gone through the day's events in my mind so many
times and there is just one simple question I keep

asking myself. It is the question everybody asks in
the face of catastrophe. Why me? Why me? I mean,

"What are you talking about?"

what have I done which is so terrible that] have

"You must understand that I've never been in this

been singled out for what must be a ghastly way

situation before, Mr Riley, so I don't really know
how to tell you ... "
"Just tell me, doctor!"
"You've got twenty-four hours to live."
There was a short silence.
"Twenty-four hours," I said.
"Er. .. give Of take a couple of hOUfS."
"To live."

10

go? It's something I'd only wish on my worst

enemy, an impending date with death which you
can do nothing about, especially in the short time
which I've been allotted (approaching about nineteen and a half hours now). All right, so I'm going
to die. The reason for this I don't actually know,
because I've never done anything so evil during my
life which deserves such treatment. The next question is, what am I going to do in the short space of
time I have to live?

[ could try and do all the things which I have
wanted to do before I die, but somehow I don't

think I'd be able to see Norway aod Australia,
travel across America in a small, red car, score a
century for England in a Test match, learn hypnosis,
write a book, get married and have kids in nineteen

hours. Maybe I'll just repent all my sins in a local
church. Not that I have many. Well, not very big
ones. All right, I've told the odd lie here or tbere or
used profanity but that's about it. I haven't killed
anybody or coveted my neighbour's wife and I have

•

certainly have not worshipped any other god bot
our Lord. Well, I haven't really worshipped him
either. I wonder if he actually exists? It looks like I
won't have long to find out. I had better cancel tbe
order for the newspapers and the milk. I saw one of

those sandwich-board men the otber day. You'll
never guess his message for the day. 'Wise words:
If only tomorrow could he cancelled.'

=
=
~

Yeah, if only.
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u

A.S. Riley (IV)

Struggle into consciousness
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LORD

OF THE

"Fuel on!"
"Chocks in!"
"Switches off!"
"Throttle closed!"
"Clear for starting!"
"Contact!"
"Contact!" I echoed.
The engineer swung the
propeller and a puff of
thick black smoke poured
from the exhaust manifolds of the Pegasus engine. A hundred horse power
jerked into life. I waved away the chocks from
under the bicycle-like wheels of my Sopwith
Camel, opened the throttle and taxied out ready for
take-off.
The other planes of my squadron lined up beside
me. I signalled to my fellow pilots and our engines
roared in unison.To prevent a ground loop from the
massive engine torque, I pushed my foot firmly
down on the right rudder pedal. The frail aircraft
bounced along the rough grass of the airfield. The
trees at the other end grew ominously large. With a
final bump, I was airborne and, pulling back on the
control column, skimmed the top of a large chestnut
tree.
Leaving the patch-work quilt of the green countryside behind, I climbed steadily up and up
amongst the towering white cumulus clouds. To fly
was a mystery only appreciated by us few of the
Royal Flying Corps. In the eyes of the public, we
.who flew our mighty birds wore the paper crowns
of heroes.
I waved to the six other planes as they flew in a
vee formation behind me. I glimpsed the silhouette
of another aircraft out of the corner of my eye. I
recognised that it was an enemy aircraft, patrolling
the front lines of the battle fields of the Somme. As
I drew closer, five other enemy aircraft came into
sight. It was obvious by now that they had seen us,
so I signalled to my squadron to engage them in a
dogfight.
I banked into a sharp right turn to avoid the first
burst of enemy gun fire then, quickly pulling back
on the joystick, I looped around to attack the enemy
aircraft from the rear. Realising that I was closing
in on his tail, he weaved and dodged through the
clouds to no avail. At last I had him in my gun
sight. I raised my right hand from the joystick and
reached for the Browning machine gun. I felt the
cold trigger and squeezed off some rounds of tracer
bullets at my enemy. I saw holes appear in his right
wing, ripping the flimsy canvas.

SKIES

My enemy banked and
dived hard left, dropping
several thousand feet as he
tried to shake me off his
tail. Over to the right I
caught sight of one
Sopwith Camel, spiralling
towards the ground with
thick black smoke pouring
from its engine. I felt a
lump in my throat. I now
held on to the joystick more tightly in my pursuit
and closed in for the kill. A lucky spot hit the
enemy's fuel tank and in a plume of flame it plummeted to the ground.
Without warning I saw the bullets tear into my
wing and along my fuselage. Immediately I pushed
the joystick away and dived down. The battle field
rushed towards me as I fell out of the sky. A blur of
broken trees, brown mud and barbed wire. Smoke
and water-filled shell craters hid the decomposing
bodies. Enemy soldiers crouched in their trenches
surrounded by death and destruction.
To fight in the sky seemed infinitely preferable to
the carnage I had glimpsed below. It was then that I
saw blood oozing from my fur lined flying boots. I
now felt the pain for the first time. During the heat
of the dogfight I had not felt the intense, excruciating pain caused by these wounds. I had been shot
several times through both legs. I tried to move
them but they had gone rigid.
I steered in the direction of the airfield that soon
came into sight. My engine started to splutter like a
drowning man gasping for air. The propeller
stopped and I had just enough height to scrape back
over the trees.
The biplane landed and bounced along the
ground until it came to a sudden halt. Fellow pilots
came rushing to congratulate me on a safe return.
The cheering stopped as they saw the intense pain
that I was in and the blood bespattered cockpit. I
was carried carefully from my wreckage on a
stretcher.
The doctor examined my shattered legs and
shook his head.
"I'm afraid I must amputate your legs tomorrow.
Your flying days are over."
As the shot of morphine that he had given me
took effect, I thought that this had been my finest
hour. If only tomorrow could be cancelled.

Sqn. Ldr. M.J. V. Nicoll (III)
Illustration by Alexandra R. Bingham (LVI)
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LEAVING FAMILIAR GROUNDS
here was a heatwave early on in the summer.
Girls lay stretched out lazily on the lawn. Their
files, opened but unread, were scattered around, a
foreboding but ineffective reminder of what was to
come.
I had a feeling of calm and content; this was my
last term; it had been the best for many of us and I
was going to miss this place and these people. The
excitement that filled me when I considered what
was ahead overcame all regrets: I was going on to
new people, new places.
I had grown up here for five years, from eleven to
sixteen. I remember often referring to Tudor as
'home'. A mere mistake, a slip of speech, but there
was something behind it. Tudor influenced my life,
and I Tudor's. Those I trusted most were there, those
I knew and understood so well - an understanding
impossible, perhaps, under any other circumstances.
But now GCSE exams were approaching marking the end of my time at Tudor. I remember
lying in the heat considering the past, present and
future. All were amiable topics, each bringing
unique pleasures. My last few weeks were spent
exactly in this way. The weather, as I remember it,
was glorious. Our weekends were spent lying
outside in the heat, attempting to work merely to
clear our guilty consciences. During the day these
attempts were in vain - too many distractions: the
radio blaring, girls screaming, tennis matches to be
played 'while the weather lasted', the sun glaring
and the swimming pool beckoning.
The pool was a great victory and privilege. After
passing our lifeguard awards it was ours to use privately. Just three or more swimmers were required
for us to swim whenever we had some free time.
This, and trips to Oxford, gave us an added sensation of freedom.
On weekdays we did little work: approaching
GCSEs we had finished all English coursework, and
merely went through the rest of our subjects one
final time in lessons. Maths papers were easy for
those who were taking the 'C' paper. French was
almost entirely oral and Physics had always been
our 'talking lesson'. I had finished my art exam
long ago - not a pleasant memory; and all other subjects consisted of individual revision, leaving us a
lot of free time.
We spent most of our time talking - these were
our last few weeks together and nobody wanted
anything but affectionate memories.

T
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The weeks of waiting passed and GCSEs began.
Between exams we were allowed home, so we were
not often all together. The heat lasted, bestowing on
us a sensation of relaxation as we oscillated
between school and home. I think we all got
through our GCSEs virtually untouched by depression or the seriousness of what was happening.
The end of the summer term loomed ahead, the
last marker being Sports Day. Being busy examtaking fifth-years, we were under no obligation to
do many demanding sports over the term and were
therefore not expected to enter into this parentinfested and extremely embarrassing day (we were
expected to run in nothing but our green knickers!).
However, it being my last Sports Day, I remember
walking around, doing as much as possible without
actually participating. Perhaps my walk should have
been described as more of a stumble: I'd been
awake almost the entire night before.
A most exciting night - we were thrilled to learn
a security guard had been hired overnight (perhaps
just rumour?) because the school expected big
trouble from the fifth-years! We sneaked slyly in
and out of the house, paying several trips to the
swimming pool but never actually finding the
courage to swim (it was a cold night after all).
There were lots of tears at intervals; all that was
required was a sad, or sometimes happy, meaningful song or memory and virtually the whole lot of
us were off again.
It was at this point that a feeling of desperation
began to fill me. I began to wonder why I ever
wanted to leave these people. I felt drained, empty,
lost.This was something I was leaving forever. That
terrible churning sensation started in my stomach as
I rushed desperately around trying to talk to and cry
with everyone. Finally exhaustion overcame my
wishes and I settled down to sleep, satisfactorily
surrounded, to the extent of being very uncomfortable, by my friends.
I woke up two hours later; it was seven o'clock
and we had to organise our rooms and classrooms
for the last time. I went through all the usual endof-term routines: stripping my bed, dragging my
trunk, plants, hi-fi system and boxes into the
hallway. Then it was mark-reading. I must admit
that even though it was my last it was still, as
always, overwhelmingly boring; there were just too
many cups, certificates, thank-yous and well-dones
being handed out. To stay awake was very difficult;
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TillS IS A POEM
ueen Mob I do /lOW pray to thee
For things that we may never see:
Black trees like scales in a web
Slow floating on the evening ebb.
Tire cold wind is as yet unseen
But present ill lake's rippling sheen
And myriad blades jusl as keen
As close, cold, cruel sharpened skeall
Whip my face with long tllngled hair
Below the shrouding fog S strange glare.
Now back to our warm room
Watching in comfort the gathering gloom
With cocoa, biscuit and clear head
J go 10 dream; but now in bell.

Q

R. C. Carpenter Couchman (VI)

What is a poem?
Is this a poem?
A bunch of words Ihal don't rhyme,
Or Mary had a /illie lamb
Sire tied it to a pylon,
A thousand VOIIS wenl through the r/zing,
And turned its wool to nylon ...
No, ,hat is not a poem ...
What is?
Is

II
Words
Like
This

All
Over

The
Place?
What is a poem?
What defines it,
0,- is it undefinable?
Oh, Oil, you say, this is II poem
But what is this?

A.R. David (Ill)

BACKSTAGE FOR BILL
Oh Romeo, 0 Romeo, wherefore llrt thou ...
Creak .
To be? Or 110110 be?
Thump!
Shh'
Quietly shiftillg
Discreetly moving
Loudly creaking
Softly silellcillg
Quickly nervous.
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Double Double, loil alld Irouble fire burn and ...
Milld is bubbling, loiling alld Iroubling.
Clad in black as Ihe night ilself,
Shrouding myself ill a personal tomb ...
Backstage.
Backstage for Bill.
A.R. David (III)
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THE UNKNOWN
From Hullw skull
They rowed 10 dealh,
Overwhelmed by Ihe blue sky
Dazzled by Ihe brighl sun
Awed by the enormity of the sea,
Seeking a land of secrets and magic.
They rowed for a promise,
A promise so profound
none spoke of ii,
The chop spraying Ihem
with every stroke,
Drenched to the bone.
Cold winds lashing out on all faces,
A 1/ with determined looks Ihey rowed
on and on into the unknown.

•
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A. LA. Howes (V)

THE TREE

T

he tree stands tall with its branches
Stretched out far, and as I approach

The tree I stand tall and scan its bark.
J rub my chin, feeling Ihe rough edges.

With my arms outstretched J yawn;
The tree's leaves fluuer in the wind
Which catches my hair and it too starts
To wave, jZulIering aboUl in the cool breeze.
The morning sun rises and the tree howls
As the wind rushes through it.
I decide to leave and start to walk
Down the old path humming to myself

LA. Swindells (III)
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OVERSERIOUSNESS: THE BUSINESSMAN'S TALE

OR THE MAN WHO TOOK LIFE Too SERIOUSLY
A 20th Century addition to The Canterbury Tales

n a tavern cellar near to Southwark,
Sat a strange man, perhaps lawyer or clerk;
Dressed all in grey, in a suit ofpin-stripe,
A drink, an umbrella, and a hat of some type.
He sat upright, in a corner, alone,
While all about him sat locals of that town.
Some laughed, some joked, some held their head,
But all turned to listen when that man said,
"Hear me, my friends", and they all gathered round,
(and silent they waited for him to make sound).
"I am a businessman, as well you can see,
I worked very hard, for not minimal fee;
I was a good man, a man of substance,
But why should a man who was, I say, once
Great, be found in a place such as this?
Well, I'll tell you, but make not boo nor hiss;
For I have sinned, yea, I am a sinner,
Therefore, for my soul, the devil is winner. "
"Come now, come now," yelled one drunken bawd,
"How did you sin? Tell us, by the Lord!"
"Silence, now!" said that man of sin,
"Silence, and my tale I'll begin.
I worked very hard, from morn until night,
My work, a stack ofpapers, a pile of some height.
I had no time for my family or for rest,
Between my wife and desk, the latter was best.
And while I was gone, she had to seek comfort
In the milkman and postman, Roger and Bert.
I was teetotal, I touched not even beers,
Nevertheless, as the months turned to years,
I became ill, but my work wouldn't stop,
Despite the stress, my aim was the top.

I

I worked like a dervish, my wife she left,
But I did not care, I felt not bereft.
All I thought of was my work,
But soon I felt a Thing, beginning to lurk:
The spectre of madness, evil and grim,
But the fact that I should be its next victim
To me did not occur, so on I went,
Living my life so more time was spent
In my office, as I worked away.
I slept little, I worked not just day.
My face became pale, my eyes bulged and stared,
And soon my social life no better fared.
None would see me, neither colleague nor friend,
And soon after this, at nigh was my end. "
"Your end?" exclaimed one keen-witted lad,
"If you're still here, your end wasn't so bad!"
Our storyteller cast him a gaze bloodshot,
Which pierced this lad's eyes like a lance white-hot.
"Silence, boy, and all shall be apparent,
By now you should know, if you hadn't
So rudely interrupted. Now where was I?
Ah yes, my end. In the twinkling of an eye
My life was gone, and this was my sin The sin of murder - did I indulge in. "
"You make no sense!" screeched a buxom tart.
"There is yet sense, you see, for my part
In this murder was both victim and slayer;
And so I went, without whimper or prayer. "
With this the strange businessman was no more,
Where he had sat, just chair and floor.
No record of his passing was in that cellar,
Save for, in a corner, a black umbrella.
R.M.L. Atherton (V)
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A

WALK TO THE

"Five o'clock," says the clock with the everdeadpan voice. I glance at the thing just to make
sure it's not lying to me. I continue to gaze at the
clock, examining its plastic casing, perforated on
one side where, every hour, the clock informs
anyone who can be bothered to listen what time it
is. I'm not opposed to the idea of clocks which
announce the time orally; I just don't fathom why
their voices have to be so lifeless.
I release a moan of dolour as I realise that I am a
man without his motor car today, and when I
remember that threadbare appearance of the staff at
the garage where my car is being fixed, I whimper
once again at the thought of having to use the bus
for the rest of this week. I switch off my desk lamp
and begin walking to the door, mumbling sayonaras
as I embark upon my voyage.
I have to quicken my pace a little to reach the
elevator before its doors close. As I walk briskly
along, my shoes squeak. I curse the cleaning staff
for not having polished the surface properly. The
doors of the lift almost trap my overcoat. As I step
into it I prod the button for the basement, but then I
realise that I need the ground floor if I'm getting
the bus. For a moment I toy with the idea of catching a taxi home, but I deny myself the luxury as
taxis these days are preposterously exorbitant.
As I walk out of the elevator, I nearly collide with
a corpulent fellow sporting a bushy moustache. I am
reminded of my automatic hatred of obese people
and, for that matter, people with moustaches, too.
Walking out of the building, almost without
thinking, my hand dives into my breast pocket for a
cigarette, which I have lit before I reach the pavement. It's been about a month since I walked down
this street rather than drove. I'd like to say something striking like, it seemed like years or it felt like
only yesterday, but really it just feels like two
months. I am almost overcome by the resplendent
neon brilliance of an enormous ice-cream parlour,
which for some reason reminds me of childhood,
not my childhood, simply childhood itself.
An old man dressed all in blue attempts to sell
me a ferret; I just ignore him and keep walking. On
the corner of the street I peer into the window of a
new record market, a vast emporium filled with
nothing but wall-to-wall records and tapes. A tall
gent with a beard and these thick spectacles with
horn-rimmed frames stands behind the counter,
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eating what appears to be egg-fried rice out of a red
and white carton. Without realising, I stand on the
street watching him eat: his lips are getting more
and more greasy, oil is dripping off his fingers and
bits of his food are getting stuck in his beard. How
can any self-respecting person do that? Eventually
he sees me and tells me to move on by way of an
obscene gesture.
I pass a man standing by a rusty old parking
meter, moving briskly past him because he's
smoking some evil smelling shag which makes me
feel ill. Across the street a black guy's playing a
euphonious strain on his saxophone. He sports a
pair of round sunglasses, and every time his head
faces a certain direction the scintillating illuminations of an amusement arcade are reflected in the
lenses. Places like that stupefy me. I do not understand why people spend all their time engrossed in a
world of complete prevarication. I buy a cup of
black coffee from a lady with a stall on the pavement. She has these deep green eyes which have me
captivated as I take the coffee out of her hand. I
think I see what may be a beguiling smile briefly
touch her lips but cannot be sure. I hope the coffee
will help to elucidate my thoughts, but the existing
haze is most probably a result of too much coffee
anyway.
Somewhere I can hear an evangelist pontificating
about matters which he doesn't understand in a
voice that would give the office clock a run for its
money. I take a short cut through a dimly-lit colonnade, out onto the high street. I am now on my third
cigarette, and I'm really beginning to feel the nicotine coursing through my body, propitiating my
tired bones, calming my aching muscles.
As I come to the high street, my bus pulls up to
its stop a short distance away. I will not run,
however; the bus can wait for me. I feel in my
pocket for some change and, as I walk, sort out my
fare. I casually saunter along, but I have a nasty
foreboding that I'll miss the bus, so I swallow my
pride and make a sprint for it. I reach the bus, but I
have a strange feeling of deja-vu when the driver
closes the door on my overcoat.
However, I am safely aboard, the initial stage of
my voyage is complete, and the bottle of whisky
which awaits me at home begins to look more and
more attractive.
I. Armstrong (LVI)
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ALONE (WHO'S IN?)
With eyes llral pierce tlte brain of morlal men,
I survey the people milling around me.
A" aile my gaze fallsI read the sign in front of the mind:
Our to lunch it says,
Our to lunch.
I look at a Jralld...' ome yoltng man,
Ilupillg to ....ee the mind he/owBut Ollt to lunch it says,
Out /0 lunch.
My gaze becomes violellt,
My eyes flit this way alld that
In my search
But everywhere Out 10 lunch il says
Out to lunch.

You, my friend, call't see benealh.
Out-to-lunch people are all around They look like us, you see,
But underneath, Ihey are just
Ghosts.
So trust me, my friend, as we search all
To filld someOlle else
Who is also
Jn.
Julielte C. Kristensen (VI)
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THE PLANT AND MAN
The Plant and Mall,
Both part of the same system,

Breathing the ","ame air;
BUI il laking Ihe CO 2
and / lhe 02

It, so clever, can make
its own fuod,
Usiflg the bright energy
of the .'lUll.
It Ihe earth's great producer;
Lowly man the world's consumer

I

It came in Palaeozoic time,
Six hundred million years old;
We came last, two mil/ion years young,
Gifted wilh brain and opposed thumb.
Gifted with hrain to fluke and poilu Ie
BOlh of us back 10 the beginning.
Chelser Clark (LVI)

L.H. Brown (Ill)
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Desespoir...
Pourquoi la vie? Pourquoi la mort?
Pourquoi le soleil? Pourquoi la lune?
Pourquoi le jour? Pourquoi la nuit?
Il fait nuit dans mon coeur
Poignarde, meurtri par la douleur,
Dechire par la souffrance ...
On m'a assassinee!
Ah! odiluses souffrances que celles d'un amour
blesse!
Honi soit-il, celui qui m'a rendue ainsi!
Mon ame erre dans un dense brouillard ou elle
ne voit qu'illusions ... de bonheur ...
J e cherche le Soleil!
Je cherche l'Amour!
Mais je ne les trouve point ...
La poesie est mon seul reconfort.
Seuls les mots me comprennent ...
Toute seule, face a l'aprete de la vie, je me comprends, je me console.
Oui, rien que moi, seule au milieu de cet
univers infini ...
Les larmes versees par mes yeux coulent et
tracent des sillons le long de mes joues.
Et ces larmes rouge-sang se repandent, se
repandent sur le sol et le trachent de
tristesse et de malheur.
Un cri dechire la nuit!
Ah! Je souffre! J'agonise! Je veux mourir! ...
mourir de douleur ... mourir d'amour! .
Ah! Cruelle mais douce vie ...
Alors, viens douc, 0 lugubre et morbide Nuit!
Enveloppe-moi de ton manteau mortuaire et
entrafne-moi en Enfer!
Envahis, embrasse mon ame et plonge-la dans
le Gouffre infernal de l' obscurite totale et
de l'Oubli!
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Emmene-moi avec toi, sur tes ailes funestes, ou
tu voudras!
Ah ... je desespere ... j'appelle Morphee ou
Anubis pour apaiser mes souffrances
atroces!
Nuit, fais lever ton vent violent, dechafne et
arrache ma substance vitale! Prends-la!
Elle est a toi ...
Pourquoi l'Amour? Pourquoi la Haine?
Pourquoi la Vie? Pourquoi la Mort?
Pourquoi pas tout simplement la mort ...
la vie est une succession de morts ...
J'inspire, j'expire ... mais l'air qui entre dans
mes poumons ne les alimente plus ...
ils ne se gonflent plus. .
Ah! le poignard de desespoir s' enfonce dans ma
chair tendre et innocente!
J'agonise! Je souffre le martyre!

6 Nuit tenebreuse, obscure et meurtriere!
Envahis-moi!
Possede-moi!
Tue-moi! ...
Car je n'ai de bonheur que de voir le doux
visage de celui que j'aime et il m'a
abandonnee ...
Il a transperce mon coeur de mots cruels ...
Il fait nuit dans mon coeur
Poignarde, meurtri souffrance ...
On m'a assassinee!
Ah! odieuses souffrances que celles d'un amour
blesse
Ah! enfin ... mon esprit s' en est alle.
Nadine Thwaites

Nadine Thwaites joined the Stowe
community during the summer term.
She had already won a scholarship to
McGill University and is a bi-lingual
French Canadian. Nadine quickly
made many friends among the pupils
and staff and is looking forward to
returning next term.
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THE LEAN
n the west, the broken sun was sacrificed on a
pyre of fire and blood. A sickle-like moon, surrounded by its frosty minions, now guarded the
centre of the void. The very sky seemed to circle in
the dusk, like some celestial bird of carrion always
waiting to quench its inexhaustible hunger in
slaughter, waiting to extinguish each damned soul
in the cold waters of eternity.
A starry wind bore snowy phantoms across the
surreal icy nightscape. Innumerable flickers partially illuminated the black, gaping heavens; below,
frosty eldritch winds scoured the last lingering footsteps of mankind from the exposed steppe. And
howling across the snowy wastes, borne along by
the razor-like winds, descended sleep, the brother
and emissary of death.
Tiredness plagued his mind like a torture; cold
like an anaesthetic. Every footstep was fainter and
more painful than the last. That at least was some
comfort; for only death is painless. From time to
time mirages of his retreating countrymen were projected onto the soft tumbling flakes of snow, but as
soon as he had cried out in hope, the gossamer
grains had shifted, and the images returned to the
icy warp from which they had been born. Then
sleep swept the feet from under him and he landed
paralysed on the cushioning snow.
From under closing eyelids, he spotted some delicate movement in the darkness ... , a contorted,
insubstantial spectre blew gently from the spiralling
blizzard: hideous to behold, with wide misshapen
black eyes, grimacing mouth and flickering wraithlike limbs and torso, shifting constantly in the
ethereal gale. He dismissed it as an hallucination.
And from the darkness came Death.
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Metamorphosis

"Your flight is futile. How could you seek to
evade me? I am the eternal master of the fates. I am
the certainty that awaits the living, at whose name
people tremble, at whose touch all is destroyed. I
am Osiris, Hades and Shiva.
"You have been my faithful servant, young
soldier, and I have come to take you in my cold
embrace; you will serve me and guard me, for I am
the greatest marshal of them all, the undefeated, the
only victor of countless bloody wars. I am nemesis,
murder and hate. I am Death."
Every breath was growing more painful, his
lungs felt crushed, as if a great weight was pressing
directly down on them, and it took all his strength
to continue inflating them. His struggling mind
wrestled with the phantasma that confronted him.
He could not, however, banish it.
"Be gone, vile apparition. I have no need of your
services yet. I have so much more to do; I will not
die unknown and alone," he exclaimed in a hurried
expulsion of breath.
"You are not alone, I will comfort you. I am your
ceaseless companion, I have stood before you from
birth. I have never left you, even in sleep. What
would you think of me if I were to depart now? I
am less fickle than hope, and hope deceives you no
longer. Come with me, and I will reunite you with
your fallen comrades. Listen closely to the wind,
and you will hear them call to you. Come, come
with me, for resistance is futile.
"I am the angel of death, I am the ferryman.
Trust in me and I will give you eternal life."
"You dare call yourself an angel? You are no
more than a common thief. How could I possibly
trust in you? The only thing I will trust is life

POETRY PROSE &ART

ABHORRED MONSTER
itself." But life, he knew, was gradually deserting
him. "As long as I can breathe I will fight your
leech-like efforts."
Then, in semi-conscious blur, he was marginally
aware of a shadowy figure in the distant snowstorm, and made a desperate effort to call out. But
his words were borne away by the banshee wind.
"Come to me and I will end your agony. I am
well acquainted with those you love. Perhaps I shall
visit them one night, and kiss them softly while
they sleep: the kiss of death...unless of course you
come with me now."
"You have no power over them, you are but a
shabby fraud. If you had the power of life or death,
why not extinguish my life now?" he whispered in
reply.
"Do you take me for a murderer? I offer you the
chance of eternal life."
"My mind has, alas, deprived me of that last
humane comfort."
"I didn't expect to find you an atheist, my
friend."
"I am no atheist," he replied.
"How can one not believe in heaven, and yet
believe in God, blasphemer? Is this the reason you
will not relinquish life...for fear of hell?"
"I do not expect to find God in death."
"Yet doesn't Pascal say, if you believe in God
and there is a heaven, you gain the ultimate prize. If
you believe in God, and there isn't a heaven, you
lose nothing, for there is nothing to lose. If you

don't believe in God, and there is a heaven, you
lose everything you could possibly want, and if you
don't believe in God, and there isn't a heaven, you
again lose nothing."
"But I believe in God, not yet in heaven."
"Let me assure you then of its authenticity,"
Death hissed malevolently. And then more gently,
"Do you not value the word of the Bible?"
"Even though I walk through the valley of the
shadow of death, I will fear no evil, for you are
with me... and I will dwell in the house of the Lord
for ever."
The pale moon had reached the zenith of its scimitar-like course when the man finished speaking.
Afraid to shut his aching eyes whilst death maintained a steady vigil, he steeled himself to wait for
dawn, and the possibility of attracting the white
figure that had passed once more that night. ..
The soldier suddenly came around and realised
that he had been asleep. The snow storm had moved
on in the night and the wind had been stilled. He
woke to see a pale lemon sun shining timidly in the
grey morning haze. A single diamond-like star
pierced the azure sky, and death, tiring of the chase,
had fled with the last silent shadows of night. It was
indeed a beautiful dawn.
And then he died.
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J. Morrison (V)
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HONG KONG'S FUTURE
A Stoic's view of the territory up to and post 1997
Hong Kong, the world's eleventh largest trading
economy, ceases to be a British Crown Colony
and is 'handed back' to the People's Republic of
China at midnight on 30th June, 1997. That much
is fact and is for the most part common knowledge. But what is going to happen to Hong Kong
in the 3-4 years until the handover and immediately afterwards? The real truth is that nobody
really knows, but I will attempt to air my view on
the subject and on a possible future awaiting
Hong Kong.
The island of Hong Kong was ceded to Britain
by Imperial China in 1841, with the Kowloon
peninsula following in 1860 and, finally, the New
Territories, which include the many outlying
islands coming under British administration in
1898. Hong Kong island and Kowloon were ceded
in perpetuity but the New Territories were
acquired under a 99 year lease which expires in
1997. In 1984 Britain and China signed the SinoBritish Joint Declaration, according to which
Britain agreed to hand over all of Hong Kong
upon the expiration of the New Territories lease.
The Joint Declaration establishes Hong Kong as a
semi-autonomous Special Administrative Region
(HKSAR) with a pledge from China that Hong
Kong's free market economy lifestyle and capitalist policies will remain unchanged for the next 50
years. Hong Kong's constitution will be the Basic
Law under which all rights and privileges are protected. Laws currently in force will be preserved
as will the independent judicial power.
The biggest threat to the smooth changeover is
China itself. The events of 4th June 1989 in
Beijing awoke public outrage and fear in the territory, driving home the point that China was still a
Communist country with an enormous army and a
less than enviable human rights record.The main
worry is what will they do if a similar situation
arises in Hong Kong after the handover? Another
problem facing Hong Kong is the 'brain drain'.
This is the ever increasing flow of the highly educated middle and upper classes of Chinese seeking
foreign passports, who then leave once they have
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been granted them. The results of the problem are
hard to assess in the short term but could lead to a
vacuum in senior and middle management positions in years to come, forcing up wages, which
may act as a disincentive for future business to
invest in the region.
Hong Kong has consistently over the years
enjoyed a high and steady rate of real GDP
growth, the average from 1980-1990 being
+6.7%. As with all economies, the worry is that
this may not be sustainable or may overheat as the
Chinese economy is doing at present.
Alternatively, the growth could stop as 1997
draws near and turn into a decline after the
changeover.
Economic vitality keeps Hong Kong alive, and
it will be market forces which will in the end
decide its future. Democracy, Communism and
politics as a whole are incidental, as long as they
do not interfere with the basic occupation of most
people: that is, making as much money as possible in the time provided. But the problem is that
China may put ideology before securing a stable
future for the territory, especially if the Chinese
rulers see Hong Kong's liberal ways - a source of
political infection - as threatening the stability of
Chinese society elsewhere. Hong Kong is very
much at the mercy of China and the fear that it
may simply ignore the terms of the Joint
Declaration and the Basic Law is a very real one,
if unlikely. This would send business confidence
tumbling and, at worst, trigger a collapse in the
whole economy of the territory. But it is my
opinion that it is in China's best interests to keep
Hong Kong as it is under the administration of the
HKSAR. The mainland has invested heavily in
Hong Kong and vice versa, so there is too much
money involved for politics to overcome economic realities. China may shake its fist and make
threats in the run-up to the handover, but I believe
China will allow Hong Kong to prosper well into
the next century.

H.G. Preeston (MVI)

POETRY PROSE & ART

PORTRAITS

Caroline Shasha by A. W.A. Swainston (LVi)

Sarah McBeath by Kate Melber (LVI)

Chelser Clarke by D.R.T. Oldridge (LVi)
11]
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Photograph by Richard Stllitielllls

Recollstruetioll by N.J.R. Pillklley (LVI)
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Global Trees by J.M. Fllrse-Roberts (LVI)

POETRY PROSE & ART

H.D. Ba;,d (MVI)
L.R.J. R;dley (MVI)

0.8. SeQ/! (MV/)

0.8. Scott (MVI)
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H.D. Baird (MVI)

R. de la T. Atkinson (MVI)
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AS MacLeod (MVI)

POETRY PROSE & ART

Virginia H. Holmes (MV!)
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D.H. Parker (MVI)

N.P. Leith-Smith (MVI)

Wendy G. Sauflt (MV/)

Kate P. Finch-Kllighliey (MV!)

I] 6

Himalayan Rhododendron in filII bloom

Nic Tissot
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two days of intensive training for the task
ahead, learning basic climbing skills and how
to be culturally sensitive in Nepal, we set off for the

sell bangers, knives and other souvenirs. The

Himalayan mountain range.

Owing to the pollution and primitive sanitation,
the city had a permanent smog lingering above it,
yet the people were kind and welcoming.
No one in the team was really prepared for the

A

FTER

On arrival at Katmandu airport, after a lengthy
flight, the twenty team members immediately experienced culture shock. Our first encounter with the locals
was when we had reclaimed our rucksacks and were

waiting for the bus. Crowds of children aged no more
than ten harassed us for spare foreign coins.

Our hotel was located in the densely populated
district of Thamel, where we took a hot shower and
a cold beer. We couldn't walk down the long narrow
crowded streets without volatile salesmen trying to

numerous temples and figures of Gods by contrast
made the city seem peaceful and harmonious.

approaching experience, no one knew what they
had got themselves into. After our equipment check
and water sterilisation, we left for a ten hour
journey to Dhunche on an old, decrepit bus. This
was to be the most frightening bus journey of my
life. The thought of plummeting hundreds of metres
down a hill side was always in my mind!

At 17,500 It the team that attempted the peak.
Stalldillg: Ashley JOlles, Adam Carlillg, Jamie Biddulph, Max Whale, ST, Dr Korell Forbes, Dr Jolm Dallimore.
SiUing: Nawafl , Alistair Gemmell, Fury, Andrew Bates.
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Our first day's trek was one of the
most testing and protracted of the whole
trip; our bodies had to adapt to a different diet, arduous exercise and a new

climate.
All of us were overwhelmed by the
picturesque scenery which hitherto had
only been secn in books or paintings.
The vastness and loneliness of the

mountains were unbelievable. Yet there
was an instant friendship between us

and the soil we were walking on.
By the second day our acclimatisa-

tion was progressing; people had
already fallen ill, and although most

-••o
....-

of us were recovering we were getting
increasingly tired. We had crossed

.-zo

some of the world's most rickety
bridges and dangerous trails as we

Aspirations in Katmandu

approached the tree line,
The porters and sherpas that accompanied us were

Having crossed the tree line and felt the change

fascinating to watch. The porters would run on

in temperalure at about 10,000 ft, we took a drug
called Diomox to help prevent altilude sickness. We

ahead of us, each carrying approximately three rucksacks. They wore little c1olhing, their shoes looked
as if they had been on many olher treks, and they

nessed a cremation in one of the loveliest little

were always smiling.

ham leis in Ihe valley.

were nearing Ihe snow line. On the way up we wit-

Katmandu street viewed from the 2nd floor of a restaurant

E XPEDlTlONS
Our first encounter with the
snow was not a pleasant onc. It
was deep and soft, which made it

Left: Xellophobia

Below: Tea Break
Bottom: Family ill Bukharu

hard to walk on. This was the
reason why later we had to
attempt to climb a different peak.
Above the snow line we were able
to enjoy the most breathtaking
views. The panoramas will haunt

Nk Tissot

me for as long as I live.
It was extremely hard camping
in the snow. People were mentally
preparing for the ascent on the

Ganjatba Peak at 5,463 m, after
what had already been a very hard
day's climb. A hot cup of muddy
tea made with melted snow was
our 2.00 a.m. wake-up call. The
temperature was about -30°C and the water in the
bottles had become ice. No one wanted to get up.
At about 5.00 a.m. eleven members of the group
were on their way. It was nearly light and the climb
would be very demanding. At first morale was low,
but as we neared the peak it increased. However, by
about 10.00 a.m. we had made a decision to return
to high camp because several members could no
longer feci their feet. What had been the worst snow
conditions in many years had defeated us. We were
able to reach a height of 5,000 m. There was a
slight sense of depression among us. I think we
were all disappointed to have got so far and not

have made it to the top_ After a packed lunch and
time to allow our feet to thaw, we started our
descent to low camp. We had marched a total of
nine hours on this day.
We were now on Ollr way borne. The worst was
over with. It was sad to end our trek, a trek which
had required great stamina and physical fitness. We
had all learnt a lot about leadership and adjusting to
problems during the most testing days of our lives.
We had been mesmerised by the snow, the
forests, the sky and the vastness of the region. Our
outlooks had changed because of what we had witnessed, we had become more aware and
appreciative of life. Less will be taken for granted.
We realise how lucky we are only when we see the
poverty in which others live. This expedition was
the most beneficial experience of my life - I would
recommend this trip to anyone. I would like to
thank everyone who made this trip possible for me
- Nepal has to be the Hth wonder of the world.
Nie Tissot
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"It was very rewarding for me to be able to

lead my own troop. I feel now that I am
ready to go to University as a much more
mature, experienced and capable young

woman'.

'Apart from the actual exercises
in the Yakima Desert there was the
opportunity for visits to Seattle
and more skiing in the Cascade

Mountains' .
•

l

"I have done things most people will never do - parachuting.

'I wanted adventure and travel, an opportunity to practise my
organisational and management skills, and to be given

abseiling from helicopters. sailing. living in snow holes. I have

responsibility. .. I honestly don't see how I CQuld have used my

been to a wide range of countries. seen fantastic Norwegian

year off in a more complete and worthwhile way'.

valleys and bleak Falkland Island hills - and best of alii have been
paid for it!'.

The above quotes are from some who gained a SHORT SERVICE LIMITED COMMISSION
in the Army between school and University. This can last between 4 and 12 months and
there is NO FURTHER COMMITMENT to the Army afterwards. It provides TRAVEL.
VARIETY and RESPONSIBILITY - and pay at over £9. 000 pa. The training time at
Sandhurst is short and consequently the standard set at the selection board is high.
Successful candidates usually have high academic ability. they have frequently been prefects
or leading members of school societies or sports teams and had wide interests and a sense
of adventure. If you think you could accept the CHALLENGE involved please contact:
Colonel P.R.S. Smith. Schools Liaison Officer
Parsons House. Ordnance Road, Aldershot, Hants GUll 2AE
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THE McELWEE TRAVEL SCHOLARSHIPS
For many years Stoics have been enabled to travel in Britain and abroad in search
of history thanks to annual awards instituted in memory of Bill McElwee, a former
History Tutor. This year's winners write about their different experiences.

Following in the footsteps of Giuseppe Gariba{di

T

he year 1860 saw the unification of Southern
Italy and Sicily by Giuseppe Garibaldi. Having
travelled most of his life, he had become a legendary leader in battle. It was this man whom Guy
Edwards and I decided to follow on a McElwee
Travel Scholarship.
Garibaldi set out on 6th May 1860 from Genoa
where he sailed to the Port of Marsala on the island
of Sicily. In contrast, our journey started at 9.00 a.m.
on Saturday 21st August 1993, after a very good
party the night before! We took a train from
London to Palermo (stopping off in Rome for a
Macdonalds!) and arrived in Palermo at 7.30 a.m.
Monday morning.
From his position in Marsala, Garibaldi
appointed himself Dictator of Sicily. The Sicilians,
seeing good in his intentions, rebelled against the
oppressing Bourbon troops and rallied round him.
With this sudden influx of men joining his original
thousands, he gained force and won his first decisive battle at Calatifimi. On the surge of this
conquest, in late May, he took Palermo.
Our first day in Palermo was fairly chaotic. We
went straight from our hotel to the local tourist
office, which was decidedly unhelpful. From there
we rushed from closed museums to closed libraries
for some four hours. It was later on in the afternoon
when we eventually found what we were looking
for: the Admiral's Bridge, over which Garibaldi
fought to conquer Palermo.
After a fairly rough night we managed to find an
early bus to Calatifimi which got us there at 11
o'clock. The residents of this small town were the
only people who seemed genuinely proud of their
part in the history of their country and were only
too pleased to send us in the right direction. We had
a very good lunch in a small cafe and got back to
Palermo by five o'clock where we headed straight
for the train station to book tickets for the next
day's journey.
Garibaldi continued on across Sicily and crossed
onto the mainland from Milazzo. His men stormed
the beaches of Reggio di Calabria in the middle of
the night and he forced the Bourbon troops up into

Genoa

Marsala

the town's castle from where, after a long siege, the
defeated men surrendered.
Our arrival in Reggio was perhaps not as pronounced as Garibaldi's but it probably took longer the train broke down for three hours! We found a
hotel and settled down for the night at the earliest
possible opportunity.
Reggio proved very useful when it came to
finding everything we wanted to see. It was very
easy to follow Garibaldi's exact route from the
shore, through Piazza Garibaldi (past his graffitied
statue) and up to the castle. Having achieved this in
the morning we managed - just - to catch an afternoon train to Naples.
Garibaldi continued his relentless battle to
Naples; his highly effective tactic of never allowing
the enemy a moment's pause paid off and he arrived
in Naples on 7th September.
Our" final day was spent in Naples - conquering a
Funiculare to get us up to the Castel San Elmo,
from where the last of the Bourbon troops were
expelled. From there it was back to the train station
with the next stop London Victoria.
Robert Gooch
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Parachute Landings in Arnhem and Crete

E

d Rogers and I are both interesled in
battles, but we thought that instead of

visiting one place, it would be more
instructive to compare similar opera-

tions during World War Two. Thus,
we decided on the two greatest parachute landings performed by the
Germans and the Allies respectively.

We had greal fun Iravelling
around Holland on bicycles. We

On completing the proposal for
OUT project, we were pleasantly surpri~cd

by winning the top prize.
We left Luton Airport for our first

destination, Crete. Heraklion was our

base, and from there we travelled along the
west coast to Hania, Maleme and Souda
Bay, where we looked at some immaculately kept German and Allied
cemeteries.

about

travelling, very tired, but it had been such
a great experience - not only to do
something we were both interested in,
but to travel on our own, which I

I would like 10 end by thanking
Mr Part for giving us the opportunity to enter for this award. Finally,

war. On the nlher hand, Ihe Dutch
people were particularly helpful and
enthusiastic

We hope to go back soon for a more
thorough look.
We came back to England after 2 1/ 2 weeks'

assets of winning this scholarship.

- understandably - want to forget the

very

could have done with a car, because
there was so much to see and it was
more of a whistle stop tour of
Arnhem, Eindhoven and Nijrnegen.

Ihink has been one of the biggest

Next SlOP Holland. There was a
huge difference in Ihe quantity and
availability of information to find.
Crete had few museums and we
formed the impression Ihat they still

were

museums and monuments. On the whole,
we were much happicr in Holland
because we got some sleep. Although
we did miss the Crcte weather. we
had escaped the mosquitoes.

I would like 10 thank Mr Rudolf. Mr
Jobnson and our parents for the help
they gave us.

their

Giles Sm;'" Walker

Allied graves in the Oosterbeek military cemetery, Holland
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Baroque Architecture in Central Europe

L

ast July David Laffan and I sel oul on an expedition that would take us through six European

countries. A few months before we had been

awarded a cheque for £800 after submitting a
project explaining how we would be studying
baroque architecture in three central European

cities: Munich, Vienna and Prague.
Travelling by train would allow us to see nearly
3,000 miles of European countryside. Thus it was
on a sunny day that we left Victoria to travel to
Munich. At 6.00 p.m. the following morning we
arrived, deposited our bags in our pension (opposite
a variety of sex shops!) and set out to explore the
city. We visited virtually every church and museum
in the city, not to mention the

Renaissance

Residenz, former palace of the Wittclsbachs. rulers
of Bavaria. On our last day in Munich, we spent our
time looking around the amazing Baroque palace of

Schloss Nymphenburg, built between 1702 and
1730 by Antonio Viscardi and Joseph Effner. Its
grounds, like Stowe's, are filled with amazing
pavilions, a rococo hunting lodge designed by the
court dwarf, Fran~ois Cuvillies, and the baroque
Badenberg, or bath house, which contains an enormous sunken swimming pool.

At 7.15 a.m. the following morning we were on
the train to Vienna. The weather in Vienna was very
hol.._ even for July, so once we had found our
hotel, we sought refuge in the Cathedral of St
Stephen and climbed up the spire, to be rewarded
with a far view over the city rooftops. We then
visited the magnificent Belvedere Palace, built in
the centre of the cily by von Hildebrant in 1720.
This exquisite baroque palace was where the treaty
ending the Second World War was signed and it
nOw houses a good collection of Impressionist
paintings.
Next to the Belvedere is Karlskirche, an extraordinary baroque church with towering minarets and a
236 font high copper dome. It was built in 1720 by
Johann Bernard Fischer von Erlach, onc of the
baroque style's foremost architects. He also buill
many other buildings in Vienna; perhaps the most
impressive is the Sch6nbrunn Palace on the outskirts of Vienna. It is filled with hundreds of
magnificent state rooms, amongst them the
Millionzimmer, a rococo room with fig wood
panels inlaid with gold leaf miniatures, so called
because it cost a million guilders to decorate!

Vienna: Leopold's Wing, HojbLlrg Palace
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And on to Prague. which is still clearly an
Eastern European city, although the years of
Communist occupation still pervade the atmosphere
of Ihis beautiful town. We stayed in a private flat
with an elderly Czech woman called Mrs
Stemberova. Prices are still ridiculously cheap; a
weekly pass for all buses, trains and the metro
system costs £2 and Czech beer costs 20p. But
already Chanel boutiques and other western shops
arc springing up.
The city is a baroque gem. In the Old Town
Square. every building has ils own story to tell. In
the centre of the square is the famous Astronomical
Clock. built in Ihe 14th Century, whose architect
was blinded with a red hnl poker by the town officers to ensure he could not repeat his work. (He had
his revenge by groping round the clock and breaking its mechanism!)
Towering over the city is the Castle containing
Ihe massive St Vitus' Cathedral, which look 1,000
years to build. This is just the briefesl glimpse of
the hundreds of churches, palaces and baroque
huildings that litter Prague. So, culturally enriched,
we left Prague after four days, and travelled hack to
England by coach.

*
*
*
*

*
*
*

•

!

Vienna: Karlskirche

I would like to urge any Stoic seriously to consider entering for the McElwee Travel Scholarship.
It is great fun and exceedingly rewarding; don't leI
such an opportnnity pass you by!
Robin Devereux (text and photos)

70 Superbly equipped bedrooms wilh full facilities.
Five Conference Rooms with seven Syndicate Rooms.
Ballroom for 140 persons for dinner dances, weddings and special Christmas
Programme.
Large Resturant open to the public with an

a la carte and carvery menu.

Cocktail Bar and comfortable lounge.
Brooklands Leisure Club - membership bookings now being taken - swimming pool,
steam room, sauna, gym and full sized snooker room.
Ample Car Parking.

A421 RING ROAD SOUTH BUCKINGHAM MK18 1RY
Telephone No: (0280) 822622 Fax No: (0280) 823074
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THE

ART DEPARTMENT
IN GREECE
n Friday 21 sl October seventeen privileged
members of thc Art School, plus KM, MJS and
SK, assembled at Galwick Airport for the Art
School's "field Irip" to Skopelos, Greece. The night
to Athens was at the highly unsociable lime of 9.45

O

p.m., which resulted in several sleepy hours spent in
Athens airport while we waited for our connection to

central Alhens jusl before dawn! Thankfully, the
coach which look us to our next form of transport was

comforlable, as the journey took four hours. "The
next form of transport" was an experience in itself:

called the Flying Dolphin, it was a bone-shaking
yellow hydrofoil, which rattled rather disconcertingly. However, by this stage most people were too
tired to care about personal safety and were fast
asleep. We eventually reached the picruresque island
of Skopelos at midday on Saturday and the rest of Ihe

Sketches by MiS
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day was spent unpacking and "crashing out".
Sunday was spent on the remOle Promodrou
monastery, where many of us were introduced to
landscape painting for the first time and discovered

EXPEDITIONS

that it's not as easy as it looks! We dined at the
Aktaion restaurant on the harbour front - it was to be
our regular evening meeting-place - and Nick Mason
demonstrated for the first time his cream caramel
eating abilities. Skopelos town itself was the subject
of much sketching and painting, a fascinating source
of inspiration with its intriguing back streets and
architecture. Agnondas Bay was a stunning place and
inspired several excellent paintings, as well as being

our spirits by making a visit or two to the local
restaurant to sample some traditional local delicacies

(double cheeseburger and large fries). Our night
home left at 4.15 a.m. and we touched down on good
old British soil the following morning. The trip had
definitely been worth it. We had much fun together
and the opportunity to draw and paint in such a beautiful area was one not to be missed.

Ross Atherton

an excellent place 10 swim. Our apartments had an
unheated private pool, which may
sound fine for Greece, but it was

actually so cold that Jamie Pelly
turned a worrying shade of purple

-

after five minutes in it!

On Wednesday Victoria Reid
rather sheepishly revealed that she
had lost her passport. Thankfully,

I

-

whilst our mentor, KM, was won-

dering whether she might pretend to
be his daughter (who was mentinned but not pictured on his
passport), Victoria found it in the
one place she hadn't looked: her
bag! On Wednesday night we were
invited by our hosts to a convivial
evening to which the town mayor
came.
He was so impressed by our

•

efforts that he asked us to send our
work back next year for a proper
exhibition.
On Thursday we had to endure a
sometimes rugged one-hour bus

journey on the way to Monk's Leap

•

--o

_.

en
•

o

_ _ _A Q•

monastery, situated on a particularly

rugged part of the coast. The
monastery itself is perched 250 feet
up on a rock jutting out of the sea
and apparently got its name from
the monk who decided to end it all
by simply walking out of the back
door. Many excellent pieces of
work were completed there, as the
dramatic coastline provided limit-

less scope.
We finally left the island at the
somewhat unpopular time of 7.00

a.m., dragging ourselves out of bed
to catch the dreaded Flying
Dolphin. Later that afternoon we
found ourselves in a somewhat

"dodgy" Athens hotel, but revived

--•

'"•
u
~

~
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CLASSICS TRIP TO GREECE

N

early two dozen Stoics and members of staff
managed to converge - from many parts of the

country and of the globe - on Gatwick Airport a week
before the start of the Summer Term. We were to be
treated to an intensive tour of Greece and of its major

archaic Temple of Aphaia ("Phoooosssss!": Rupert
Connell's imitation came closest) by a lady who I

classical sites, most of us for the first time.

think was lasl seen screaming, "Who stole my broom-

Our admirable tour company always does well for
us, onc of the few drawbacks being the eccentric
flight timings. The party arrived in Athens at 4 a.m.

stick?" in The Wizard of Oz.

or thereabouts. and we made our way to our hotel, situated in onc of the more colourful and odoriferous

areas of the city (leather district uphill, chee e district
upwind ... ).
Within hours we had scaled the Acropolis and seen
its wonders (they never tell you how marvellously the
honey-coloured marble glistens 1n the dazzling sunshine). Even if it may enter a song for Eurovision,
Greece is an extraordinary mixture of East and West,

and we were treated to an olfactory bombardment
everywhere we went.
In the afternoon, we visited the agora - the ancient

market place - and were delighted to find it unafflicled by the kind of national strike which dogged
our footsteps all over Greece when Stowe last visited

the country three years ago. Following this, for a

OUf

final day in Athens saw us "doing" the

promontory of Sounion and the Temple of Poseidon,
where we found plenty of tea and coffee but still
couldn't locate the legendary Byronic graffiti. A
hurried lunch was followed by the unmissable
National Museum, home of some of the very finest

Greek Arl, including Schliemann's triumphantly (and
wrongly) identified mask of Agamemnon.
Memories of the next few days will undoubtedly
differ for each member of our party. Moving from
Athens, we celebrated BLM's birthday in Delphi; we
will certainly cherish memories of that magical site
and of its ever·rainy setting, which is probably more

than can be said for certain pupils (and staff) of the
unnamed School which hared the coach with
Stowe...
A ferry crossing in glorious sunshine took us
across the Corinthian Gulf to another site and another

catch a little more of the local colour (some of us had
done so already; what exactly did happen between

overnight stay, this time in Olympia, birthplace and
home of the Olympic Games, and with a history
going back almost three thousand years. In the Spring

our arrival and the Acropolis, Justin?).

it is very beautiful! We took the statutory pho-

couple of bours "at leisure" we had the chance to

A whole day was taken up by a glorious boat trip
around the Saronic Gulf, looking in at the varied,
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beautiful islands of Hydra, Poros and - perhaps most
memorably - Aegina, where we were treated to an
inimitable display of bravura courier work at the

tographs of runners lining up for the start, although
some of them surprisingly lacked the necessary

Exn:/JITIONS

Olympic vigour and verve (Trucker, Guy, ali, Seton,
Sam ...?)
To cross the Peloponnese is a hairy business; when
onc considers that 80% of Greece is so very high
above sea level, perhaps it is not surprising that a vast
proportion of the coach drive is spent zigzagging up
and down mountain-sides! Highlights include the
three million olive trees in one area of Arcadia alone,
and an unfortunate detour via Megalopolis at the
height of the Greek Easter, which achieved nothing
and cost us dear. ALlempts to appease our normally
untlappable tour guide, the memorable
Stavros Stavrou ("Slowly Slowly" ...
"Diretzion West" ...) proved somewhat
overwhelming for this writer, who
found himself embraced in a typically
Greek expression of solidarity in front
of our entire coach load when we
finally reached the harbour at
Nafplion.
We had made very early starts every
day, but our finale topped the lot. It
was worth it: we packed the marvels of
Mycenae, Tiryns (site closed. Drat!)
and Corinth, complete with nushing
laos, c.BC 600, into a long morning~
who can resist the amazing beehive
tomb at Mycenae or the theatre at
Epidavros, with its remarkablyachieved acoustics? We were even
able to take one last look at Athens
before making our way to Glyfada to
await the flight home, itinerary equally

eccentric and exhausting. And so back to Gatwick
and to Stowe... The tour leader made it into the first
Staff meeting of term with two minutes to spare.
Classical Greece is full of magic and colour to
anyone who is ready 10 be receptive to it; my thanks
to everyone at NST, 10 the aforesaid Stavros Stavrou,
to our cheerful and usually punctual Stoics, and

above all to my indefatigable friends, colleagues,
bed-getters-out-of and co-Tour Guides, BLM and
OeM. As ever, one looks forward to the next trip...
.ISK

The party: Nicholas Smith, Robert
BWill, Alasdair Jones-Perrott,
James Para vicini, Edmund
l¥onlller, Francis Wallis, Jan-Felix
Polonills, Nino Gebhard, Richard
Lloyd, Oliver Taylor, Seto/l Daunt,
Sam Milling, Guy Wheeler, Ben
Flower, Justin Shasha, James
Goodwin-Hudson, Piers Thynne,
£'d Hunt, ./uliette Kristensen, ELM,
DCM,JSK

Far left: The Lion Gate, Mycenae

-

Abuve: 111e Tholos at Delphi

Left: Acting in the Theatre at
Delphi

--'

Photographs hy DCM

I
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Rupert Musker spent 8 weeks during the
summer as an instructor for young offenders
who were spending a week away from their
institutions on the Hebridean island of Scarba

I

t

was still raining; the patter of rain could be heard

on the rocks outside the cave where we spent the

first night of another week on Ihe island. 5.30 a.m.;
time to get everyone up; the fire is still warm from

the night before and is easily revived into licking
young flames with a branch of dry heather. Tbe boys'
clothes were damp as they had refnsed to sleep in
them. The rain had soaked their clothes last night
when they were in a mad rush to unpack on the path
and retrieve waterproofs from the depths of their
packs. Their efforts were pointless as the shower had
died down by the time they were vested on the frustrated bodies.
The fire is now beginning to thaw the bones of the
boys who encircle it in their still damp clothes. No one
is really saying anything until the first stomach
rumbles and the question comes out "What's for
brecky?" The questioner was sadly let down when the

they had grown up to trust no one.

The activities went well, although two of the boys
didn't do the boat jump which is where one of the
instructors takes them out on the boat wearing only a

t-sbirl and boxer shorts and their attempt to 'flit' or
'do a bunk' into the sea, while the boat is travelling at
speed, and swim ashore, is appraised.

The next day was spent filling in the activities that
were missed on the previous day. Towards the end of
the day a monntain walk is performed which takes the
boys to the other end of the island, but on a roundabout trip so as to exercise map skills, to show them
more of lhe island and take them to the summit which

lies at 461 metres. While there, we show the boys the

only answer that I could give him was "Beans and
mackerel!"

view of Mull and Jura and point out George Orwell's
old farm, where he used to live on the east side of

"I'm nay ealin' that," was the usual reply, but the

Jura. We also indulge in haggis spotting as they are
often seen running at great speed around the base of
the summit- so they tell me!
At this end of the island there is a bothy which is

cold during the night had tickled their bones and they
were eager to get the trangers going to have a brew.
Back at Wood Camp, having eaten, washed,
packed, cleared the liller, doused the fire and walked
the two miles over the hill from north bay, the other

instructors would be planning the day, which would
consist of the ropes course, canoeing and fishing,
ending with a nice big fire in the cave where every-

one could dry off and warm up.
AJI of this attention was new to the boys - nothing
that they had experienced before and they thrived on
it and respected you for it greatly, which meant that
encouraging them to do things like jump off a branch
35 ft up a tree onto a rope hanging horizontally two ft
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from their fingertips when standing on the branch
with arms outstretched, was made easier. The reassurance and trust that are required for them to jump are
colossal~ yet this trust is very rare and untypical, as

where the instructors stay, but it's very primitive.
There are no fires inside and there is no running water
in the house. However, there is a sink outside the
house and a shower in the stream. At this end of the
island during the courses the caves are used by every-

one at night, and during the day the boys are given a
number of different activities, such as rock climbing,
abseiling, the waterfall climb. orienteering and

Hebridian baseball. The most important activity of
all. one for which the course is best known, is the survival exercise. The boys are put into companies of

EXPEDlTIONS

two or three, after sufficient lectures by the instructors, allocated an area on the coast line, usually with a
cave in it, given three matches, an empty bean tin fur
boiling water in and left to fend for themselves
without the company of an instructor, although
closely observed by an allocated instructor. The effect
that this exercise has on the boys who participate in it
is quite amazing; they can have a number of different
reactions, the first being, "I'm nay doin' that!"; the
second being that the boys gel into the swing of
things and come out with nying colours; and the third
being that the boys don'1 manage to light a fire with
their matches and lose all hope and return to base. Il
is often the case that the boys don't eat anything
because it doesn't appeal to them, and what's more
some of the boys don't drink anything, usually
because they think tbey are too weak to get to the
stream from their lodging tbrough sheer lack of
eating, which in some circumstances can be rather
dangerous, so large quantities of waLer consumption
arc greatly encouraged, not only in the talks but on
visits as well.

OllOWing the highly successful expeditions 10
SOl/th America ill /987 & 1990 (see past
copies of this magazine) it is my illlelllion 10 offer
Stoics another chance to join me on an expedition
in the summer of 1995.
In 1987 we crossed from Rio de Janeiro to Lima
overland by bus, train, truck, raft and canoe. In
1990 we combined a 5 day Cllnoe trip illla the
Ecuadorian rainforest with a 6 day cruise of the
Galapagos Islands and (I 6 day tour of inactive volcanoes.
I have a number of ideas for this next trip including scuba (living off coral reefs ill the lVest Indies,
visiting Mayan ruins in the jungle in Mexico and
exploring the rainforests of Belize. There has also
been considerable interest in a return to the
Galapagos Islands. At this stage / am open 10 per·
suasion!
If you will be over /7 in July '95, are advelllurous. tough, adaptable alltlthink you call live in
close contact with your peers and (more impor·
tantly) me, [or three weeks or so, please contact
me. On tire last trip there were twice as many
female as male Swics. Will the girls lead the way
again ill /995? It's Yo/.lr choice",
DWf

P

EXPEDITION '95

At the end of the week the boys go back to wherever they have come from as different people. They
see their lives in a dif-feTent light; some are more than
anxious to stay, as they have found a place far bettcr
than where they had come from, whereas others can't
wait to get back as they miss the urban environment,
the baths and the TV. One really gets a buzz out of
bel ping to change someone wbo a week before had
had a dismal v;cw of life, but after such an experience
discovers self-respect by having achieved something
he thought he could never do, like the waterfall climb
or the abseil. As we see them off in their bus from
Toberonarchy pier on the isle of Luing, the boys aTC
awarded their certificates in order of merit depending
on their performance during the week.
The six of us arc now sitting on the rocks on the
west side of the island. I've got them all listening out
for the hiss of the sun as it hits the sea as it sets! My
gratified stomach rumbles; a solitary fishing boat
starts for home as the smoke belches from the tractor
like exhaust rising above the cabin. A chill sets in as
the sun vanishes into the depths of the sea, and a yawn
from one of the boys tells me it's time to turn in.

EXPEDITION '95

Canoeing in Ecuador, 1990
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Duke of
Edinburgh
Award
THE

Jojohll Collills & Robert Bush

David Langford & Gram Elmes

CAIRNGORMS
n the 3rd of July, whilst most pupils were
counting the seconds until the end of term, we,
a group of around 30 Stoics led hy AKM and DMcC,
were heading off on the annual Duke of Edinburgh
expedition to the Cairngorms. Morale was Iowan the
coach journey as the majority were not passionately
looking forward to a fifty mile walk, but it is surprising what a world of good 5 videos, a good meal in
the Atholl Arms and a nine kilometre walk to base
camp can do for you.!However, it is only when you
arrive at Blair Atholl that you sense the aura of tranquillity which this unspoiled, isolated heathland
oozes, and it is at this moment that you realise why
you keep corning back.
That evening Mr Murray briefed everyone on the
rules of lhe camp and then, until we had to leave for
the walk, our time was spent relaxing at the campsite, by the river and exploring the countryside
nearby.
The morning of the walk we rose at 6.00 a.m.
Unfortunately we had to walk to catch a bus which
dropped us off at our destination. On the way to the
bus we saw Bruar Falls, which is a wonderful stretch
of waterfall. Our walk started in a national park and
our first day was spent walking along paths. The

O

•

weather was sunny and hot. The only problem we
had to tackle that day was crossing a waist-deep river
to reach the campsite, which was solved by taking
off our boots, rolling up our tracksuits, carrying our
rucksacks above our heads and wading through the
river. That night was very exciting as we slept in a
cave. The idea seemed bright at first, but, when in
the middle of the night I couldn't sleep, my opinion
changed.
The start of the second day was awful as we had to
climb up a 300 m hanging valley just to be blown
away when we reached the top. Afterwards we
walked through the famous Uarigrough: this experience was awe-inspiring and the sheer size of the
valley made us seem insignificant. The high point of
the day was when Rupert MuskeT almost stood on an
extremely long black adder. That night for the first
time on the walk, we saw some other people, underlining the isolation that one feels when one is in the
wilderness.
The third day was spent walking through the Tarf
Valley and was extremely short. However, the going
was tough and very tiring. We had another river
crossing, but this time there was a bridge consisting
of two wires; one to hold on to and the other to place
one"s feet on. You had to shufnc along
it as the wires bounced up and down.
We succeeded in reaching the campsite before the heavens opened.
On the final day the weather was
dismal, so we rushed to return to base
camp. When we eventually arrived to
a hot cup of tea and a warm fire, I felt
a real sense of achievement, and that I
had experienced nature in all its wonderful variety.

Jeremy Frazier
Ma.\ler

climbers:

SMcC, ST, £LCT, IGM, RSD, .IMT,
DCMcC, SK, AKM, GLP
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THE OLD STOIC SOCIETY
Some ofyour questions answered
WHAT IS... THE SOCIETY?

... THE BOTTOM LINE?

The Old Stoic Society provides a corporate identity
for all Old Stoics and, through its elected Committee,
is committed to pursue two main objectives:
.:. to support its members and the benefits of membership
.:. to support Stowe and Stoics, whenever called
upon to do so.

The costs of promoting the Society's objectives and
servicing its 6,500 members, are covered by life subscriptions and income from investments. Life
subscriptions are paid in equal instalments in each of
a Stoic's first three terms at the School, ensuring that
when they leave the school they become fully paid-up
members of the Society. No further subscription is
payable thereafter.

... ITS SIZE?

... IS IT FOR ME?

A few statistics speak for themselves:
10,000
Total Old Stoic population since 1923:
of which, those now deceased:
1,800
orlost:
1,700 3,500
Potential active membership:
6,500

Whilst still at the School, Stoics receive the benefit of
Old Stoic Society support in a number of ways:

Of the potential active members worldwide who
receive the Old Stoic Bulletin twice yearly, about
2,500 are in communication with the Old Stoic Office
and Committee Members.

... ITS ORGANISATION?
The Society entrusts the pursuit of its objectives and
the serving of its members to an elected Committee
which, at the time of writing includes:
President: R. David Shepherd OBE (Chatham 49)
Vice-President: Jeremy G.L. Nichols (Headmaster)
Officers
Chairman:
Christopher Honeyman Brown (Grenville 66)
Vice-Chairman and Local Secretary:
Christopher J.G. Atkinson (Chatham 59)
Hon. Treasurer: M. Ivo. RH. Forde (Walpole 67)
Hon. Secretary: Robert 1. Nettleship (Chandos 53)
Chairman "Membership" Sub-Committee:
S.G. Burrell (Chatham 81)
Chairman "School Support" Sub-Committee:
J.N. Wates (Bruce 60)
Members: Anthony D.G. Shillington (Chatham 60)
Immediate Past Chairman
Mrs. Elizabeth J. Browne (Stanhope 81)
Miss Jane D. Miller (Stanhope 84)
Richard T. Lewis (Bruce 77)
Julian G. Stocks (Walpole 84)
Christopher J. Tate (Walpole 71)
Lionel E. Weston (Staff Member)
The full Committee meets four times and the Sub
Committees an additional three times each year. The
bulk of the administration is handled by the Old Stoic
Office at Stowe consisting of the Local Secretary and
the Old Stoic Registrar, Mrs. Heather Meredith.
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.:. Old Stoic Society Gap Year Scholarships.
Two awards are made annually, each worth £750.
Although there are only two beneficiaries, the
award scheme stimulates many others to take
maximum advantage of their Gap Years.
.:. Careers. Old Stoics as individuals or in teams
give interview training to all members of the
Middle Sixth; participate in Lower Sixth careers
conferences; provide work experience placements
for Fifth Formers after GCSE, and are on hand to
give advice on almost any career area.
.:. Extra-curricular activities. Old Stoics are frequent speakers at meetings of the Biological,
Classical, Debating, Historical, Literary, Political
and Science Societies, Crossfire, Lenten
Addresses and Confirmation retreats.
.:. Capital Projects. Old Stoics have generously
supported a succession of fundraising appeals
which have helped to finance the construction of
the Roxburgh Hall, Golf Course, Athletics Track,
Lyttelton House, Science Laboratories,
Swimming Pool, Sports Hall, in fact all Stowe's
post-war developments. Most recently the
Pavilion has been restored entirely by the Old
Stoic Society with funds made available specifically for the purpose - it is now one of the finest
buildings of its type to be found in any school in
the country.
Each successive generation of Stoics therefore
receives increasing benefits from the Society's
support of the School. Similarly, the lifelong benefits
enjoyed by Old Stoics are progressively improving
as new initiatives are introduced in support of the
Society's members.

Ow STOICS

Two great friends;
Two distinguished Presidents of the Old Stoic Society
SIR JACK HAYWARD, OBE (GrafloIl37-41),

is the Society's immediate past President.
He is an enthusiastic Stowe supporter
who, despite the distance from his Bahama
base, has remained in close contact with
the School and the Society for many years.
Indeed, during his presidential year he
attended Society Committee Meetings in
London and at Stowe and was primarily
responsible for persuading (instructing!)
David Shepherd to succeed him.

But, Sir Jack or "'Union Jack" as he has
been popularly named, is nationally and
internationally known for his philanthropic support of All Things Bright,
Beautiful and British. He it was who

inspired such patriotic projects as the

most renowned painter of wildlife, is the Society's
current President. Ever since his school days, he has

return of the SS Great Britain to Bristol
from the South Atlantic; the purchase of
Lundy Island for the nation; the revival of the
England Ladies Test Cricket Team in the 1970's
under Rachel Heyhoe-Flinl. These and similar ges-

rctained a great love of Stowe and taken every npportunity permilled by his globe-trolling schedule, tn

tures have endeared him to all who value their
country's heritage.

visit and fe-experience what he describes as the

Such fame however cannot be built on philanthropy alone. It is much attributable to a personality

DAVID SHEPHERD, OBE (Chatham 44-49), the world's

unique peace and inspiration of the Stowe landscape.
His visits however have never been for self indul-

that is at once humorous yet sincere, boundless in

gence; their purpose always has been to enrich the

enthusiasm yet sharply focused on the target of the

School through his memorable presentalions in the
Art School or the Rnxburgh HaJl, or his exquisite
paintings of the buildings and the portraits of the last

moment. As a grateful nation and a proud school
know, Sir Jack is a great man to have on your side.

fOUf

headmasters.

Whilst being the grateful beneficiaries of David
Shepherd's extraordinary contributions to Stowe, we
acknowledge with pride the enormous influence he
has had on the World stage. From the moment in
1960 when he happened upon 255 zebra in the
Serengeti National Park that had been poisoned by

poachers, he has dedicated his life to conservation.
Over the past 30 years, his artistic talents, inexhaustible energy and charismatic personality have
combined to raise enormous sums of money and
drawn World-wide allention to the plight facing
wildlife and the environment.

He is one of Stowe's greatest sons and the Society
is proud and honoured to have him as its President.

The School and the Society now look forward to
seeing Sir Jack and Lady Hayward even more frequently as the Stoic careers of the third generation of
lhe family progress over the next few years.

STOWE THROUGH THE DECADES

1924
Presentation of the •Avenue' by Prince
Arthur of Connaught on 17th July on
behalf of the Old ElOnians.
Golf course opened; Bourbon being laid;
North Front turfed; HM's tennis lawn
being sown on the South Front (to the

delight of foraging peacocks).
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BIRTHS
P.B. Aarvold (Grafton 58)
a son, Thomas Anthony Luke,
on 17th July 93
A.H. Berger (Grafton 82) a son,
Tom Montague, on 5th May
93
c.J.C Boardman (Bruce 75)
a daughter, Arabella Kate
Wasteneys, on 26th March 93
B.J.E.C. Boultbee (Grenville
68) a daughter, Sophie
Henrietta, on 30th October 93
N.R.G. Chavasse (Lyttelton 73)
a daughter, Emily
R.C. Clifton Brown (Chandos
82) a daughter on 27th
October 93
R.M. Coombs (Chandos 81)
a daughter, Rebecca Mary,
on 7th October 93
P.C.G. Coysh (Grafton 73)
a son, Oliver Henry Dennys,
on 29th March 93
J.C. Cunningham-Jardine
(Chatham 80) a daughter on
29th July 93
M. Falcon (Chatham 74)
a daughter, Katie on 17th
February 93
R.P. Fanshawe (Grenville 82)
a daughter, Sophie Diana,
on 8th October 91 and a son,
Thomas Edward Gennys,
on 28th February 93
S.H. Gregory (Walpole 77)
a daughter, Katie, in 92
N.G.E. Hawkings-Byass
(Cobham 72) a son, Charles,
on 11th November 93
N.E.J. Hedley (Walpole 80)
a son, Rupert Stuary Darcy,
on 14th September 93
M.A. Henri (Grafton 79)
a daughter, Madeleine Alice,
on 2nd June 93
A.J.L. Imrie (Bruce 68) two
sons, Edward Juin Saville on
23rd January 90 and Douglas
Ken David, on 5th June 93
M.M. Ivison (Grenville 82)
a daughter, Natasha Sophie,
on 6th May 93
T.C. Kinahan (Temple 71)
a daughter, Katherine Jane, on
12th October 93

R.N.C. Knight-Bruce (Chatham
72) a son on 13th November
93
K. Lahham (Grenville 85) &
Mariella E.Lahham (nee
Scott) (Stanhope 85)
a daughter, Fatima, on 17th
October 93
Sir Michael Leighton (Grafton
50) a daughter on 20th
January 92
A.W. McAlpine (Lyttelton 77)
a son on 25th August 93
I.J. Macdonald (Grafton 64)
a son, Edward James, on 15th
December 88 and a daughter,
Eloise Silvia, on 29th
September 90
A.M. Morley (Chatham 63) two
sons, Samuel Anthony, on
23rd March 80 and Edward
Giles on 17th February 82
L.E. O'Brien (Cobham 75)
a daughter, Olivia Alison
Clare, on 10th October 93
A.P.M. Prince (Chandos 76)
a son, Simon, on 10th July 93
N.D. Rossiter (Cobham 81)
a son, Jack Richard Waldo, on
11th September 93
J.P. Selby (Chandos 68)
a daughter on 29th July 93
J.R. Shingles (Grenville 74)
a daughter, Poppy Alice
Olivia, on 4th January 93
J.M. Shirley-Beavan (Grenville
75) a son, Sam Michael
Paulet, on 13th November 93
A.M. Siaden (Walpole 69)
a daughter, Olivia Henrietta
Malvina, on 24th June 92
M.R.B. Sumner (Bruce 67)
a daughter, Alexandra Tamara
Keating, on 18th June 93
A.T. Thornton-Berry (Chandos
79) a son, Charles Archie, on
14th May 93
Kathryn A. Wills (nee
Matthews) (Stanhope 77)
a son, Thomas Edward, on 4th
September 92
P.H. Wolstenholme (Grenville
79) a son, Arthur James
Hartley, on 24th November
93

MARRIAGES
Earl Attlee (formerly Viscount
Prestwood) (Chatham 75)
to Celia Jane Plummer on
31st July 93
M.J. Avory (Chatham 66) to
Jane Elizabeth Addison (sister
of D.J. Addison (Temple 82)
& R.A.M. Birchenough
(Grenville 60) in September 89
V.T. Beresford (Bruce 84)
to Evelyne Hoskin on 18th
September 93. S.D. Everett
(Bruce 84) was best man
J.D.W. Bridgwood (Cobham
79) to Isla in 93
R.J.A. Bridgwood (Cobham 83)
to Frankie Luckock on 11th
September 93 .
R.G.L. Cheatle (Walpole 72)
to Sandra on 5th March 93
H.R.P. Chelton (Chatham 83) to
Sarah Russell on 26th June 93
J.G. Cluff (Walpole 58)
to Blondel Hodge on 16th
September 93
R.L. Dean (Grafton 52)
to Mrs William Robson on
17th April 93
Olivia L. Fennell (Stanhope 79)
to Martin Hunt on 30th
October 93
S.H. Gregory (Walpole 77)
to Angela Barrett
M. Hope (Cobham 79) to
Amanda Gossing on 30th
May 93 in Stowe Church.
J.E.C. Nicholl (Bruce 39)
gave the address
MJ.P. Horlock (Walpole 79)
to Sophia Atkinson (daughter
of A.H.G. Atkinson
(Chatham 60) & sister of
R.de la T. Atkinson
(Chatham 93) on 18th
September 93

M.G. Inge-Innes-Lillingston
(Chatham 76) to Rosemary
Bale on 26th June 93
P.M. Joseph (Bruce 79)
to Margaret Cree on 24th
August 91
K. Lahham (Grenville 85) and
Mariella L. Scott (Stanhope
85) in 1992
M.J. Matthew (Cobham 70)
to Yvonne Hartley on 12th
August 93
I.J. Macdonald (Grafton 64)
to Josephine Reynell on 4th
October 86
A.M. Morley (Chatham 63)
to Antoinette Barbara Betts
on 3rd March 79
M.C.A. Mott (Cobham 48)
to Emma Lou Powers on 16th
November 92
J.R.C. Naumann (Cobham 69)
to Brigitte Christine Handt in
December 91 in Barcelona
C.R. Orr-Ewing (Grafton 69)
to Susan Ash on 28th July 93
R.T. Phinney (Chandos 78)
to April Ruth Wolfe on 19th
June 93
A. Sethi (Lyttelton 76) to Omrita
on 4th March 93
MJ. Shurey (Cobham 51)
to Mrs. E. Cilliers in South
Mrica
A.M. Siaden (Walpole 69)
to Sarah Hayter on 31st
October 89
N.P. Staheyeff (Cobham 75)
to Christine Reiter on 25th
September 93
J.R. Wadsworth (Lyttelton 76)
to Angela Cole on 24th
July 93

STOWE THROUGH THE DECADES

1934
Laddie Lucas (Head of School), who had reached 6th
round of the English Amateur Golf Championship, laid
the foundation stone of Walpole.

B.c. Gadney (Grafton 23-28) captained England's
rugby team to victory in all internationals.
Queen's Temple was restored and adapted for use as a
Music School.
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--DEATHS
Lt.CoI. RG. Atkinson
(Grenville 32) on 26th
June 93
J.F. Barnes (Cobham 35)
on 1st November 93
J.M.G. Best (Temple 27)
on 4th March 93
C.K.R. Bond (Cobham 29)
on 21st May 93
RF.D. Brews (Cobham 47)
on 23rd August 93
B.C. Briant (Bruce 35)
(Past President O.S.
Society) on 23rd July 93
D.G. Campion (Walpole 42)
on 4th July 93
C.F. Cornford (Grafton 31)
on 7th April 93
C.G. Dealtry (Bruce 45)
on 6th July 93
T.L Dewhurst (Bruce 38)
on 13th November 93

O.A.W. Dilke (Bruce 33)
on 10th July 93
Sister Renee Emery (LAM
76) on 14th April 93
HJ.N. English (Grafton 79)
on 14th October 93
J.D. Farmiloe (Grenville
26) on 30th June 92
H. Freeman-Jackson
(Cobham 28) on 21st July
93
Maj.Gen. I.R Graeme
(Temple 31) (Past
President of O.S. Society)
on 14th May 93
C.H.W. Griffith (Temple
42) on 24th July 93
A. Hass (Grafton 39) in 92
E.H. Jarvis (Chandos 52)
on 7th September 93
E.H. Leschallas (Grafton
29) on 22nd August 93

D.G. Levis (Temple 30)
on 24th May 93
A. Macdonald (Staff/LAM
31-68) on 28th November
93
Sir Allan Mackenzie
(Chandos 29) on 5th
January 93
K.B.D.M. Mackenzie
(Temple 78) in 84
C.S. Madden (Cobham 33)
on 22nd October 93
J.E. Murray (Bruce 42)
on 1st July 91
A.P. Ness (Cobham 30)
on 20th August 93
RF. Nightingale (Bruce 35)
on 29th June 93
H.G.G. Richardson (Temple
59) on 15th May 93
J.W.c. Reynolds (Cobham
88) on 13th September 93

H.P. Ryland (Grenville 29)
on 21st October 93
A.C. Sabey (Chatham 56)
on 1st April 93
M.G. Satow (Chandos 32)
on 13th November 93
D.E. Steer (Bruce 43) in 90
L.E.W. Stokes-Roberts
(Chandos 35)
Lord Strathspey (formerly
D.P.T. Ogilvie Grant)
(Temple 29) in January 92
W.RL. Thorne (Chatham
33) on 13th July 93
A.F. Tresfon (Cobham 37)
on 16th November 92
J.T. Vachell (Chandos 35)
on 13th April 93

---NEWS--A.C.B. Alexander (Temple 58) published "Capturing Full-trend Profits
in the Commodity Futures Market",
Windsor Books, New York in 1992.
A.G. Astley (Chatham 87) was Captain
of the Oxford University Tennis
Team in 1993. The team won the
Varsity Match 15 matches to 6.
R.C.N. Branson (Lyttelton 67) has
become "The Times Salesman of the
Year" in 1993.
J.F. Burns (Grafton 62) has won the
Pulitzer Prize in 1993.
N.R.G. Chavasse (Lyttelton 73) was
awarded the MBE for services in
Northern Ireland in 1992.
RJ.R.T. Chetwynd (Walpole 73) has
become a Go 1st Dan in 1993.
J.G. Church (Walpole 54) is High
Sheriff of Northamptonshire.
G.L.D. Duckworth (Chatham 49)
became Master of the Worshipful
Company of Arrnourers and Brasiers
in July 1993.
A.A. Horne (Chandos 40) has published "A Bundle from Britain",
Macmillan, in 1993.
G.D. Inge-Innes-Lillingston (Chandos
41) was awarded the CVO in the
Queen's Birthday Honours List,
1993.

N.P. Kaye (Lyttelton 71) became
Headmaster of Sussex House
Preparatory School in September
1993.
R. Kee (Grafton 37) has published
"The Laurel and the Ivy", a biography of the life of Charles Stewart
Parnell, in 1993.
R.E. Mackenzie Hill (Chatham 84)
and E.P.H. Farquhar (Chatham 85)
appeared on the lTV programme
Blind Date in October 1993.
N.J.L. Martin (Walpole 66) has
become Counsellor at the British
Embassy in Jakarta from 1993-96.
M.C.A. Mott (Cobham 48) has retired
from teaching at Bowling Green
State Univeristy and has become
Professor Emeritus.
RJ. Posnett (Cobham 47) and CJ.S.
Marler (Grafton 50) set a first for
Old Stoics at the Royal Agricultural
Show at Stoneleigh this year when
they judged the Supreme Individual
Championship classes in the cattle
section. CJ.S. Marler judged for the
Burke Trophy for Prime Beef and
R.J. Posnelt for the National
Westminster Bank Trophy for the
Supreme Individual Dairy Cow.

O.G. Taylor (Chandos 45) has been reelected to Buckinghamshire County
Council in May 1993. He has also
become elected leader by the
Conservative majority group.
P.J.R Whicker (Walpole 84) has been
appointed Director of Spanish at St.
Hilda's and University Colleges,
Oxford.
A.C.L. Whistler (Grenville 30) and his
son, S.L. Whistler (Chatham 58)
have held a joint exhibition of their
work entitled 'Father and Son' at the
Salisbury and Wiltshire Museum in
1993.
D.H.M. Williams-Ellis (Temple 77)
had an exbibition of sculptures, commissioned by The Contemporary
Sculpture of Japan, in London in
April 1993. The commission was for
6 mythological figures.
A.E.H. Worsley (Grafton 78) was
awarded an MBE for Services in
Northern Ireland in 1993.
Sir Peregrine Worsthorne (Grafton
41) has published his memoirs
"Tricks of Memory", Wiedenfeld &
Nicholson, October 1993.
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FORTY YEARS ON

•

•

J.F. Roxburgh, the School's
first Headmaster, died in
May, 1954. Noel Annan later
the same year gave a moving
Speech Day address, the text of which was published
in The Stoic. One cannot but be enormously
impressed, on reading this, by the scope of J.F.'s educational philosophy, so much of which seems fresh
and relevant still to the world today. Of course a prewar vision of a liberal education will need a
reinterpretation in changing times. I believe the
Stowe of 1994, in its educational plan for the future,
is reinterpreting the ideals of its youth in a modern
context, just as J.F. himself, in Noel Annan's words,
"did nothing less than re-interpret the ideals of public
school education."

Annan began his analysis of J.F.'s achievements by
defining the restrictive nature of public school education in the 1920's: "The curriculum was too narrow,
the conception of leadership was too narrow, and
encouragement and honour were given only to those

who identified themselves fiercely with the corporate
life of team games and school and house loyalties.
J.F. suggested new ideals. He wanted Stoics to be
much freer, and through freedom to learn responsibility ... J.F. instituted study and library periods and
taught us how to work on our own and make good

usc of leisure ... "How very modern this all sounds:
the good use of leisure, responsibility through
freedom. But how very easy too, in the pursuit of
such worthy aims, for us to offer freedom and leisure
without the necessary guidelines and even, sometimes, constraints? Today the school places very great
emphasis on the pastoral role the staff can play in
encouraging the learning of responsibility and the
good use of leisure.
J.F.'s ideals, declared Annan, were cultivated ones:
"He wanted us to be better-mannered, less insular and
prejudiced, and, in the good sense, to acquire some
sophistication. Other headmasters before him had
treated senior boys as gentlemen, but J.F. was the first
to treat all of us, however young, as adults. As a
result we realised that he expected us to behave as
adults." We too put a premium on good manners.
Today's Stoics are exhorted to show courtesy not just
to visitors or older generations but especially to each
other, to be "bener-mannered" and careful in the nurturing of an atmosphere of mutual respect.
"Insularity" and "prejudice" are likewise dragons to
140

The Headmaster reflects on Lord Annan~
1954 Speech Day tribute toJ.F Roxburgh
be slain, not least now St George has Europe opening
out before him and the world has become accessible
to all. At the most recent of Stowe's Speech Days
racial prejudice was one of the issues which Lord
Sainsbury, the Guest of Honour, addressed.
Noel Annan made mention next of how J.F. set
games in their right perspective: "They were not to be
the main criterion of success at school, they were to
be enjoyed. No-one was better pleased than he when
Stowe defeated one of her closest rivals but he was
Lhe last person to regard matches as contests on which
the future of the world rested; perhaps that is why
Stowe teams have a reputation for winning deprecatingly and losing elegantly. J.F. encouraged those who
were not good at games to enjoy other pursuits. He
did not care whether it was painting or church architecture or acting or debating or even toxophily, so
long as we cared about something ... " J. F. was, of
course, ahead of his time in recognising that Stowe's
ideal, the best for each Stoic, would not be served by
a slavish devotion to team games. It is easy, however,
to get the balance wrong and today, one hopes, there
is a growing recognition of the value of the team.
There is merit in submerging one's own best interests in the interests of the side.There is food for the
soul in thinking primarily of the team and only secondly of self. Like J.F., I would hope Stoics win
modestly and lose with magnanimity, but I would add
the rider that the laller should only be embraced in a
context in which our teams expect to win their fair
share of matches. Corporate pride counts. Counterbalancing the importance of team effort is the great
value each pupil gets in finding personal interests and
pursuing them to the full. In this context one finds
whole-hearted agreement with J.F.'s contention that,
in the end, it was passionate commitment which
counted most of all. "So long as we cared about
something!" This sentiment surely has been perpetuated over the years as Stowe has sought to widen its
range of extra-curricular activities so that all Stoics
can find things at which they can excel and show
passion. Caring about one's leisure passionately is
important. Life without commitment is surely a pale
shadow of its other, higher self?
Noel Annan then moved on to J.F.'s ideal of individuality: "Above all he hoped that Stowe would
never produce a type; the enemy of strict conventions
and repressive conformity, he wanted to produce individuals, each unique in himself, not dignified
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caution, knowing that the hest for each pupil does not
necessarily mean a cramming of the brains with facts

STOWE THROUGH THE DECADES

1944
War decorations were awarded to 68 Old
Stoics in addition to the 109 previously
recorded.

The tragic list of casualties was also
extended with 74 more O.S. killed in
action, 6 became prisoners of war and 13
were recorded as missing.

A whole holiday was observed in celebration of the School's 21st Anniversary.

automata." This, perhaps, has been J.F.'s most
abiding educational legacy to Stowe. Again, it comes
attended by risks. It is so easy, after all, for the pupil
to pursue the cult of his own individuality selfishly, at
cost to others, without responsibility. Of course no
school wishes to produce dull automata. Stowe has
always encouraged the reverse: the entrepreneurial
instinct, the rebuttal of tradition for tradition's sake,
new ideas, a liberal education. But today we view
individuality as the ability to think for oneself. So
many opinions and ideas can come plastic-wrapped
from the media! Individuality too has to be seen in
the context of loyally to others. The world has as big
a need for good husbands and wives as good scientists and artists.
Finally Noel Annan louched on J.F.'s respect for
the intellect. "J.F. wanted us to admire and develop
both head and heart and he delighted in a piece of
work which showed clarity and sensitivity." If he had
still been headmastering in the 1990's, it is probably
in the things academic that J .F.'s emphasis would
have shifted most appreciably. He would, I suspect,
have viewed academic league tables, as we do, with

at the expense of all else. He would still be eager to
applaud work of mental clarity and sensitivity.
(Anyone who has read J.F.'s book on English Poelry,
The Poetic Procession, must acknowledge that here
was a man full of clarity and sensitivity himself). But
one imagines he would also have acknowledged that
a decent position in the league tables would be part of
his parents' expectations and no doubt he would
accordingly have reviewed Stowe's academic provision as rigorously as he CQuld. Over sixty years ago,
after all, in his book on education, Eleutheros, J.F.

acknowledged that Ihe first need of the public schools
was a general raising of their intellectual standards!
So, forty years on, we salute the passing of thc
great man. His ideals, as encapsulated in Noel
Annan's tribute, are as inspirational to us today as
they ever were in the past. J.F. askcd many questions
about the public school system and it was Stowe's
good fortune that he tried out his answers on us for
our first thirty years. Stowe's educational plan in
1994 addresses many of the questions to which J.F.,
in those early years, responded so triumphantly.

STOWE THROUGH THE DECADES

1954
J.F. Roxburgh died - Memorial SClVice in

Chapel, 31s1 October.
The Temple of British Worthies was
restored with assistance from the Ministry
of Works.
The Tennis tcam won all of its 13

matches.

J. F. Roxhllrgh 's las' Speech Day
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Back Numbers:
THE

STOIC

25 YEARS

AGO

THE

STot

Tony Meredith browses through
The Stoic ofMarch, 1969
FLoWER POWER

One would expect a school magazine of the 1960's
to reflect something of the questioning nature of the
times. This, after all, was the era of Carnaby Street,
Oh CalclItta, Flower Power and George Best. Student

unrest was obligatory on every new, concrete
University campus. It is not surprising, therefore. to
find that a little of the spirit of the age had percolated
down to Stowe, the March 1969 edition of The Stoic
conlaining an editorial discussing the prevalent desire
in the country to challenge authority. These were the

days, it declared, "of revolt, of student power, of
unthinking violence, of selfish materialism, of the
apparently widening gulf hetween the generations ... "
The editors, however, were quick to point out that "the
great majority of the School are, in the main, happy"...
In keeping with those lively days The Stoic ran a
feature on the results of a pupil-organised questionnaire: "It was generally felt that it was time that there
was a questionnaire on various topics and thus,
despite gloomy forebodings from several quarters, a
set of queslions were compiled and circulated around
the school". Comments were invited on such contentious questions and statements as HStudents have
quite enough control in the running of the school"
and "I approve of student revolt (a) without violence
(b) with violence, only if necessary, (c) not at all".
On the whole, the answers were all fairly conservtive. Only 38%, for example, wanted more
involvement in the running of the school and only
18% voted for violent student revolt! But the article
docs show that the School in 1969 was different from
today in many ways: There was compulsory CCF.
Corporal punishment flourished (and was accepted as
reasonable by the Stoics in the questionnaire,
"although there was a strong feeling that boys should
never he allowed to beat nther boys"). There were no
girls in the sixth-form, which, claimed the questionnaire, led to problems in the holidays: "One finds
oneself, after a term, inhibited and embarrassed".
There was considerable hostility expressed towards
compulsory religious services: "To make Chapel voluntary would be to give some truth to the glib
statement that Stoics think for themselves."
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GLOOM AND DOOM

The most striking feature of the magazine,
however, seems not so much any polemical stance as
a dire sense of gloom! Is this really the era of Alf
Ramsey's World Cup win, Sire Loves YOIl, yealr yeah
yeah and all those moon landings? If so, the excitement does not seem to have penetrated across the
Oxford Water! The opening words of Stoica, for
example, arc deeply Chekhovian: "Spring Term 1969
will not go down in history as one of the all-time
greats at Stowe. In fact, events of any significance or
interest have been few and far between." Ye gods! A
little later one reads that "academically, the term has
been far from startling." Yet clearly this was no lime
of intellectual stagnation: in addition to a number of
places gained at Oxford and Camhridge, four hoys
won scholarships that winter! There seems a certain
perverse delight in studied boredom; the arrival of a
new master is a topic for grim humour: " Mr Howard
has proved a valuable addition to the Music Side and
has suffered the fate of every student master, that is to
say he has been landed with the thankless lask of
taking a group of Stoics to the Poetry Gala in
London". The mind hoggles!

STOWE THRO GH THE DECADES

1964
R.O. Drayson succeeded
D. Qichton-MiUer as Headmaster.
1st XV recorded its rust undefeated
season since 1938 (the Oundle match was
drawn).

Athletes won all but one of their matches.

The new Golf Course was opened.

OLD

STOICS

SUCCESSFUL SPORT

Perhaps the had weather, which wrecked
the hockey season, accounted for some of

the gloom. The 1st XI hockey team played
only three other schools, including a 3-4
reverse against Radley. an uncharacteristic

defeat at this period. It is interesting to note

that the Hcadmaster, who by his enthusiasm and staff appointments did much to
elevate Stowe's hockey to an impressive
level, was himself playing at full-back for
the Oxford Bulls against the 1st Xl. Squash

was

Stowe's

most successful sport,
however, in March 1969. The first team

played no less than fifteen school matches
and won them all, the defeated including
Etan,

Harrow,

Radley,

5t

Edward's,

Haileybury, Oundle, Rugby and Bradfield.
Then, as now, the cruss-country team flour-

The Ullbealen Squash leam of 1969: /-lA. Smith, J. Choyce,
R.C.C. Carr, R.C.L. Cheatle, IA. Thompson.

ished (with victories recorded over Radley,
Rugby, Cheltenham and St Edward's) but the
Badminton Club was having problems gelling going,

"at prescnt unfortunately destitute of vital equipment".
CULTURAL CRISIS?

The Stoic's emphasis, however, is morc artistic
than sporting. Its central section (named "Germ" and
allotted a different coloured paper) contains an
impressive selection of "poetry and opinion." But
there is no sign of any drama (most notably at House
level), the artwork is limited to three small drawings
and the music seems to be suffering from self-doubt:
"There is ample opportunity for anyooe musically
inclined here at Stowe and it is to be hoped that some
of those who spin dialribe after diatribe will eventually realise this." There was, certainly, a Gramophone
Society and a Music Club, which took its members to

STOWE THROUGH TIlE DECADES

1974
First five girls entered the Sixth Form.
Bruce Houscroom was restored as the Music
Room.

The best ever 0- and A-level results were
recorded (but do DOl compare with the 1993
perfonnance!).

1st XV beat Oundle for the first lime in
35 years.

The Flyillg Dutchman in London. But most of the
music-making in this particular term seems to have
been staff-based or from the outside. An honourable
exception to this was Bram Wiggins' Concert Band,
which aroused enthusiasm with its performance in the
Roxburgh Hall. The Chapel Choir numbered only
twenty-seven (about a third of the present size) and
seems to have sung only a very few anthems.

THEN AND

Now

Stowe twenty-five years ago, as depicted by The
Stoic, seems to have been competitive at its sport,
interested in its history (George Clarke writing on the
Stowe Papers in the Huntingdon Library and of work
in the park) but generally full of self-doubt and
gloom! It certainly does not sound as happy nor as
purposeful academically as today's school, though
intellectual ability keeps bubbling to the surface of
the magazine impressively enough. There would also
seem more breadth to activities today than then and
certainly a greater tolerance of, and enthusiasm for,
spiritual matters.

This, at least, is as it seems 10 someone who
was /lot there aI the time. But perhaps this
perusal of The Stoic gives a false impression?
Perhaps Sioics of 1969 woultl/ake issue with
the above? It would certainly be interesting to
hear their views. Maybe next issue we may be
able to publish some reminiscences of what it
was really like al Stowe in 1969? A II commenlS
gratefully receivetl'
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reviews DOUGLAS BOTTING'S
recently published biography of Old Stoic
BRIAN STEPHAN

GAVIN MAXWELL

D

ouglas BOlling's magnificent biography of
Gavin Maxwell rests firmly on three main

sources:

an

intimate

friendship,

dating

from

November 1957 after Botting had rcad an enthusiastic
review of A Reed Shaken by Ilze Wind and lasting
until Maxwell's death; extended conversations tape-

recorded on the White Island shortly before the two
men said farewell for the last time; and numerous
letters, other written documents and interviews with

most of Maxwell's friends. The first two of these
sources meant that Botting was able to gain a deep

the three sections of his biography The Quest for

insight into the complex nature of this highly tal-

Avaloll, A valon Found and Avaloll Lost. It is signifi-

ented, idiosyncratic personality, for Maxwell's

cant of Maxwell's tragic life that the central section is

temperament, apart from his individual qualities, was

much the shortest, for Maxwell was a man born to

also a distillation of centuries of aristocratic Scottish
waywardness and arrogance. The whole work, therefore, bears a strong imprint of authenticity.
Letters and interviews with friends, apart from
their obvious usefulness in providing further information, form also an integral part of the story; for

trouble as the sparks fly upward.

near-fatal illness; his self-indulgent career at Oxford:
wartime ervice with SOE, one of the happiest times

Maxwell, despite the solitary nature of his main love,

of his life: followed by two highly dissimilar occupa-

of animals and the countryside, needed companion-

tions: shark-hunting and 'society' portrait painting.
The former, not commercially successful, gave him
the material for his first literary triumph, Harpoon al
a Venture, which enabled him to abandon portrait
painting and turn to his real ambitions, exploring and
writing. The last chapters of this section form a brilliant narrative of Maxwell's travels and experiences
in Sicily and the Iraq marshes, culminating in two
superb chapters on his first otter, Mij, whose transport

ship. His relationships with various people are
interwoven throughout tbe narrative. Yet there seems

little hint of affection, love or even lust. Whether
Botting has under-played this aspect of Maxwell's
life is unclcar, but Lavinia Renton probably came
closest to the truth when she said that Gavin was a

great 'chess player' with people. He seems to have
expected unquestioning loyalty or service, and

able schooldays at Stowe, disastrously cut short by a

usually got them; and deviation produced tempestuous friclion. Older and younger male friends, such as
Richard Frere and Jimmy Watt, had their devotion

to England Botting recounts in an atmosphere worthy
of a Marx brothers film.

strained to the utmost, but the saddest case was that
of Kathleen Raine, as talented and eccentric as

Maxwell's fame and fortune, with the publication and

himself, a ghost from the Celtic twilight floating
through his life. Perhaps his real loves were Mij,
Edal, Teko and Malia. As he himself wrote of an
occasion when he stood on a mist-covered hilltop, in

foul weather, his clothes sodden: 'This is my world,
the cradle of my species'.
Maxwell was fortunate to have been born and educated in an age when Modernism had not yet
dethroned Tennyson and the other Romantic poets: it

Ava/on Found, though representing the peak of
world-wide success of A Ring of Bright Waler, is, as

already noted, the briefest of the three seclions , and
not without irs sadness, in the death of Mij, friclion

with Kathleen Raine, and hints of the potential vulgarisation of Sandaig. Success was to bring its own
nemesis. This section nonetheless contains the most
thorough analysis of Maxwell's complex character.
'His quest was to become a complete man and overcome his limitations ... a drive for perfection ... in this

therefore came naturally to him (and perhaps flattered
his vanity also) to think of Sandaig, the true soul of

he had something in common with Parsifal and the
legend of the Holy Grail'. But BOlling ends this
section with words of foreboding: 'With the coming

his being wherever he might be, as Avalon, with

of summer, Avalon was to prevail no more.'

himself as a latter-day Arthur seeking refuge there to
salve the wounds inflicted by the thorns of life.
Bolting makes skilful use of this obsession by calling
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The Quest for A valon is a somewhat loose blanket
description of Maxwell's early years: his unremark-

Avalon Lost is a highly distressing account of misfortune and disintegration, physical and mental. Most
of the chapter headings arc in themselves ominous:

OLD STOICS

End of the Idyll: Break-up: A Chapter of Accidents:
Bitter Spring: The Curse: A Bright and Bitter Sea.
Maxwell's marriage to Lavinia Renton was clearly
doomed from the start, not perhaps fundamentally
because of his homosexuality (though that seems
likely to have played some part) but because to her he
remained an adolescent. Botting traces this marital
disaster impartially but sympathetically: he notes the
final divorce as 'the end of an experiment in living'.
The success of The Rocks Remain was perhaps the
only bright note in these troubled times of varying
misfortunes, for all of which he bitterly blamed
Kathleen Raine's curse of some time earlier - and
they took place before the final catastrophe, the
burning down of Sandaig. Maxwell seems to have
shown, outwardly at any rate, tremendous resilience
after the loss of Sandaig, and the renovation and
refurbishment of the light-house on White Island,
together with a resurgence of his financial fortunes,
seemed to promise a new beginning. Indeed, for a
time he returned to his old ways of extravagant selfindulgence and lavish hospitality. But this was not to
last, for, as Botting realised on his departure from
White Island, Maxwell's recent experiences had
greatly weakened him mentally and physically.
Botting was all too justified in his fear for his
friend and his sick otter, MalIa, as he left the light-

house, but he was spared the anguish of witnessing
the miseries of the last phase of Maxwell's life: the
recurring debts, despite the success of Raven Seek
Thy Brother and the glittering film premiere of A
Ring ofBright Water which Maxwell could not bear
to attend; the brief bitter-sweet infatuation with Lisa
van Gruisen; and above all the torment of the rapidly
spreading cancer which eventually destroyed him.
Yet even though Botting knew of this period only at
second-hand, it is recorded with the same vividness
and compelling verisimilitude as the earlier years.
In a most touching epilogue Botting returns to
Camusfearna (Sandaig). Of the house nothing
remains but ashes, but to his intense delight he finds
an otter dropping; clearly the beloved animal had
reestablished itself. Gavin had not lived and died in
vain. He felt something of the sublimation induced by
the end of tragedy.
sunt lacrimae rerum, et mentem mortalia tangunt
Gavin Maxwell, A Life is biography of the highest
order, exhaustively researched, beautifully written,
sympathetic but frank, affectionate but unsentimental.
It is an honest portrayal of a man of exceptional
talent, unfortunately not supported by a proportionate
strength of character and dogged in undue measure by
fortune's cruelty.

THE

STOWE BOOKSHOP
& NATIONAL TRUST GIFT SHOP

---

SATURDAY & SUNDAY

OCTOBER 29-30 1994

MANY CRAFTS TO SEE AND BUY FOR CHRISTMAS INCLUDING: CLOCKS, WALKING
STICKS, DRIED & SILK FLOWERS, PUPPETS & TOYS, CRACKERS & CARDS,
TERRARIA, MOHAIR & CASHMERE KNITWEAR, PET GIFTS, EELSKIN, OIL
PAINTINGS & PRINTS, WATERCOLOURS, POTTERY & CERAMICS, MIRRORS &
FRAMES, JEWELLERY, POT POURRI, SHEEPSKIN & WOOL. AROMATHERAPY,
SCULPTURE, TRADITIONAL TEDDIES, HOUSE PORTRAITS, LAMPS,
WOODTURNING, FURNITURE, CANDLES, SCREENS, WROUGHT IRON, BDNSAI
TAPESTRY, SCULPTURE, DOLLS, SILK & SOFT FURNISHINGS, AND MANY MORE
CHRISTMAS GIFT IOEAS FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY! • PLUS! FESTIVE FOODS
INCLUDING: VENISON, BEEF, DUCK, CHUTNEYS & PRESERVES, CONFECTIONERY,
TEAS, FARMHOUSE BISCUITS & CELEBRATION CAKES, WINES & LIQUEURS.

OPEN 1GAM· 6PM EACH DAY
ADMISSION £2.50 CHILDREN/SENIORS £2.00

Paintings
Prints
Souvenirs
Books
IN THE MENAGERIE
OPENING TIMES:
Monday - Friday
9.00 a.m. - 12 noon
12.50 p.m. - 5.00 p.m. (Term time)
9.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m. (Holidays)
Saturdays
1.00 p.m. - 5.00 p.m. (Term time)
11.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m. (Holidays)
Sundays
11.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m. (Holidays)

EXHIBITION SALES AND ADMINISTRATION (0705) 871000
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nterview
with

Lord Annan

Lord Annan is probably the authority on Roxburgh
in that he wrote the founding Headmaster's biography. As Head ofSchool,
he was constantly communicating with J.F. yet still
found time to compete in the Tennis VI, Rugby xv,Cricket XI and Running VIII.
Robert Bush spoke to him at the House ofLords.

Why did your parents choose to send you to
Stowe?

How has being at Stowe helped or disadvantaged you in life?

My father was at Uppingham but wasn't very
happy there. Stowe attracted him because of its
beauty; because it wasn't traditional and because
of Roxburgh's reputation.

Certainly there have been no disadvantages. It
was the first time I'd ever been in such beautiful
surroundings. My whole time there had an enormous influence on me and I particularly
remember an open air performance of Comus at
the Temple of Worthies.
You also learned tolerance at Stowe. No boy
made rules and in my time Bruce was the friendliest house, although hopeless at sport. Grenville
was a great rugger house and Chandos was illdisciplined to a degree - the boys were always
going off into the grounds to shoot with guns
concealed in their coats!
I wholeheartedly opposed corporal punishment
and was instrumental in trying to reduce it. I
remember the Head of Grafton once beat a boy
for having his shoe laces undone. It was the sort
of behaviour I wouldn't stand for and the prefectorial body, acting on my advice, reprimanded him.

Stowe was a new school in your time. What
sort of reputation did it have?
It was a sensational place, always in the news
with Royal visits and stories of Roxburgh's brilliance. It attracted the sons of squires and
country people, it sent a number of scholars to
Oxbridge and, contrary to opinion, it had an
excellent scholastic record. There were also lots
of interesting people at Stowe. For example,
H.G. Wells' son was in my house.

Did it live up to its reputation?
lfnot, why not?
In my time it did live up to its reputation very much so. At the time there was an economic slump and a lot of brilliant people who
might have done something else went in for
teaching instead.
Our teachers were wonderfully tolerant housemasters, men who had Blues for rugger and who
played for Scotland and England. Among them
was T.H. White, who wrote The Sword in the
Stone.

Are there any particular impressions or
anecdotes that stick in your mind?
One of my greatest memories is of Leonard
Cheshire, who used to be my partner in tennis.
He was always so happy-go-lucky, hitting out
and smashing where I was volleying and making
drop shots. He was the most remarkable of all
Old Stoics and a great friend. We used to stay
with one and another in the holidays.
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Did you send your sons to Stowe?
Alas I have no sons. However, I must say I'm
against boarding schools at eight and I remember it upset my mother when I went away. But I
do understand that you get more concentrated
time for learning the fundamentals.

Lord Annan, what is, in your opinion, the
cornerstone of a good education?
I think there are four corners. The first is literacy, numeracy and culture - in other words, the
fundamentals of education. The second is a conception of right and wrong - ultimately, the
understanding of morality. This, I believe, is
essential. The third is tolerance - and this was
possibly the main lesson that Stowe taught me.
The fourth? Well, the fourth you'll have to
decide for yourself!

Ow
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ALASDAIR MACDONALD
The following address was given by R.Q. Drayson
at A.M. S Cremation Service at Margate, November 1993.

I

remember so clearly my first tcrm at Stowe. It

was not an easy time and it was a cold mid-winter

- January 1964. There might have been an air of
expectancy with a new beginning, but there were also

tensions and lhe need to walk carefully. For me it was
a real blessing that Alasdair, whom we have come
here to remcmhcr today, should have been Second

Master and my right hand man - and 1 soon came to
regard him as a friend and a
confidant - someone com-

pletely reliable, to whom I
could confide my worries, in

the sure knowledge that he
was at all times discreet, a
good listener and one who
cared

about

Stowe.

Sometimes his advice would

come a lillie later after consideration - rarely just off
the cuff. If he saw a need he
would do his very best to fill
it, for he was a generous

man and we shall all of us
miss his generosity, his kindness and his friendliness; but
it is a joy to remember it and
it is something we shall
always have - this memory
of Alasdair.
Alasdair served Stowe
with a straightforward and
simple devotion - and ahove
all a genuine loyalty (above
all loyalty) for some 37
years. He enjoyed life, he
enjoyed people, he enjoyed teaching. and his open
aod friendly approach to a11 people, whether it be visiting Royalty, the grouod staff, his colleagues or the
boys in the school, endeared him to all and sundry. I
am sure they felt that Lhey were talkiog to a friend,
and Rachel and I always enjoyed spending time with
Alasdair and Marjorie - for it goes without saying
that he had been very wise in his choice of a wife; we
found we could always relax at Ladymead - and if
Sheila and Catriona happened to be there too, then so
much the better. I was amused to hear that, when the
twins were born, Ihe Headmaster, J.F., for whom
ladies were not part of his scheme of things in the

running of a school, was heard to commiserate with
Alasdair on his bad luck - J.F. was a great
Headmaster, bUI he sometimes got things wrong.
The record books tell us that A.M. joined the staff
in September 1931 and that the greater part of his 37
years at Stowe were spent as Housemastcr of
Chatham - 19 years in fact. And more than one Old
Stoic has said that for them A.M. and Chatham were
all of a piece. And it was my
good fortune to have him as
my Second Master for his
final five years at Stowe.
Those who knew him as a
young man remember him as
an athlete - a running blue always prepared to help on
the games field until lameness overtook him. It is said
that he once dropped a future
V.c. from a Rugger B Lea!,'Ue
Team for inadequate courage:
he happily told the story
against himself when evenlS
brought his judgement into
question! His main physical
memorial at Stowe will surely
be his two histories, written
twenty-six years apart.
Alasdair was no mean
scholar, as his ability to read
with enjoyment English,
French, German, Italian,
Latin and Greek literature in
the original bears witness.
And I am sure the boys of
Selwyn House as well as Stoics are grateful that in
retirement Alasdair came to Broadstairs and shared
his knowledge with them too - and his colleagues on
the staff.
But in the eod I can only echo the final words of
tribute paid to him by a colleague when he left Stowe
when he wrote that he was u a generous, gifted and
always lovable man" - to which I would add - "and
at all times loyal".
Although we meet sadly in his absence, and grieve
with his family on this occasion, we also give thanks
for all that Alasdair has meant to each one of us over
so many years. May he rest in peace.
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ERIC REYNOLDS
HEADMASTER OF STOWE, 1949-58
.foe Bain (Stowe 1953-73) gave the Jollowing,
very personal address in Stowe Chapel
at the Service oj Thanksgiving Jor the liJe ojEric
Reynolds:
"Reynolds' Memorial Service?". my friend said:
"God no! I shan't go: Dreary little man!"
I made no comment. What should I resent?

I'd heard such words before. "Perhaps she's right",
I thought: '·So are we all - all dreary little men'·
But then the memories came rushing back.
It seemed a thousand years ago, my interview

That summer in the Piccadilly Club,
With faded photographs of faded schools
On faded walls. The Club itself long since
Now gone, with its pretentious solemn bric·a-brac.
The Public Schools those walls half-heartedly
Attempted to commemorate (Status of school "School", and, frankly, "school" is pretty bad")
Have glossier means today of self-publicity.
Yet that dull elub stays vivid in my mind,
For there at mid-day in - I fancy - June
of 1953 I first met E. V.R.
(Not then or ever - even little by little Eric: we were respectful in those days).
But, even to the jaundiced eye of twenty-five
He wasn't "dreary" - "odd" I think I thought
- Though I've seen odder since - partly because

He didn't offer lunch -I'd thought he mightBut more perhaps because the interview
For reasons I discovered only afterwards
Was carricd forward "backwards", as it wcrc ,
I mcan, the questions came obliquely - thrown

Over his left shoulder, just as though
I sat one seal behind him on a bus.

(A slight den I in the profile from his accident
Had made him more self-conscious than need be.)

Reynolds' men we were, enjoyed his soberness,
His reassuring lack of ease. his public eloquence.

His private generosity and warmth,
His dead-pan humour, his humanity,
His tolerance of fools - provided they weren't boresHis hatred of pomposity, ignorance of P.R.,
But, above all, we sensed his loneliness,
His awkwardness with parents, his shy tics,
The curious way he had of masking his unease
By launching into steps of some strange dance

When faced and trapped by Ihose he didn't know,
His lack of small-talk. What we didll " see,
Or didn't give him credit for, was his success

In fighting to make teachers' salaries
As "princely" as he knew they weren't and couldn't be.
His buildings: Roxburgh Hall, Headmaster's House,
not Adam brothers, but they serve us well.
Palladian? 0: Stowe-bybrid is the genre.
Exemplwn si requiris: look around.
To us who daily lived about the place
He was a kjnd and self-sufficient man.
We trusted and respected him, I'm sure,
Because he trusted and respected liS.

He wrote in time the lemporary job

The Fifties get a bad press nowadays;

("The salary's not princely" which was true)
Was mine. And happily I stayed for twenty years.

"Elitist" at the best; and at the worst

An arid interval - apocrypha
Between the older dispensation and the new.

Siowe in those days was magical- a lost domain.
The grcat communicator-founder J.F.R.,

And yet, to those of us then young at Stowe,
It gave the blessings of a silver age:

Withdrawn to "The Old Ride" , was silent and aloof,
Symptoms though of his withdrawal racked

Tolerance and understanding, learning, wit;

His erstwhile paladins, the senior staff.
We younger chaps were undismayed by this:
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The follies of a Whig Augustan past
Matured and blended into pastoral calm
Untouched as yet by renovating tao;;tc
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- Nothing suburban, nothing Disney-like:
Rex Whistlerish perhaps, we liked to think.
Old moss-grown teachers, nurtured by J.F.,
Hankering in vain for heydays of pre-war
With wistful cries of "Roxburgh; no-one else!"
Proved daily that the follies of the place
Were not exclusively of brick or stone.
Now I, moss-grown and foolish in my turn,
Hark back to times less "dreary", in a word.
Stowe isn't bracing: the broad fresh lawns,
Mysterious temples, grottoes, lakes, facades,
Are vistas of a cool, patrician taste.
The Elysian Fields are haunts of old philosophy.
The names we gave ourselves (or others gave us)
"This other Eton", "Stowe-on-Styx" refer
To values other than those valued by
Conventional Victorian Public Schools.
So may it - so will it always - be.
The pious founders planned another Stowe
- God's answer to the Woodard Schools, no less.
These Gothic notions prowled and prowled around.
We thought that - thwarted by the guile of J.F.R. They'd flourish sparsely in this genial soil.
I fear some thought them then a kind of joke:

I wonder who laughed longest in the end.
This though is history, as Sam Goldwyn said.
A lot of water has been passed since then A lot of hot air too; now let it rest.
Forgiveness is the word we need today.
So Eric - dare I after all these years
Be so familiar? - thank you now for all
You did and all you tried, like us, to do
And failed. Never by nature aiming to be great
You did a great job well, against the odds.
No! You were not J.F., and didn't aspire to be.
But those of my time, when we think of Stowe,
It's you especially we like to celebrate
For making it a place that warmed the heart;
And that, I'm sure, is what you would have wished.
Stowe's not been always generous to your memory:
Forgive us - dreary little men - as we,
If there is something to forgive, do you.
It's all so long ago. I see you turn
With a wry smile. "The job is temporary,
The fee not princely." Was it worth it-The loneliness, misunderstanding? Yes! We answer:
yes!
We unheroic, humane, unambitious men,
We were your kindred, and we liked your style.
Vale, kind master! May you rest in peace!

Quality Authenticated Antiques Fairs
BAILEY FAIRS PRESENTS
1-4 APRIL '94

THE STOWE SCHOOL ANTIQUES FAIR
Stowe School, Bucks

18-20 NOVEMBER '94 THE HATFIELD HOUSE ANTIQUES FAIR
Hatfield, Herts

22-24 APRIL '94

THE HATFIELD HOUSE ANTIQUES FAIR
Hatfield, Herts

20-22 JANUARY '95

THE HATFIELD HOUSE ANTIQUES FAIR
Hatfield, Herts

29-31 JULY '94

THE 1994 ANNUAL GAME FAIR
ANTIQUES FAIR
Combury Park, Charlbury, Oxon

17-19 MARCH '95

THE LUTON HOO ANTIQUES FAIR
Luton, Beds

14-17 APRIL '95

THE STOWE SCHOOL ANTIQUES FAIR
Buckingham

2-4 SEPTEMBER '94 THE HATFIELD HOUSE ANTIQUES FAIR
Hatfield, Herts

For further details of these and other nationwide events please telephone (0277) 362662
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EIGH INTERNATIONAL

W

hen I arrived

twenty-six hours on

a plane, a day in
and

CHILE

Last year the Old Stoic Society inaugurated
the annual award of two Gap Year
Scholarships, each worth £750.
Both winners were girls. Timara Kay has
spent tell momhs teachillg ill a rural school
ill Zimbabwe, whilst Philippa Haines journeyed to Peru. In this article Philippa recalls
some of the highlights of her Gap Year
travels.

at base camp
in
Coyhaique,
Southern Chile, after

Santiago

IN

two

and a half days in a
bus, I felt miserable.
I was with a group of

eighty strangers and

the opposite end of the world from home and all my

We spent two weeks navigating through the

security. The others seemed incredibly confident

Our first week was the "induction period" and this

Cthonos Archipelago in kayaks, re-enacting the
method of transport of the ahonos Indians and sleeping on beaches at night. Physically, kayaking was
extremely tough. My arms and shoulders underwent a

spelt struggle and stress. It took time to become

great tcst of strength! Another discomfort was lack of

accustomed to the camping life, uncomfortable nights

tents; we slept under bivvys made from ex-army

in tents, "long-drops" for lavatories and porridge at

ponchos (often a liltle leaky after the nightly rainfall),

7.30 a.m. We had to trek long hours with heavy packs

although there is a definite charm waking up in the

to our induction site, abseil, which scared me witless,

open air among nature, millions of miles from civilisation. But kayaking did eventually bring Delta

outdoor types, whilst it took me an embarrassing
amount of time to erect my tent.

and were forced to swim in ice-cold water. At the end

then trekked back down the mountain togelher to the

Group OUT first feelings of satisfaction and accomplishment. At last we werc a team. striving towards

base camp.

the same ends. We covered good paddling distances

Our first month was to be sea-based and started
wilh Ihe building of a jett)' for local farmers who
lived in the vicinity of Rio Explorades. A jetty would
prevent the farmers from having to winch their cattle

and visited a sea-lion colony that was in an estuary

of the week we were separated into our groups and

on to hoats, to move them to market, a cumbersome

perfect and we camped opposite the colony on an

island, drifting off to sleep to the sound of their Iionlike barks and roars.
Our next project was at the San Rafael glacier,

and precarious task. So eleven of us (Delta Group)
took a sick-making thirty hour ride on a fishing boat
(Q reach OUT destination. Once there, we pitched OUf
tents, patched up a fallen-down wooden hut that

arrived in Avon motor boats on a clear sunny day,

became our cooking area and organised storage of

racing towards the glacier, dodging huge blue ice-

tools and food. Around us were snow-capped moun-

tains, forested islands and water.
It was this first project I enjoyed least. I had by

bergs which sparkled in the sunlight. We alternated
between three different projects. We worked with the
scientist studying life forms around the glacier (col-

now hccome accustomed to the rough camping

lecting plankton and creepy·crawlics whose names

lifestyle, hut it rained all day every day for nine of the
ten days. The group did nOI yet fully know each other
and we had not yet "gelled" to become as motivated
as we needed to be, to feel accomplishment. Tools

escape me), we built bridges and led treks to the

were short and we couldo't find enough work for

The last two days of this project were spent ice-

where venturers supported scientific work. We

glacier daily. in order to measure the ablation stakes

which helped to calculate how far the glacier
retreated each day.
climbing on

dissatisfaction was brewing when we began our

fantastically frightening all at once! We slept the

second project: sea-kayaking. Thank goodness the

night at the Observation Point. The sun-set was the

weather changed for us; in England it generally rains

most awesome I have ever seen. Streaks of pink, red,

fur a couple of hOUfS, then stops. In Chile

purple and a thousand other colours trickling and

iL

just goes

the

glacier.

It was

everyone. So. when we left. although we got on well,

on and on, never ceasing.
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stacked with all other types of wildlife, such as penguins, porpoises, dolphins and birds. The weather was

fantastic and

dripping from the sky. Because the weather had been
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so hot huge chunks of ice came toppling off the
glacier (a sparkling powder blue), rumbling as loud
as a roll of thunder and falling gracefully into the sea,
totally submerging itself because of its colossal
weight and then re-emerging back up to the surface,
causing a gigantic wave all around it, then rolling
onto its side and drifting slowly away to join all the
other icebergs.
The group hardly spoke a word that night, amazed
by it all. Saying goodbye to San Rafael was an emotional farewell.
Thirty-six hours later (spent on a stinking fishing
boat, sleeping in the hold which twenty-four hours
before had held a dozen cattle) we arrived back at
base for a huge "slap-up" meal, having eaten for a
month and a half only sardines, tuna and dehydrated
soya goulash. Next day we drove for six hours into
the mountains to the small Patagonian town of Bahia
Murta on the shores of the Lago General Carrera.
Here we had to finish a playground for the school
children which another group had started. In addition
we helped the farmer on whose land we were
camping and we taught English to the school children. We played with the school children and drank
herbal tea with the farmers. They gave us bread and
cheese, happy not to speak when the language barrier
became a problem, content just to show us hospitality. The people were fascinated by these strange
foreign youngsters, so far from home, who actually
wanted to work for free, even on Sundays!
My most touching encounter was with a little girl to
whom I was trying to teach the word "horse". The "h"
sound is not pronounced in Spanish, so getting her to
say "horse" correctly was difficult. My friend and I
ran around the room pretending to be out of breath,
saying "hha, hha, hha, horse"! "Horse", she repeated
breathily from the bottom of her chest. Perfect! The
next day I met her in the street; she ran towards me,
then around me, panting, squared up in front of me
and said: "Hha, hha, horse"! I know it was only one
word, but I couldn't help feeling pleased.
So it was the people who made this project special
for me. So poor, but so generous and so open-minded
and interested, but not scornful of our western ways.
Women in these communities work only in the
house. Building, helping on the farm or visiting is
simply not done.
The most challenging project mentally and physically was "Mountain Trek". We had to carry twelve
days' rations and my pack was so heavy I couldn't
lift it onto my back myself. Patagonian mountains do
not undulate; they tower into the sky, thick jungle at
the bottom, followed by rock and scree with snow-

capped tips. Our task was to cover 80 km (as the
crow flies) in eleven days.
The first days were exhausting but rewarding. On
the fourth we went down into a jungled valley at the
advice of a farmer we met, who told us there was a
path through the valley to lead us to our destination.
We descended into the valley with a boy in front
cutting our path with a machete. We slept that night
in the farmer's hut and sent out three recce parties to
find the path. The so-called path petered out; it began
to rain hard; we cut our way uphill hopefully; after
four hours, whoops of joy! We had found an obvious
path with machete marks in abundance. We trundled
along this path for an hour until BANG - it was
gone. We continued cutting and searching until we
realised a staff member was missing. Two months of
trekking and a knee injury had taken its toll on
Robbie. We stood in the jungle screaming and
blowing our whistles for an hour until he was found.
That night I spent the most uncomfortable night of
my life in the jungle, wet, cold and sleeping at an
angle of forty-five degrees. But morale was high;
everyone was excited by the tense situation: in addition to Robbie's fatigue there were many injuries.
The spirit of adventure was rife. Nonetheless after
two more days lost in the jungle a decision for survival had to be taken: we were not going to make the
pick-up point. So we hurried back, upset. On the way
back we found the genuine path - more than a little
painful! - but we had run out of time.
The aspect of Raleigh I enjoyed most was the
encouragement it gave to me to speak up and push
my ideas forward. "Personal development" was the
term they used, learning self-motivation, leadership
skills ... I feel I have had the most fantastic experience of my lifetime. Thank you to all who made it
possible.

STOWE THROUGH THE DECADES

1984
The unveiling of the new Bruce House
foundation stone was performed by
Granville Carr (Bruce/Chatham 1924-29).
Golfers won the Micklem Trophy for the
thirteenth time.
The 1st and Junior Squash teams won all
of their 22 matches.
Dougie Richardson retired as Chef after
48 years' service.
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ACADEMIC

AND

SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF,

J.G.L. Nichols, Headmaster, English
RR. Akam, Biology, Tutor Side 8, (Walpole)
S.L. Akam, Head of Geography, Tutor Side 4, (Nugent)
e.J.G. Atkinson, Old Stoic Secretary,
Marketing Manager, (Chatham)
S.J.B. Ayers, Modem Languages, 3rd Form Tutor
(Temple)
D.S. Barr, Head of Drama, English, 5th Form Tutor
(Grafton)
N-E. Behilil, Mathematics, Third Form Tutor (Walpole)
lA Bennetts, Director of Humanities,
Modern languages, Tutor Side 2, (Nugent)
M.J. Bevington, Head of Classics, Archives,
Tutor Side 1, (Temple)
D.e. Bisp, Games
M.e. Caplan, French Assistant
M.A Carpenter, Head of Design, 5th Form Tutor
(Chatham)
M.O.M. Chitty, Economics, Housemaster of Grenville
RA Collins, Head of Economics & Politics,
Tutor Side 9, (Lyttelton)
S.O. Collins, Director of Science, Physics,
Tutor Side 7, (Grenville)
G.A Cottrell, Modem Languages, Housemaster of
Cobham, President of Games
G.GJ. Delaney, Head of Modern Languages,
3rd Form Tutor (Grafton)
RS. Dillow, Modem Languages, i/c European Studies,
3rd Form Tutor (Grenville)
KF. Dore, Mathematics, 3rd Form Tutor (Chandos),
(Lyttelton)
M. Edwards, Head of Information Technology,
(Walpole)
AG. Eve, Design, (Grenville)
P.AS. Farquhar, Head of English,
Tutor Side 1, (Chandos)
D.R. Foster, Geography, Senior Master,
Tutor Side 4, (Bruce)

G.M. Hornby, Chemistry, Senior Tutor,
Tutor Side 8, (Lyttelton)
RB. Jackson, Divinity, Vicar of Stowe,
4th Form Tutor (Chandos)
D.W. James, Head of Biology, Tutor Side 8, (Nugent)
C.H. Johnson, History, Housemaster of Grafton
M.N. Kane, Harvard Paradina Fellow, (Temple)
AB. Kotschyne, Hungarian Assistant
R Kouyoumdjian, Spanish Assistant
J.S. Kreeger, Classics, Housemaster of Temple
AJ.E. Lloyd, Biology, Careers Master, (Walpole)
C.P. Macdonald, Chemistry, Second Master
R.E. Masters, Modern Languages,
Housemistress of Nugent
S. McCabe, Head of Mathematics,
Tutor Side 5, (Walpole)
B.L. McCrea, Classics, 3rd Form Tutor (Cobham),
(Lyttelton)
D.C. McCrea, Mathematics, 3rd Form Tutor (Cobham),
i/c Time-table
A McDaid, Mathematics, 5th Form Tutor (Temple)
I.J. McKillop, Director of Theatres, Art,
5th Form Tutor (Chandos)
K Melber, Art, Housemaster of Bruce
AG. Meredith, Housemaster of Chatham,
Director of Admissions
I. Michael, Director of Physical Education,
4th Form Tutor (Bruce)
AK Murray, Geography, 3rd Form Tutor (Bruce)
I.G. Murray, Geography, 4th Form Tutor (Cobham)
B.H. Orger, Head of Chemistry, Tutor Side 6, (Cobham)
G.L. Platt, Mathematics & Physics,
5th Form Tutor (Bruce)
O.L. Ridge, Head of Physics, 3rd Form Tutor (Chatham)
AAV. Rudolf, Head of History, Tutor Side 3,
Coordinator of Special Tuition
M. Rydstrom, Marketing & Commercial Director

B.D. Fraser, Bursar and Financial Director

G.StJ. Scott, Head of Art, Tutor Side 10, (Chandos)
RJ.S. Secret, Music, (Lyttelton)
M.J. Smith, Administrative Director

D.KO. Gamble, Games

B.S. Stephan, Librarian, Classics & English

J.e. Green, Director of Music, Tutor Side 10, (Cobham)

T.C.F. Stunt, President of CR, (Chandos)
B. Taylor, Games

F.M. Green, History & Classics,
i/c Public Examinations (Temple)
S. Grimble, Design, 4th Form Tutor (Walpole)
J.L. Hamblett, Economics, Tutor Side 9, (Nugent)
MJ. Harris, Cricket & games coach, (Grenville)
P.D. Harris, Music, Director of wind and brass,
4th Form Tutor (Grafton)
G. Harrison-Williams, Games
T.M. Hastie-Smith, Chaplain, 5th Form Tutor (Grenville)
J.E.C. Henderson, Music, 4th Form Tutor (Chatham)
S.G.A Hirst, English, Housemaster of Chandos
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E.L.C. Taylor, Economics, Housemistress of Lyttelton
S.e. Taylor, Modern Languages, Tutor Side 2, (Temple)
J.M. Tearle, Chemistry, 5th Form Tutor (Walpole)
E.S. Thompson, English, Tutor Side 1, (Temple), i/c
University entrance
W.E.H. Vernon, Biology, Middle School Tutor,
4th Form Tutor (Grenville)
M. Waldman, Head of Geology
L.E. Weston, Classics & English, Housemaster of Walpole
G. Yung, German Assistant
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Stowe School, Buckingham MK18 5EH

